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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Scope of Report
1 ""
An acoustic test of a propeller mounted behind an airplane empen-
nage was performed by NASA Ames on a model in the Ames Research
Center No.l 7x10-foot wind tunnel during March-April 1984. Tech-
nical assistance in the planning and performance of the test, and
in the subsequent data reduction was provided by Bolt Beranek and
Newman Inc. (BBN). This report presents the results of the work
performed by BBN. It describes the model configurations and con-
ditions investigated during the tests, discusses the data acquisi-
tion, reduction and analysis procedures, presents acoustic data
acquired and provides data interpretation. The total test program
++^
	 included measurements of the wake behind the empennage. Results
from these wake tests were analyzed separately by NASA and are not
included in this report.
1.2 Propeller Noise
i
In recent years there has been a resurgence of interest in the
generation end control of noise from airplane propellers. This
renewed interest has included both interior and exterior noise of
propeller-driven aircraft and has covered the range of propellers
from conventional general aviation (GA) designs to advanced
turboprops (ATP) for high-subsonic cruise. At the same time new
aircraft designs have included configurations with propellers
mounted on the rear of the airplane, acting in the pusher rather
than the tractor role. Aircraft with aft-mounted propellers
include the Lear Fan 2100 [1], Beech Starship 1 [2], Gates-Piaggio
GP-180 [2] and certain configurations for the ATP airplane [3].
The propellers may be mounted on the centerline of the airplane
[1], on the trailing edge of wings on aircraft with canards [2] or
on the trailing edge of aft pylons or horizontal stabilizers [3].
However, in all cases the propellers operate in the wake of the
xupstream control surfaces.
	 It is this phenomenon of noise genera-
tion from propellers operating in the wakes of upstream surfaces
t
that is the main impetus for the present study. -
Removal of the propeller plane to a location well aft of the pas-
senger cabin has the advantage of reducing the propeller-induced
sound levels in the cabin and hence the weight requirements for
F
soundproofing treatments.
	
However, operation of she propeller in
a non-uniform flow field, such as exists downstream of control
surfaces has the potential for increasing the far field radiated
sound levels during take-off and approach. 	 There is also the
possibility that forward-radiated sound will enter the passenger
cabin.
The influence of a non-uniform flow field on acoustic radiation
from a rotating propeller has been observed in comparisons between
static and forward flight data.
	
A comparison of this type for 3
conventional twin-engined propeller-driven airplane [4] shows a
marked reduction in the radiated sound pressure levels of higher
order harmonics of the blade passage frequency (Figure 1). 	 In
this particular example the propeller tip rotational Mach number
was 0.85 and the corresponding helical Mach number in flight was
0.87.	 The physical interpretation of the results is that, under
static conditions, the turbulence eddies in the inflow are elonga-
ted and subjected to chopping by the propeller, as shown diagram-
matically in Figure 2.
The wake from an upstream surface can be considered, to some
extent, to be similar to the static conditions for a propeller
operating in free space. There is a repetitious interaction
between a propeller blade and an inhomogeneous flow field. There
have ;seen several investigations of the effect as it pertains to
acoustic radiation from fans and compressor rotors operating
downstream of inlet guide vanes in turbofan and turbojet engines
[5-12] but the corresponding literature for propellers is sparse
[13,14.
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The fan noise studies resulted in several prediction curves for
sound level as a function of stator/rotor separation distance.
These curves are plotted in Figure 3 where the separation distance
is non-dimensionalized with respect to stator chord. It is seen
that there is a wide variation in slope for the curves in Figure
3, ranging from -6dB per doubling of separation distance, as given
by Smith and House [8], to approximately -2dB per doubling of
separation. The empirical curve of Lawson differs from the others
in that it shows two different relationships, one associated with
separation distances which are less than one chord length and the
other with separation distances greater than one chord. It is
possible that the two regimes might be associated with potential
field interaction and wake interaction respectively. Certainly
the -4 dB/separation doubling, as predicted by Lawson for small
separations, is similar to the range of -3 dB to -5 dB shown in
the data of Sharland [5] and Fincher [6]. However, other studies
[12] imply that the potential field and viscous interference
(wake) effects are equal at a stator/rotor separation of approxi-
mately about one-tenth of the chord length.
Published data for tractor and pusher propellers on the Cessna
02-T or Model 337 [13,14] are concerned mainly with static test
conditions, although the authors state that similar effects were
noted during flight tests. The Cessna Model 337, as shown in
Figure 4, is a twin-boom airplane with two engines and propellers;
the rear propeller is mounted on the aft of the passenger cabin
and the forward propeller is at the front of the cabin. The two
propellers are of similar design, and both have three blades and a
diameter of 2.13 m (84 inches).
Figure 4 also contains narrowband acoustic spectra associated with 	 .1
static operation of the front and rear propellers separately. The
spectrum for the forward propeller shows components at the first
two harmonics of the blade passage frequency (mB = 3,6 where m is
the harmonic order, m = 1 being the fundamental, and B the number
-4-
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of blades), whereas the spectrum for the rear propeller contains
contributions from the first six harmonics (mB = 3 through 18).
In the case of the Cessna 337, propeller in-flow conditions are
influenced by the fuselage, the downwash from the wing and the
exhaust from the turboprop engine.
The conclusion to be drawn from inlet guide vane studies and the
measurements on propeller-driven aircraft is that propellers
operating in the wake of upstream surfaces will probably generate
higher sound levels than propellers operating in relatively
undisturbed airflow such as is encountered by tractor propellers.
The objective of the present experimental study is to extend the
understanding of the phenomenon as it relates to both discrete
frequency and broadband noise.
1.3 Overview of Test Program
The test program discussed in this report involved the operation
of a model scale propeller in the open test section of the NASA
Ames Research Center #1 7x10-foot wind tunnel. The propeller was
located immediately downstream of a model airplane fuselage on
which were mounted empennages of different configurations. Sound }
pressure levels were measured at ten locations outside the flow in
the test section and at three locations in the flow. The acoustic
data were reduced in terms of narrowband and one-third octave band
spectra so that the different contributions to the acoustic field
could be identified and analyzed.
The majority of the acoustic measurements were made at two flow
speeds (45.7 and 62.5 m/s or M = 0.13 and 0.18) and three propel-
;	 ler rotational speeds (4000, 6000 and 8200 rpm). Three empennage
configurations (Y-, V-, and I-tails) were tested and the airplane
fuselage was oriented in two configurations (VP = 0°, 90°) to simu-
late sideline and overhead conditions. Consideration was given to
the influence of the flow shear layer on the sound pressure levels
f
-7-
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measured outside the tunnel flow, and appropriate adjustments made
to the data. Finally, the effect of the empennage on the radiated
sound field was analyzed for the various test conditions.
1.4 Outline of Report
A description of the acoustic test performed on the propeller and
empennage is given in Section 2. The description includes the
wind tunnel test chamber and model configuration, data acquisition
and reduction procedures, and the test conditions investigated.
Data analysis procedures, including adjustments made to the meas-
ured sound levels to account for shear layer effects, distance
normalization and broadband effects on discrete frequency sound
levels, are given in Section 3. Then Section 4 presents an evalu-
ation of the data, including the roles played by various hardware
items in the tunnel test section. Section 5 provides an analysis
of the harmonic components of the propeller noise field; a general
discussion of the results is given in Section 6.
r:
2. TEST DESCRIPTION
l
	
i	 2.1 wind Tunnel Test Section
The acoustic tests were performed in the open test section of the
f NASA Ames Research Center #1 7x10-foot wind tunnel. In the open
configuration the test section sidewalls and ceiling are removed
but the floor is retained. Thus, the section is open on three
	
[	 sides. The floor of the teat section is continuous with the
surrounding wooden floor of the platform which contains the tunnel
operator's stations and a work bench area.
The nozzle for the open test section is formed by the contraction
downstream of the tunnel settling chamber, and a collector is
installed at the entry to the first stage diffuser. A new
collector with a convex contour was installed for the present
tests, the collector being covered with sound-absorbing foam to
minimize acoustic reflections. A plan of the tunnel is shown in
Figure 5 and a photograph of the collector is given in Figure 6.
The open test section is 2.1 m (7 feet) high and 3.0 m (10 feet)
wit'e at the nozzle and has a length of about 4.3 m (14 feet) from
nozzle lip to collector entry.
The test section is surrounded by a test chamber which has dimen-
sions of approximately 13.7 x 16.8 x 9.1 m (45 x 55 x 30 ft). The
chamber is of steel construction and has some acoustic treatment
in the form of acoustic tiles bonded to the ceiling and wall
panels. The average absorption coefficients for the chamber lie
in the range from 0.47 to 0.66 in the frequency range from 250 to
8000 Hz [15]. However, these values of the absorption coefficient
were not adequate foi- the propeller noise tests. Thus, additional
sound-absorbing materials in the form of foam panels were placed
on the platform, on either side of the test section, and inclined
	
u	 relative to the vertical so that any residual acoustic energy
U
would be reflected upwards. In addition, sheets of foam 7.6 cm
lt
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(3 inches) thick were placed on the test section and platform
floors, between the model propeller and the microphones used to
measure the acoustic field. The foam panels and the floor treat-
men , in be seen in Figures 7 and B. The photograph in Figure 8
als:. :lows the permanent acoustic treatment on the chamber walls
and ceiling.
Optimum positioning of the sound-absorbing panels was achieved by
reviewing data associated with an impulsive noise source (pistol
shots) at the location of the model propeller. However, the geo-
metry of the test section, tunnel, and test chamber still influen-
ces conditions at some measurement locations.
2.2 Model Configuration
2.2.1 General Configuration
The general configuration of the test model can be seen in
Figure B. It consisted essentially of two items; a model fuselage
with empennage attached and a propeller drive system consisting of
a motor and shaft contained in an aerodynamic housing. Essential-
ly the propeller was a tractor propeller mounted separately from
the :airframe structure. Approximate dimensions for the set-up are
given in Figure 9.
The model fuselage was mounted on two swept airfoil struts which
could be moved parallel to the tunnel centerline in order to vary
the separation distance between the empennage and the propeller.
The propeller drive system was fixed in the longitudinal direction
but could be moved vertically to vary the height above and below
the	 selage centerline. The axial position of the propeller in
the test section was chosen to optimize the angular range avail-
able for acoustic measurements.
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Inspection of Figure 8 will show that the dimensions of the model
fuselage and empennage are not in correct proportions. This is
because the fuselage was used simply as an aerodynamic fairing on
which the empennage could be mounted. The dimensions of the
empennage were determined on the basis of the model scale for the
propeller rather than the fuselage. The model fuselage was
installed without a wing.
2.2.2 Model Empennage
Three empennage configurations were selected for test. These con-
figurations consisted essentially of a V-tail with and without a
dorsal fin, and a vertical fin. For convenience the V-tail with
dorsal fin is referred to in this report as the Y-tail and the
vertical fin as the I-tail. The fuselage model with the Y-tail
installed is shown in Figure S. A view from beneath the Y-tail is
shown in Figure 10 and a head-on view in Figure 11. The fuselage
with I-tail installed is shown in Figure 12.
Tests were performed with the fuselage model oriented as shown
in Figure 8 so that sound levels could be measured to the side.
Then the fuselage was rotated through 90° and sound levels
measured beneath the airplane. These configurations are identi-
fied by	 = 0° and ^) = 90°. In the ^ = 90 0 arrangement the
fuselage model was mounted on one side of the support struts, as
shown in Figures 11 and 13. The mounting was faired over to
minimize the generation of aerodynamic noise.
Representative dimensions for the test empennages are shown in
Figure 14.
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2.2.3 Model Propeller
The model propeller used in the test had four blades having the
designation SR-2. These blades have zero sweep, as is the case
for the majority of general aviation (GA) propellers but, compareL
to conventional GA designs, the SR-2 blade has a long chord and a
relatively low thickness-to-chord ratio of 2% at the tip. Typical
dimensions for the test propeller are given in Table 1, which also
contains a plan of the blade shape.
A photograph of the model propeller mounted on the spinner and
drive shaft is shown in Figure 15. The blade pitch angle was
adjusted manually. Appropriate values of the angle were deter-
mined for the different airflow speeds and propeller rotational
speeds, and the angle was adjusted prior to each test run.
The SR-2 propeller was selected initially by NASA as a baseline
for comparison with swept blade designs under evaluation for the
advanced turboprop (ATP) airplane. In the case of the ATP design
the flight condition of primary interest is cruise at M = 0.80 and
a blade-tip rotational Mach number of about 0.80, rather than
take-off and approach, the conditions explored in the present 	 Yj
tests. Wind tunnel acoustic measurements for the model SR-2
propeller (with 8 blades) under cruise conditions can be found in
References 16 through 18. The propeller was used in the present
tests because of its ready availability.
2.3 Instrumentation
2.3.1 Data Acquisition
Acoustic data from the tests were acquired using thirteen Bruel and
Kjaer Type 4133, 1.3 cm (0.5 inch) diameter microphones. Signals
from the microphones were passed through Bruel and Kjaer Type 222-2
conditioners to a 14-channel Ampex FR1300 tape recorder. The data
-22-
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Table 1
Test Propeller Characteristics
SR-2
(23.3 inches)
( 3.9 inches)
( 3.6 inches)
( 0.06 inch)
Propeller diameter.	 59.1 cm
Hub diameter
	
9.8 cm
Chord
	
9.2 cm
Thickness	 0.16 cm
Tip Sweep Angle	 00
S{
7
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were recorded on magnetic tape for a minimum of 30 seconds per
run. During d:.ta recording the microphone signals were monitored
on L Tektronix Model 475 oscilloscope. In addition sample on-line
narrowband analysis was performed using a Hewlett Packard Type
5420B Digital Signal Analyzer. A block diagram of the data
acquisition system is given in Figure 16.
Locations of the B&K microphones are shown in Figure 17 and listed
in Table 2. Microphones 1 through 6 were arranged in an arc of
radius 4.27 m (14 ft) outside the tunnel flow with the microphones
pointing towards the model propeller. Five of these microphones,
mounted on 1.1 m (3.5 ft) high stands can be seen in Figure 7.
Two other microphones (#10 and #13) were located in the same
!-	 horizontal plane but on the opposite side of the test section.
(	 One of the microphone stands can be seen in Figure B. These two
microphones were out of the main flow of the tunnel but may have
encountered some buffet from the edge of the free shear layer.
-
The microphones could not be moved further from the flow because
of constraints imposed by access to the tunnel control area.
Microphones # 11 and 12 were placed in the vertical plane above the
test section, also in an arc of radius 4.27 m (14 ft) centered at
the propeller axis. These microphones were not influenced by the
	 f
tunnel flow.
Three microphones were located within the tunnel flow. In these
r
cases the microphones were fitted with Bruel and Kjaer Type UA0386
nose cones and were oriented so that they pointed in the upstream
!	 direction. Two of the microphone installations (#7 and #8) can be
{	 seen in Figure B. The third in-flow microphone was located ahead
1	 of the model fuselage and close to the tunnel centerline.
The microphone array remained fixed throughout the acoustic test
program. When the test model was oriented (W = 0') as shown in
Figure 8 microphones 1 through 6 and microphones 10 and 13
represented measurements to the side of an airplane in flight;
`"	 -25-
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E
microphones 11 and 12 were above the airplane. Then, when the
model was rotated throuyn 90° ( ^ = 90°) the array of microphones 1
through 6 was located beneath the airplane and microphones 10 and
13 above the airplane.
2.3.2 Data Reduction
The data reduction instrumentation is shown in the block diagram
in Figure i8. Signals from the Ampex FR1300 tape recorder were
reduced into narrowband or one-third octave band sound pressure
level spectra. The narrowband data reduction was performed using
a Hewlett-Packard system and the one-third octave band data reduc-
tion using a GenRad Model 1995 Integrating Real Time Analyzer.
The data reduction process was controlled by means of a Hewlett-
Packard 87XM Personal Computer.
One-third octave band spectra were reduced using the GenRad 1995
Real Time Analyzer with a flat response from 25 Hz to 20,000 Hz
and a linear weighting function. The spectra were obtained by
integrating over a 15-second sample length. The computer program
GENRAD3 (see Appendix A) was used on the HP87 computer as
controller, taking the integrated spectrum from the GenRad 1995,
adjusting for microphone gains, adding shear layer corrections to
the spectrum, normalizing the data to a distance of 4.3 m (14 ft),
calculating the A-weighted level and plotting and listing the
corrected or uncorrected spectrum levels. The spectrum levels
could be stored on disc, using the HP-9121D Flexible Disc Memory,
identified by run number, data point and microphone number for
future reference.
Narrowband spectra were obtained using the HP5420 FFT Narrowband
Analyzer. The set-up state used for the data reduction is shown
in Figure 19 together with an example of the spectrum for a cali-
bration signal. The data were reduced in the frequency range 0 to
6400 Hz, with 512 spectral lines (high resolution auto-spectrum),
I 1
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giving a frequency resolution of 12.5 Hz. At least 30 averages
were performed to produce the final spectrum.
The analysis mode selected for the HP5420 was that for sinusoidal-
type signals. This mode has the property of giving the correct
maximum spectrum level for narrowband peaks of bandwidth less than
the filter bandwidth. However it results in a relatively wide
filter bandwidth; for the conditions given earlier the effective
filter bandwidth was approximately 42 Hz (12.5 x 3.4). Since the
output of the analyzer in the sinusoidal mode is "power in the
band", the broadband levels must be adjusted by the filter band-
width (-16 dB) to give the power spectral density level.
Having obtained the average spectrum levels, the harmonics could
be indicated on the HP 5420 by setting the cursor on the first
harmonic (or fundamental) of the blade passage frequency and
selecting the harmonic indicator for a maximum of 21 harmonics.
This process stored the harmonic frequencies and associated sound
levels in memory for later retrieval by the HP 87 controller.
The narrowband spectrum levels (512 lines maximum), bandwidth,
harmonic frequencies and harmonic sound pressure levels could be
transferred from the HP 5420 to the HP 87 by use of computer pro-
gram CEDAR2 (see Appendix A). Adjustments were made for gain,
shear layer corrections and normalization to a standard radial
distance of 4.3 m (14 feet). The adjusted or unadjusted spectra
could be plotted and stored on disc; the harmonic frequencies and
levels could be listed and stored on disc. As for one-third octave
band analysis, run number, data point and microphone number were
used as identifiers for future retrieval of the data.
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2.4 Test Conditions
The test configurations and conditions are listed in Table 3. The
first five test runs were performed with the test section empty
and then with only the propeller system in the tunnel flow. Test
runs 6 through 8 were then conducted with the model fuselage
present without an empennage and at the ^ = 0° orientation. Simi-
lar tests were performed later for 	 = 90° (runs 60 through 64).
These two values of t) were selected so that the main microphone
array represented sideline (^ = 0°) or flyover (V = 90°) posi-
tions. Measurements for the Y-tail configuration were performed
in runs 9 through 25 and runs 30 through 40 for ^ = 0°, and runs
65 through 73 for ^ = 90°. Four runs (26 through 29) were con-
ducted with the dorsal fin off (V-tail) and ^ = 0°. Then the
vertical fin configuration (I-tail) was tested in runs 41 - 49 for
^ = 0° and runs 50 - 59 for ^ = 90°.
The tests involved a number of limited parametric variations. Two
flow speeds of 45.7 m/s (150 ft/sec) and 62.5 m/s (205 ft/sec) and
three propeller rotational speeds (4000, 6000 and 8200 rpm) were
used for most of the runs. Appropriate values were selected for
blade angle for each combination of flow speed and rpm.
The distance between the model fuselage and propeller was varied
in both longitudinal (x-coordinate) and vertical (y-coordinate)
directions with the main interest being directed to the Y-tail
configuration. The origin for the (x,y) coordinates given in
Table 3 was on the fuselage centerline at the rear-most point on
the tail cone. For most tests the empennage angle of incidence
was zero but this was adjusted to 5° for four runs (30 - 33) while
the longitudinal separation distance was varied for the Y-tail.
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The origin of the x-coordinate was selected as the rear-most point
on the fuselage as a matter of convenience. However, the separa-
tion distance with most relevance to the test data is probably that
between the trailing edge of the empennage and the plane of rota-
tion of the propeller. This distance can be determined from the
x-coordinate if two other parameters are known -- the distance of
tre trailing edge of the rout of the empennage from the x-origin
and the sweep of the tra!-'-1 t,uge of the empennage. Estimates of
these parameters can be obtained from Figure 14. In the case of the
Y-tail, the root of the trailing edge of the V-structure is 0.5 cm
(0.25 in.) forward of the tail cone, and the trailing edge is swept
forward so that at the tip of the propeller the trailing edge of the
empennage is 5 cm (2 inches) forward of the tail cone. Thus if the
separation between tail cone and propeller plane is 23 cm (9 inches)
the propeller will be 2..5 ':0 28 cm aft of the V-trailing edge.
Corresponding distances ioz the dorsal fin are 27 to 23 cm, the
trailing edge being swept back. The trailing edge of the I-tail is
swept backwards at an angle of about 22° and the root tip of the
trailing edge is 8 cm aft of the fusela ge tail cone. Thus if x is
23 cm (9 inches) the separation between empennage trailing edge and
propeller plane will vary from 15 cm at the empennage root to about
4 cm at the propeller tip.
The operating conditions for the propeller are given in Table 4.
Propeller tip rotational Mach numbers were in the range 0.36 to
0.74, and helical Mach numbers in the range 0.39 to 0.77. The
values can be compared with typical values for general aviation
aircraft [19] where both Mach numbers lie in the range 0.65 to
0.90. In the case of the propeller advance ratio the test values
were 0.59 to 1.59 which corresponds fairly closely to the flight
range of 0.8 to 1.5. Looking at specific test rpm conditions it
is found that the Mach numbers and advance ratio at 8200 rpm are
similar to flight values but the test Mach numbers are lower than
flight values at 6000 and 4000 rpm. Blade passage frequencies
associated with 4000, 6000 and 8200 rpm are 266.7, 400.0 and
546.7 Hz respectively.
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The test conditions can also be compared with design operating
conditions for the SR-2 propeller. In this ca ge the prop design
conditions are associated with cruise at M = 0.80, and a propeller
tip rotational Mach number of 0.80. However the wind tunnel test
konditions refer to take-off flight rather than cruise, in which
case the 8200 rpm c-.editions are similar to the SR-2 flight
conditions.
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3. DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
3.1 General Approach
The main emphasis of the data presentation in this report is di-
rected towards the narrowband acoustic spectra. There are several
reasons for this emphasis but the main reason is that discrete
frequency components associated with harmonica; of the blade pas-
sage frequency can be readily identified and separated from broad-
band contributions. While this is possible for low order harmon-
ics using one-third octave band analysis it is not possible at
higher frequencies because there may be more than one harmonic in
i	 a given frequency band or the integrated broadband level may mask
the discrete frequency component.
The use of narrowband spectra also makes the task of identifying
"facility" noise components possible. These components may be
discrete or narrowband contributions from support struts and other
items immersed in the tunnel flow or may be general broadband
noise from the flow itself. One objective of the analysis process
is to ident i fy such interference sources so that they can be
separated from the propeller noise data. 	 J
3.2 Adjustment to Harmonic Sound Pressure Levels
Visual inspection of narrowband acoustic spectra such as the
example shown in Figure 20 readily identifies several harmonic
components associated with the blade passage frequency when these
components stand well above the general background level. However
other harmonic components have associated sound pressure levels
which are fairly close to the adjacent broadband values. Although
these harmonics can be identified using the harmonic pattern
identification capability of the narrowband analyzer, the measured
sound pressure levels will contain significant contributions from
the broadband components. Thus an adjustment was made to the
-42-
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measured values in order to obtain estimates of the discrete fre-
quency contribution at the harmonics of the propeller blade pas-
sage frequency.
The adjustment was performed under the assumption that the dis-
crete frequency and broadband components were uncorrelated so that
calculations could be made on an energy basis. Furthermore, it
was assumed that the broadband contribution at the frequency of
the harmonic of interest could be estimated by interpolation of
the measured sound pressure levels on either side of the spectral
peak at the harmonic frequency. The discrete frequency sound
pressure level could then be estimated from the energy difference
between the measured data and the interpolated broadband contribu-
tion. As an example, if the measured peak at harmonic m = 6 in
Figure 20 is 71.8 dB and the interpolated broadband component is
67.8 dB, then the estimated sound pressure level from the propel-
ler harmonic component is 69.6 dB.
3.3 Distance Normalization
Since most of the microphones were located at a distance of 4.3 m
(14 feet) from the propeller hub, the data were normalized to this
reference distance. The normalization was performed according to
the inverse square law. The resulting adjustments are given in
Table 5.
3.4 Shear Layer Effect
The use of an open test section for the measurement of propeller
noise has the advantage that the microphones can be placed outside
the flow. Thus there is no problem of aerodynamic self-noise on
the microphones. However there is a disadvantage in that the
acoustic waves have to pass through the shear layer of the free
jet from the tunnel nozzle. The effect of the shear layer on the
far field sound pressure levels has been investigated by several
-44-
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Table 5. Distance Normalization
Microphone Adjustment to Sound Pressure Level
(dB)
1 0
2 0
3 0
4 0
5 0
6 0
7 -9.9
8 -9.9
9 -4.9
10 -5.0
11 0
12 0
13 -5.3
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authors [20-28]. Two phenomena have been considered -- refraction
when crossing the shear layer and scattering by the turbulence in
the shear layer. The influence of scattering on the present test
data will be discussed in Section 3.5; refraction effects are
considered here.
The scope of the present wind tunnel test did not permit any
investigation of the shear layer effects. Thus, recourse is had
to published results. Tests in the full-scale DNW tunnel [27]
have shown that the analytical results of Amiet [20] are adequate
up to a frequency of about 10,000 Hz for a tunnel flow speed of
40 m/s and up to 5,000 Hz for a flow speed of 80 m/s. Deviations
from the theoretical results were found at higher frequencies and
flow speeds. Empirical relationships are given by Ross et al [27]
but these are not required for the present test data where inter-
est is centered on frequencies up to 6000 Hz and flow speeds to
62.5 m/s.
The analytical model of Amiet [20] represents the shear layer as a
plane of zero tnickness and assumes that the observer is in the
geometric and acoustic far-fields of the source. However, there
is no restriction on the distance from the source to the shear
layer. The geometry of the model is shown in Figure 21, where the
source and observer are assumed to be in a plane normal fD the
shear layer and parallel to the flow. The line from the source to
the observer makes an angle A with the shear layer. The actual
path of a sound ray is represented by the line SCO, and location
0' is the position at which the sound would be heard in the
absence of a shear layer. Thus, in order to get the true direc-
tivity of the propeller noise in the absence of a shear layer,
adjustments must be estimated for the observed directivity and
sound pressure level. Using the notation of Figure 21, the
appropriate equations for the directivity adjustment at constant
-46-
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30
radius [20] are:-
tan e' _ ^/(S 2 cose"- M)	 (1)
yocote = h cote' + (yo-h) cote"
	
(2)
where
= C(1 + Mco se") 2 - CoS2e"1
and
a = (1 - M2)^
The adjustment to the measured sound pressure level is
P
GSPL = 20 log ( O@P O
 — )	 dB	 (3)
where
Po'
	
h cose 	 3	 yo	 3
,^
 [ " +(^20- 1)sineh 	 ^ J[sin e +( h 1)
	JPo- r
^— 
	 J 	 `	 J
21sin6" IM 2 (1+Mcose") 2 + (1-M 2 cos 2
e")]^ [+sine"(1+Mcose")]
L`	
(4)
Adjustments to the angle and sound pressure level, calculated
according to Egs.(1) - (4) are listed in Table 6. It is seen that
the adjustments to the sound level are small, being generally less
than 1 dB; adjustments to the directivity angle are less than 10°.
Similar adjustments were estimated by Trebble et al [29] for tests
on model scale propellers at flow speeds of 30 m/s. When comput-
ing the adjustments listed in Table 6 it was assumed that the
distance h from the source to the shear layer was 1.5 m (5 ft) for
all microphone locations except 11 and 12 (Microphones 7 through 9
were excluded, of course, since they were located within the
flow). Microphones 11 and 12 were above the horizontal plane con-
taining the source and the other microphones. Strictly speaking
Microphones 11 and 12 do not satisfy the condition of Amiet's ana-
lytical model that the source and observer lie in a plane normal
-4B-
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Table 6. Adjustments Due to Refraction at Shear Layer
Micro-
phone #
A
degrees
V = 62.5 m/s V = 45.7 m/s
A ASPL A' ASPL
degrees dB degrees dB
1 60 68.5 1.2 65.9 0.8
2 70 77.8 0.9 75.5 0.6
3 80 87.2 0.6 85.2 0.4
4 90 96.8 0.2 95.0 0.1
5 105 111.2 -0.2 109.7 -0.2
6 120 126.1 -0.6 124.6 -0.5
10 290 285.6 0.7 286.9 0.5
11 90 97.5 0.2 95.5 0.1
12 90 96.3 0.2 94.6 0.1
13 270 266.3 0.2 267.3 0.1
I	
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to the shear layer. However, this violation is neglected for
present purposes and values of h are computed as though the source/
observer plane was normal to the shear layer. Estimated values of
h are 1.2 m (4.0 ft) for microphone 11 and 1.8 m (5.8 ft) for
microphone 12.
3.5 Turbulence Scattering
It has been observed [22,26-28] that when a discrete frequency
acoustic signal passes through the turbulence in a shear layer
there is a broadening of the frequency peak. The broadening is
associated with a reduction in the peak value of the sound level of
the discrete frequency, the total energy in the spectral peak
remaining roughly constant. This spectral broadening is of conse-
quence in the present test only if there is an observable change in
the sound pressure levels of the propeller harmonics. If the
filter bandwidth used in the data reduction is sufficiently larger
that the energy of the harmonic stays within the bandwidth, then
there will be no observable variation in harmonic level. On the
other hand if the filter bandwidth is less than the spectral peak
the observed level of the harmonic will be lower than it should be,	 4
and an adjustment will be required. 	 y
First, it is appropriate to review the published experimental find-
ings [26-28]. The data indicate that spectral broadening becomes
increasingly important as frequency, shear layer thickness, and
flow speed or Mach number increases. Ross [26] used measurements
in the scale model of the DNW wind tunnel to develop an empirical
relationship between the spectral broadening and reduction of peak
level on one hand and the flow parameters on the other. The
relationship between the peak bandwidth Of 10
 (at the 10 dB down
points) and the flow parameters was given as
Af10 = 380 (M6/X)0.67	 (5)
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where M is the flow Mach number, 6 the shear layer thickness and a
{! lit	 the acoustic wavelength. Significant effects on the peak sound
pressure level were observed when (M6/a) exceeded 0.5.
In later work Ross et al [27] determined somewhat different rela-
tionships based on measurements in the fullscale DNW tunnel.
^.
	
	 Although they do not give a specific equation for the spectral
bandwidth they note that it increases almost linearly with tone
r "	 frequency, approximately as the third power of airflow speed, and
somewhat weakly with shear layer thickness. From the small amount
r-
I
of information given [27] an empirical relationship can be develop-
ed for the bandwidth Af3 of the 3 dB down points.
Af3 = 2.46 x 10-6 V 2.1424	 (6)
f
where flowspeed V is measured in m/s.
fSuppose now that it is assumed that the dependence of Af3 on 6
is the same as that given in the earlier work [26].
^.	 0.67i.e., Af 3 a 6	 !
`	 Then the empirical relationship of E
	
6) becomesP	 P	 q (
"f3 = 3.14 x 10-6 V2.1424 6 0.67	 (7)f
i .
	
	
In deriving Eq.(7) it was assumed, as in [26], that the shear layer
thickness can be estimated from
6 = 0.16 x	 (8)
where x is the distance downstream from the nozzle lip.
Egs.(7) and (8) can now be applied to the current propel-
ler/empennage test configuration. With V = 62.5 m/s and 6 esti-
mated to be 0.26 m at the propeller plane, then
-51-
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Thus, at f = 500 Hz, 6f 3 = 4.4 Hz and at f = 6000 Hz f3 = 53 Hz.
Here it is assumed that e = 90°. For propagation in the forward
direction (e < 90°) the shear layer will be thinner but the path
through the shear layer will be increased because of the angle of
incidence. The net change, relative to e = 90°, is probably
small. In the aft direction (e > 90°), the path through the shear
layer will be longer than at 6 = 90°, with a consequential in-
crease in the scattering effect. To estimate this effect consider
microphone location 6 at e = 120°. Using Eq.(8) the predicted
thickness of the shear layer is 0.40 m but the path traveled by
I
the acoustic ray will be about 0.46 m because the ray will not be
incident normally to the layer. The empirical prediction method
now gives
A f 3 = 6.6 Hz at 500 Hz
and	 '^f3 = 79 Hz at 6000 Hz.
It is now possible to review the measured narrowband spectra.
4
This can be done in several ways.
(a) by comparing the bandwidths of the spectral peaks at
different frequencies to see if the bandwidth increases
with frequency,
(b) by comparing the bandwidths of the spectral peaks at a
given location outside the shear layer with and without
tunnel flow, or,
(c) by comparing spectra at locations in (#7) and outside
(#5) the flow.
1
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Figure 22 compares narrowband sound pressure level spectra meas-
ured at microphone location 2 without (Figure 22(a)) and with
(Figure 22(b)) flow in the test section. Qualitatively, the band-
widths of the harmonic peaks appear to be independent of both fre-
quency and flow spee ,3. In all cases the bandwidth of the peaks is
that of the effective narrowband filter used in the data reduction
process, i.e., 42 Hz (see Section 2.3.2).
In Figure 23* spectra are compared for microphone locations 5 and
7 at the same test condition. The spectrum measured in the flow
exhibits a peak bandwidth xhich is independent of frequency,
whereas there is an indication that the bandwidth of the harmonic
peaks increases slightly with frequency outside the flow.
Finally, spectra measured at microphone locations 2 and 6 are
compared in Figure 24*. It is apparent that the bandwidth of the
peaks increases with frequency at location 6 but not at location
2. This result is consistent with the spectral broadening predic-
ted earlier. If the broadened peak has a bandwidth less than the
data reduction filter bandwidth of 42 Hz then there will be no
observable change in the apparent bandwidth of the harmonic peaks.
However when the broadened peak bandwid—h exceeds 42 Hz, there
will be an apparent increase in the bandwidth in the measured
spectra. Using the simple empirical analysis presented earlier,
the broadening of the harmonic peaks would start to become evident
at location 6 at frequencies above about 3200 Hz. At location 2
the corresponding bounding frequency would be approximately
6000 Hz. Thus spectral broadening would be expected at location 6
but not at location 2 -- in agreement with observations.
Determination of the effect of this spectral broadening on the
measured harmonic sound pressure levels is a more difficult propo-
sition. None of the references [22, 26-28] develops an empirical
relationship which specifically addresses the problem, and the
shapes of the broadened peaks show different characteristics from
* See Appendix B for further discussion.
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(a) Microphone 7 (in Flow)
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test to test. Ross et al [27] develop an empirical equation to
modify Amiet's analytical model at high frequencies and emission
jj
	 angles of 40° to 120°. They speculate that the modification in-
cludes the influence of shear layer turbulence because the correc-
t.
tions are greatest at the most forward and rearward angles. how-
(	 ever the correction is positive in one case and negative in the
other; it seems more reasonable to expect that spectral broadening
r	 due to turbulence would always cause corrections of the same sign
(positive) for discrete frequency components.
f	 In the absence of any well-defined approach, no corrections to
sound pressure level have been made in this report to account for
s	 spectral broadening of the harmonic peaks. Corrections can be
introduced at some future date when the evidence is more clear.
At this time only a warning is made that measured sound levels of 	 t
"	 the high frequency harmonics may be low due to spectral broadening
induced by shear layer turbulence. It is probable, however, that
^•	 the general results of the study will be unaffected by the omis-
sion of this correction.
fI
1
t.
I
:.	 I
t.
i
t
I^
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4. EVALUATION OF TEST DATA
4.1
	 Introduction
=	 The main objective of the test program is to determine the noise
generated by interaction between the propeller and the wake from
the empennage.
	 First, however,	 it is necessary to determine the
fit!
background or baseline sound pressure levels associated with the
presence of the test hardware in the test section. 	 The hardware
includes microphone stands, model fuselage with support struts and
propeller drive system.	 Also it is necessary to determine the
sound pressure levels generated by the propeller (with and without
the fuselage present) before the empennage is introduced.
A review of the background sound pressure levels is presented in
^	 this section, before the propeller sound pressure levels are
discussed in detail in subsequent sections of this report.
	 It is
not necessary in the review to present data for all the microphone 4_l
locations since it is found that, at least for the broadband
noise, the acoustic field is not highly directional. 	 Thus
conclusions drawn,	 for example,
	 for microphone 2 locations are 1^.
generally applicable to other microphones, except for the three t	
t,1
t;^
j-	 microphones in the flow.	 Consequently the data presented in this
section are usually associated with one microphone location,
namely $2.
4.2	 Noise due to Test Hardware 1
Broadband sound pressure levels were measured in the test chamber
when the propeller drive system (without propeller) and the fuse-
lage (without empennage) were present in the test section.
Figure 25 compares narrowband spectra measured at microphone
location 2 for the two test flow speeds. Similar comparisons can
be obtained for the other microphones located outside the flow.
It is seen that, in general, there is an increase of 9 to 10 dB
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in sound pressure level when the flow speed is increased from 45.7
1
m/s to 62.4 m/s. This increase corresponds to a velocity law of
PZ Cr 
V6.6 to V 7.4
where p 2
 is the mean square acoustic pressure. This relation-
ship is similar to the V6 power law generally associated with
acoustic radiation from a dipole-type source.
Exceptions to the general velocity law occur a z- peaks in the spec-
tra which exhibit a trend of frequency increasing linearly with
flow speed. At 45.7 m/s the frequency of the prominent peak is
1780 Hz and at 62.4 m/s the corresponding frequency is 2470 Hz.
During the course of the test program it was determined that these
components were generated by flow interaction with the support 	 6
struts for microphones 7, 8 and 9 which were located in the tunnel
flow. Following Run 46 boundary layer flow trips were placed on
the leading edges of the support struts and the associated noise
components were eliminated from the acoustic spectra for 	 i
subsequent runs.
	 1
A comparison of narrowband spectra m
flow is shown in Figure 26. In this
pressure level increases more slowly
case for the data in Figure 25. The
pressure and flow speed is now
p  Cc 
V4.0 to
easured at microphone 7 in the
case, however, the sound
with flow speed than was the
law relating mean square
V 5.5
This law is similar to that predicted for aerodynamic self-noise
on the microphone rather than radiated acoustic noise. This is
physically reasonable, particularly when it is observed that the
pressure levels recorded by microphone 7 are higher tha:, those
measured in the acoustic radiation field (see Figure 27). The
difference in pressure levels is such that the peaks associated
-60-
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with radiation from the microphone support struts are masked by
the aerodynamic self-noise of microphone 7.
The effect of the empennage on sound pressure levels in the test
chamber was found to be negligible. This can be seen in Figure 28
which compares sound pressure levels measured at microphone loca-
tion 2 when the fuselage was installed first without an empennage
and then with the Y-tail. The data are associated with a flow
speed of 62.4 m/s and fuselage orientations of	 = 0° and 90°.
A direct comparison of sound pressure level spectra measured for
the two orientations of the fuselage is provided by Figure 29. In
this case the data were measured at microphones 2 and 13, located
on different sides of the test section. The spectra show no sig-
nificant effect of angle of orientation except for the elimination
of broadband peaks associated with noise generated by flow over
the microphone support struts. As stated earlier this acoustic
component was eliminated following Run 46 by the attachment of
flow trips to the strut leadirg edges. The strut noise is present
for Run 9 but not for Run 73.
4.3 Propeller Noise
The propeller noise field generated by the test model can be con-
sidered from a number of viewpoints. However, since the purpose
of the present test is to investigate the effect of the empennage
the evaluation of the data will place emphasis on this aspect.
Narrowband sound pressure levels measured with and without the
propeller operating are shown in Figures 30 through 35. The data
in Figures 30 and 31 refer to propeller rotational speeds of
4000 rpm and Figures 32 through 35 are associated with 8200 rpm.
In all cases the fuselage has an empennage attached at the rear.
Results for the lower propeller rpm show that the broadband sound
pressure levels are not much higher than the background levels, 	 r,
c^
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FIGURE 30. COMPARISON OF SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS AT MICROPHONE 2 WITH
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FIGURE 31. COMPARISON OF SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS AT JAICROPHONE 6 WITH
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FIGURE 32. COMPARISON OF SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS AT MICROPHONE 2 WITH
AND WITHOUT PROPELLER OPERATING (Y-TAIL, lk=0 0 , 8200 RPM)
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Particularly at the higher flow speed and frequencies below about
2500 Hz.
As propeller rpm increases the broadband and discrete frequency
components generated by the propeller increase relative to the
background, as can be seen by comparing Figures 30 and 32 or
Figures 31 and 33. Even so the difference between propeller and
background sound revels is smaller at the higher flow speed than
it is at the lower flow speed. For example, Figures 31 and 32
show that the propeller broadband noise at high frequencies is
about 13 dB above the background at a flow speed of 45.7 m/s and
only 7 dB at a flow speed of 62.4 m/s.
Figures 34 and 35 show that the general relationships between
propeller noise and background noise for a fuselage with empennage
are alro observed for a fuselage orientation of iy = 90° and for
other empennage configurations (I-tail).
An alternative approach to evaluating the propeller noise is to
compare sound levels generated by a propeller with and without a
fuselage structure upstream. Such a comparison is shown in
Figure 36 for two fuselage orientations (0° and 90°) and a flow
speed of 62.4 m/s. In this case it is seen that the presence of
the fuselage (without empennage) causes an increase in the propel-
ler broadband sound pressure levels but it is usually small. For
the test conditions shown in Figure 36 the increase is about 1 dB
for 41 = 0° and about 3 dB for ^) =900.
The discrete frequency components in Figure 36 show no identifi-
able trend, sortie harmonics increase in sound pressure level when
the fuselage is introduced, others decrease in level and yet
others remain unchanged. However, harmonic sound pressure levels
will be discussed in greater detail in Section 5 of this report.
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FIGURE 36. COMPARISON OF PROPELLER SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS WITH AND
WITHOUT FUSELAGE UPSTREAM (NO EMPENNAGE, 62.4 M/S, 8200 RPNI)
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Perhaps a more important approach, from the standpoint of the
	
( j 	present study, is to compare sound levels generated by the propel-
ler when the fuselage is without, and then with, an empennage.
	
r	 Comparisons of this type are shown in Figures 37 through 39 where
it is seen that there is only a very small (sometimes negligible)
	
C
i	
increase in broadband sound pressure level when the empennage is
	
J	 introduced. Separation distance between empennage and propeller
also appears to have only a small influence (Figure 40) on the
i
	
I	 broadband sound pressure levels.
aIn summary, broadband sound pressure levels generated by the
propeller downstream of an empennage are higher than those for the
propeller alone, but it is difficult to determine the precise role
played by the empennage because the changes in sound level are
small relative to the case of a fuselage without empennage. The
situation for discrete frequency components at harmonics of the
blade passage frequency is different in that the empennage can
cause a significant increase in the level of the higher order har-
monics. This will be discussed further in Section 5.
L1
4.4 Repeatability of Data
One question that often arises in propeller noise tests, particu-
larly those which invol ve flight test studies, involves data re-
	
L !	 peatability. Time constraints did not allow much scope for repeat
	
C	 runs at identical ccnditions but it was possible to perform one
condition on three different occasions (with small changes in the
value of the separation distance x). The three runs are 11-1,
16-1, and 22-6, and they are associated with the Y-tail, flow
speed of 62.4 m/s and 8200 rpm. For run 11-1, X = 229 mm and for
runs 16-1 and 22-6, X = 238 mm, a difference of less than 4%.
	
^j	 Figure 41 presents comparisons of the narrowband spectra for the
	
^A	 three runs measured at three microphone locations. Several obser-
vations can be made:-
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FIGURE 37. INFLUENCE OF EMPENNAGE ON NARROWBAND SOUND PRESSURE
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FIGURE 39. INFLUENCE OF EMPENNAGE ON NARROWBAND SOUND PRESSURE
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FIGURE 41. COMPARISON OF NARROWBAND SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS FOR
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(a) Multiples of the propeller shaft rotational frequency
are in more evidence in some spectra than in others
(b) Broadband noise levels show good repeatability at some
locations but not at others, and
(c) There appears to be a fairly wide variation in harmonic
sound pressure levels.
The appearance and disappearance of harmonic components at mul-
tiples of the propeller shaft rotational frequency were observed
several times during the test program. While it was not possible
to obtain definite evidence, it is believed that the phenomenon
was associated with the changes in blade angle from run to run.
These adjustments were made manually and it is possible that small
misalignments could occur on one blade with a resulting generation
of acoustic components at the shaft rotational frequency.
Omitting the shaft rotation components, the broadband spectral
components generally show good repeatability from run to run at
microphone locations 5 and 6 but rather poor repeatability at
high frequencies at location 2. In this latter case the data band
is 3 to 4 dB wide.
Evaluation of the repeatability of sound pressure levels at har-
monics of the blade passage frequency is not practical from spec-
tral plots such as those in Figure 41. A more informative presen-
tation is in terms of harmonic level as shown in Figure 42. In
some cases, such as microphone location 12, the data show very
little variation from run to run whereas in other cases (e.g.
microphone 3) the sound pressure levels for a given harmonic show
a range of 10 dB or more.
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Visual inspection of Figure 42 do=s not indicate any particular
trend with harmonic order or microphone location. Thus, the range
of sound pressure levels at each harmonic order was averaged over
all eight locations and linear regression performed on the aver-
ages. The results indicated that the repe tability of harmonic
sound pressure level was slightly better at higher harmonic order
than at lower order. The linear regression equation for the
average range of sound pressure level, OSPL for a given harmonic
order m was
ASPL = -0.14m + 4.63 dB
with a regression coefficient of -0.59. The equation indicates
that the average range of data at a given microphone location will
be 4.5 dB for harmonic m = 1 and 3.1 dB for harmonic of order 11
In an alternative analysis the range of sound pressure levels for
each harmonic can be averaged for each microphone location. The
averages can then be plotted as a function of radiation angle e'
(defined as in Figure 17). The resulting relationship is shown in
Figure 43, which suggests that data repeatability is worst near
the plane of rotation of the propeller.
The large variability in the data for nominally identical test
conditions is of concern because it can mask trends associated
with parametric variations. A similar problem occurs during
flight test. A better understanding of the phenomena involved
would be a useful addition to propeller noise technology.
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4.5 Summary
This evaluation of the narrowband acoustic spectra has shown that
the background noise generated by the test hardware without the
propeller is usually lower than that generated by the propeller.
The exception to this rule occurs for broadband noise at low fre-
quencies. However, the presence of the empennage causes only a
small change in broadband sound pressure level. Consequently a
detailed analysis of broadband propeller noise does not appear to
be worthwhile.
Visual inspection of the narrowband spectra indicates that the
presence of the empennage has a significant effect on the sound
pressure levels of the higher order harmonics. Thus further
discussion of the harmonic levels is contained in Section 5. The
data evaluation did show, however, that the repeatability of the
harmonic sound pressure levels is not particularly good; this will
impact the accuracy of parametric studies.
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5. HARMONIC SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS
5.1 General
The wind tunnel test program described in this report generated an
extensive data bank and it is possible to present here only a
limited discussion of the measured sound pressure levels. The
discussion in this section is restricted to the sound pressure
levels at harmonics of the blade passage frequency and the intent
is to point out some of the main features of the data.
Much of the data is associated with a propeller rotational speed
of 8200 rpm and it is convenient to use harmonic order rather than
actual frequency as a means of identifying the harmonics of inter-
est. The same approach is followed when data are presented for
lower rotational speeds, and data for different rpm are compared
on the basis of harmonic order rather than actual frequency. This
means, for example, that sound pressure levels at harmonic order
10 are compared directly for propeller speeds of 4000 and 8200 rpm
even though the sound pressure levels occur at 2667 and 5467 Hz
respectively.
Data are presented for harmonic orders 1 through 11. This range
was selected as it contained most of the harmonic information for
the test conditions investigated and, at a propeller speed of
8200 rpm, corresponded to the data reduction frequency range 0 -
6400 Hz.
5.2 Propeller Operating Alone
Measurements made when the propeller was operating in the absence
of the model fuselage and empennage give some indication of the
basic acoustic characteristics of the propeller. Harmonic sound
pressure levels were measured when there was no flow in the tunnel
and when the tunnel flow was 45.7 and 62.5 m/s. Sample harmonic
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levels measured at microphone 2 are shown in Figure 44 for flow
speeds of 0 and 45.7 m /s and propeller rotational speeds of 4000,
6000 and 8200 rpm. The data indicate that the harmonic levels
decrease rapidly as harmonic order increases for the lower rota-
	
s	 tional speeds. The rate of decrease is less at 8200 rpm with the
	
r^
	 5th harmonic being about 20 dB below the first harmonic level.
1	 l;
When flow is introduced there is an increase in the broadband
Gsound pressure levels which tends to mask the higher order harmon-
ic components ( see Figure 45). Thus it is not possible to deter-
mine whether or not the higher order harmonic levels are lower
than for the zero flow case, as they are for the flight case shown
in Figure 1. At low orders, the harmonic components can be iden-
tified ( Figure 44(b)) and the sound pressure levels are similar to
those for zero flow speed. This is consistent with airplane test
data such as that shown in Figure 1.
i
	
^i	 5.3 Influence of Empennage
L
The main interest is in the influence of the fuselage and empenn-
age on the propeller sound field. This influence can be seen in
the spectral comparisons presented in Figures 46 and 47. The data	 ^,+
were measured at microphone 2 for two flow speeds and two fuselage 	 i
orientations, and for comparable separations between empennage and 	 i
	
ll	 propeller plane. i
The first observation is that, at low orders such as m = 1 to 4,
the harmonic sound pressure levels appear to be independent of
	
LS	
empennage configuration. In fact the sound levels do not change
	
u	 significantly when the fuselage and empennage are introduced. The
situation is different at higher mode orders. In this frequency
regime the harmonic levels are too low to be identified when there
is no fuselage present. When the fuselage is introduced there is
a small increase in sound pressure level so that additional
harmonic components can be identified in the mid-frequency range
-89-
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(m	 5 to 7). Finally, when the empennage is added there is a
significant increase in harmonic levels for harmonic orders
w'	 greater than 4 or 5. The precise magnitude of the increase cannot
t,	 be determined in the absence of data where the empennage is not
installed, but in some cases it is about 5 to 1C dB.
The general review given in Figures 46 and 47 for data measured at
microphone location 2 can be considered in somewhat greater detail
by considering each empennage separately. Figures 48 and 49 pre-
sent representative harmonic spectra measured at several locations
and two fuselage orientations for the Y-tail empennage. The spec-
{
	
	 tra compare sound levels with and without the Y-tail installed.
In Figure 46 data are included for microphone 9 which is in the
flow, upstream of the propeller and fuselage. This spectrum is
different from those at other locations in that the sound levels
vary very slowly with harmonic order rather than decreasing rapid-
s	 ly. Even so, it is more difficult to determine the change in
i
harmonic level induced by the empennage because the high self-
noise level due to flow over the microphone masks most of the har-
monic components when there is no empennage installed.
The spectra presented in Figures 48 and 49 are consistent with the
conclusions drawn from Figures 46 and 47. At mode order 1 to 4
the empennage has no significant effect on the sound levels but at 	 I
higher mode orders the sound levels increase when the empennage is 1.
installed. The term "no significant" iv used here in the sense
that any changes in sound pressure level that do occur at lcw
values of harmonic order m are within the data variability range 	 i
observed in Figure 42 for the repeated runs. 	 ^J
	
•	 I	 i
A comparison of harmonic sound pressure levels associated with the 	
l^	
i
Y-tail and V-tail configurations indicates that there is no signi-
ficant difference between the two empennage with respect to radia-
ted noise. The representative data given in Figure 50 show sound
pressure levels which are similar for the two configurations.	 r
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Harmonic spectra for the I-tail empennage are presented in Figures
51 and 52. The data are quite similar to those in Figures 48 and
49 for the Y-tail. Thus the general conclusions remain the same.
However, one additional comment can be made. The increase in har-
monic level for large values of m appears to be most pronounced as
the angular coordinate 6 of the measurement location tends toward
0 0 or 180 0 . The smallest changes in sound pressure level occur at
measurement locations closest to the plane of rotation of the
propeller.
5.4 Blade Angle
For most of the tests the blade angle a was adjusted to the design
value for the appropriate rotational and flow speeds. However,
one test was performed during which S was given several off-
design values when the propeller rotational speed was 8200 rpm and
the flow speed was 62.4 m/s (Runs 22 through 25). The design
angle for this test condition was 21°; measurements were also per-
formed for blade angles of 19°, 23° and 24°. A comparison of the
resulting harmonic sound pressure levels is given in Figure 53.
Inspection of the data indicates that the design angle of 21° is
not always associated with the lowest sound pressure level at a
given harmonic order and measurement location. There are some
instances where the design angle is associated with the highest
measured sound pressure levels. It is interesting to note, how-
ever, that the spectra contained in Figure 53 are quite similar to
those in Figure 42 for corresponding measurement locations. The
similarity occurs in both spectral shape and the range of measured
sound pressure levels for a given harmonic order and microphone
location. The data in Figure 42 are associated with nominally
identical test conditions so that the variation in sound pressure
level is an indication of data repeatability. It wis speculated
in Section 4.4 that errors in blade angle setting could be one
cause of the data scatter. The data in Figure 53 indicate that
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the explanation could be true if the blade angle error was as high
as +2'. It seems unlikely that the error would be so large.
Furthermore, since the data variability is much larger at some
measurement locations thatn at others, it is possible that the
explanation lies in the propagation path rather than the source.
5.5 Propeller rpm
Harmonic sound pressure levels measured at different propeller
rotational speeds are shown in Figures 54 through 58. It should
be remembered in reviewing these data that a given harmonic occurs
at different frequencies for different values of rpm.
Figures 54 through 57 present harmonic sound pressure levels
measured at the three main test propeller speeds of 4000, 6000,
and 8200 rpm. In general, the data zhow the highest sound
pressure levels occurring at the highest rotational speed and the
lowest levels at the lowest rpm. However, as harmonic order
increases the sound pressure levels associated with different
rotational speeds tend to merge to a common curve. This is parti-
cularly evident in Figures 54(a), 56(b), and 57(b).
The high rpm range is presented in more detail in Figure 58 where
the rpm is increased up to 8200 in steps of 200 rpm. Although the
data still show a general trend of harmonic sound level increasing
with propeller rotational speed, the pattern is confused by the
variability of the results. At one harmonic, such as m - 4 in
Figure 58(b), the highest sound pressure level is associated with
the highest propeller speed; but for the next harmonic, m = 5, the
highest propeller speed is associated with the lowest sound
pressure level. In the same figure harmonic m - 3 shows an
orderly progression of increasing sound pressure level with
increasing rotational spend. The reasons for this apparent data
variability require further investigation.
it
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5.6 Flow Speed
Two non-zero flow speeds were used in the propeller noise tests,
and representative data for these two speeds are compared in
Figures 59 through 61. The harmonic levels in Figures 59 and 60
refer to two microphone locations outside the tunnel airflow, and
Figure 61 presents data for two locations in the flew.
The general trend given by the data is that the harmonic sound
pressure levels are slightly higher at the higher flow speeds.
Exceptions to this trend are observed at somi microphone locations
for the * = 0' orientation of the fuselage, when sound levels show
little difference between the two flow speeds.
The changes in flow speed result in changes in flow Mach number,
blade tip helical Mach number, and advance ratio J. In addition,
blade angle B is changed for each combination of flow speed and
propeller rpm. The change in helical Mach number is relatively
small, being only 1.2%, but flow Mach number and propeller advance
ratio are directly proportional to flow speed end change by about
37%. For propellers operating out of the influence of wak?s, the
important parameters for harmonic sound level are propeller
rotational and helical Mach numbers. Other factors appear to be
influencing the present results; presumably the strength of the
wakes entering the propeller disc increases with flow speed and
has an influence on the radiated sound pressure levels.
5.7 Fuselage Orientation
The fuselage/empennage combination was tested at two orientations,
identified as V = 0' and 90'. For configuration,- 0' the main
microphone array was located to the side of the model airplane and
for - 90' the array was essentially beneath the airplane. Since
the model empennages are not symmetric about the axis of the fuse-
lage it is anticipated that there will be some spatial variation
-110-
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FIGURE 58. HARMONIC SOUN'-) PRESSURE LEVELS AT DIFFERENT PROPELLER
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in harmonic sound pressure level in the vertical plane. If this
is true then the sound pressure levels at a given microphone
location could depend on the fuselage orientation.
Figure 62 compares harmonic sound pressure levels measured at six
r
^ microphone locations when the fuselage, with Y-tail, was oriented
at V - 0' and 90'. The propeller speed waa 8200 rpm and the flow
speed 62.4 m/s. The comparisons indicate that the sound pressure
levels are generally higher for ^ - 90' than fur 4) - 0'. This
means that the sound levels are higher beneath the airplane than
they are to the side. The difference seems to be greatest at
microphones in the neighborhood of the plane of rotation of the
propeller (i.e., at locations 3 and 4). The same trend is observ-
ed also at location 12, which is not directly beneath or to the
side of the airplane but is 30' away from those locations. In the
	
t1	 case of microphone 11, the location is either 30' from directly 	 f
above the airplane (when 4) - 0') or 30' below the sideline
(y = 90'). The data for this location do not show the trend of
higher levels at
	
90' than at 0', presumably because the loca-
	
r 
11	
tion does not fit the pattern of being beneath or to the side of
the airplane.
r
N5.8 Axial Separation
C
The effect of axial separation between the empennage and the plane
I of rotation of the propeller was of particular interest to the in-
vestigation, as can be seen from the test configurations listed in
Table 3. This interest arose because of the previous work on fan
Gnoise in turbofan engines (see the discussion in Section 1.2) and
because the strength of the wake from the empennage should decry
as distance downstream of the empennage increases.
	
Q	 Before preceding to review the test data, attention should be
drawn to the manner in which the separation between the empennage
and propeller is expressed. In Table 3 the separation distance is
	
L'	
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given in terms of the distance x between the most rearward posi-
tion on the fuselage tail cone and the plane of rotation. As dis-
cussed in Section 2.4 this distance does not give a correct indi-
cation of the distance between the trailing edge of the empennage
	
•	 and the propeller plane. To overcome this discrepancy mean sepa-
ration distances have been estimated for several values of x
referred to in Figures 63 through 68. In the case of the Y-tail
j
separation distances have been estimated for both the V-tail and
L	 the dorsal fin.
The mean separation distances are given in Table 7 and represent
the arithmetic average of the separation distances at the root of
the empennage and the tip of the propeller. Also, the distances
have been normalized with respect to the chord of the empennage
3
surface, with the average value of the chord being determined in
the same manner as for the separation distance. The results in
	
C1
	Table 7 show that the separation distances for the I-tail are
slightly lower than those for the Y-tail (a range of 8.5 cm to
43 cm compared to 13.5 cm to 60 cm). When normalized with respect
to the appropriate chord dimension the separation distances asso-
ciated with the I-tail are significantly smaller than those for
Cthe Y-tail. The range of values for s/c is 0.15 to 0.75 for the
I-tail empennage and 0.47 to 2.06 for the Y-tail.
The influence of separation distance on harmonic sound pressure
Flevels associated with the propeller operating downstream of the
 Y-tail is shown in Figures 63 through 65. The separation dis-
	
V	
tances identified in the legend of the figures refer to the
distance between tail cone and propeller. Distances between
empennage and propeller are given in Table 7. As in the other
	
^.	 comparisons, the data scatter makes interpretation difficult.
However, the smallest separation distance is usually associated
with the highest sound pressure level. In most cases the range of
sound levels measured for a qiven harmonic order is not large,
being less than 10 dB for a mean separation distance varying by a
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FIGURE 65. INFLUENCE OF AXIAL SEPARATION DISTANCE BETWEEN
EMPENNAGE AND PROPELLER ON HARMONIC SOUND
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FIGURE 66. INFLUENCE OF AXIAL SEPARATION DISTANCE BETWEEN
EMPENNAGE AND PROPELLER ON HARMONIC SOUND
PRESSURE LEVELS (MICROPHONE 1, I-TAIL, 8200 RPM,
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FIGURE 67. INFLUENCE OF AXIAL SEPARATION DISTANCE BETWEEN
EMPENNAGE AND PROPELLER ON HARMONIC SOUND
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FIGURE 68. INFLUENCE OF AXIAL SEPARATION DISTANCE BETWEEN
EMPENNAGE AND PROPELLER ON HARMONIC SOUND
PRESSURE LEVELS (MICROPHONE 6, I-TAIL, 8200 RPM,
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TABLE 7. DEAN SEPARATION DISTANCES BETWEEN EMPENNAGE
TRAILING EDGE AND PROPELLER PLANE OF ROTATION
Separa- Mean Separation* S
Run No. tion* X (cm) Mean S/C
Dorsal Dorsal
1p =	 0° = 90° (cm) V-Tail Fin V-Tail Fin
Y-Tail
--- 11 13.5	 13 0.47	 ---15-1
--- 71-1 12.5 15	 14.5 0.52	 0.55
10.1 --- 14.5 17.5	 16.5 0.60	 -.64
11-1 67-1 23 25.5	 25 0.88	 0.96
16-1 --- 24 26.5	 26 0.91	 0.99
12-1 68-1 31 33.5	 32.5 1.15	 1.26
13-1 69-1 40.5 43	 42.5 1.48	 1.63
14-1 70-1 57.5 60	 59.5 2.06	 2.28
I-Tail
43-1 54-1 22 8.5 0.15
44-1 51-1 30.5 17 0.30
42-1 52-1 37.5 24 0.42
41-1 53-1 56.5 43 0.75
*X is distance between fuselage tail cone and propeller plane
S is mean distance between empennage trailing edge and
propeller plane
C is mean chord of empennage between hub and tip of propeller
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factor of almost 5. Often the sound levels change by less than
7 dB as separation distance increases.
Corresponding data for the I-tail are contained in Figures 66
through 68. The trends of the data are similar to those observed
in Figures 63 through 65 for the Y-tail but the pattern is more
	
1.	 distinct. Although the separation distance again varies by a
factor of 5 the normalized distances are much smaller than in the
	
[}	 case of the Y-tail so, presumably, the influence of the wake from
the empennage is much stronger. As for the Y-tail, the range of
	
l^	
sound pressure levels for a given harmonic order is less than
10 dB; in many cases it is less than 7 dB.
r^
l'
The influence of axial separation distance was measured also when
f
the Y-tail empennage was at a 5° angle of incidence. Sample data
for these configurations are presented in Figure 69. In one case,
(Microphone 6, Figure 69(c)), the data are remarkably orderly
	
^.	 considering the data scatter encountered throughout the test. The
data in Figure 69(c) show a monotonic decrease in harmonic sound
pressure level as separation distance increases. At other
locations the pattern of the data is similar to that in Figures 63
through 68. The separation distances between empennage and
propeller plane associated with the test runs for Figure 69 are
rnot listed in Table 7, but the values from equivalent runs can be
used.
	
11	 5.9 Vertical Separation
Vertical separation between propeller axis and fuselage centerline
	
•	 was varied in only one increment (7.6 cm) upwards and downwards.
The flow speed was 62.4 m/s, the propeller rotational speed was
8200 rpm, and the axial separation was either 24 cm or 57 cm.
Typical harmonic spectra are shown in Figure 70 for the case of
x = 24 cm.
I
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It is seen that the highest sound pressure levels at all measure-
meet locations and for all harmoni c orders occurre:l when the pro-
peller axis was below the fuselage (x - -7.6 cm). The lowest
sound pressure levels often occur when there is no vertical separ-
ation between the fuselage centerline and the propeller axis, but
in many cases the sound levels associated with x - +7.6c^m are
similar to those for x	 0.
5.10 Empennage Angle of Incidence
The next parameter considered here is the angle of incidence of
the empennage. This angle was given a non-zero value (+5') for
four test runs, 30-1 through 33-1, at four different axial separa-
tion distances. Data for two of the separation distances are pre-
sented in Figures 71 through 73 for three microphone locations.
Baseline sound pressure levels for zero angle of incidence (run
12-1 or 15-1) are given in each case. The data suggest that at
low harmonic orders, with m less than 4, the increase in angle of
incidence causes a reduction in harmonic sound pressure level.
For higher order harmonics the increase in angle of incidence
increases the sound pressure level.
5.11 Directivity in Vertical Plane
'' 1Directivity in the vertical ple. ne can be measured in the plane of 	 1^
rotation of the propeller using data from microphones 4, 11, 1.2
and 13. Microphones 4, 11, and 12 are at a radius of 4.3m and 	
l^
microphone 13 at 2.3m; the data are adjusted to a common radius of 	 l
4.3m. Since measurements were made at two orientations of the	 jl
fuselage and empennage (y	 0' and 90') the data can be combined
to obtain sound pressure levels for eight values of angle m. The	 r
appropriate values of m are given in Table 2. It is seen that
most of the data points lie in the two quadrants from 180' to 3600
(microphones 4, 11, and 12).
111
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FIGURE 71. INFLUENCE OF EMPENNAGE ANGLE OF INCIDENCE ON
HARMONIC SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (MICROPHONE 1,
8200 RPM, 62.4 M/S)
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FIGURE 72. INFLUENCE OF EMPENNAGE ANGLE OF INCIDENCE ON
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Three sample directivity plots are shown in Figures 74 through 76
for test conditions associated with a flow speed of 62.4 m/s and a
propeller speed of 8200 rpm. Figure 74 presents harmonic sound
pressure levels measured when the propeller was operating down-
stream of the fuselage without an empennage. Then, Figures 75 and
76 show the directivity patterns measured when the Y and I tails,
respectively, were installed. Angular locations of the empennage
surfaces are identified in Figures 75 and 76.
Inspection of Figures 74 through 76 indicates that, at least for
the plane of rotation of the propeller, the directivity pattern is
fairly uniform. There is no indication of directivity peaks or
troughs associated with the empennage surfaces. However, since
such troughs may be fairly narrow in terms of angular domain it is
possible that the number of measurement locations is too small to
determine the detailed directivity pattern. Within the data vari- 	 II
L1
ability the presence of the empennage appears to have little
influence on the directivity pattern in the vertical plane.
LJ
5.12 Directivity in Horizontal Plane
Directivity in the horizontal plane can be measured using data
from microphones 1 through 9. Six of these microphones (1-6) were
located outside the tunnel shear layer and the other three micro-
phones were in the tunnel flow (Figure 17). Microphones 1 through 	 it
1
6 were at a radial distance of 4.3m from the propeller; data from
microphones 7 through 9 were normalized to this radius using the
adjustments listed in Table 5. Since microphones 7 through 9 were
in the flow, no adjustments were necessary for refraction at the
shear layer. Adjustments for shear layer effects were made to 	
ldata for microphones 1-6 according to Table 6 so that the direc-
tivity could be plotted in terms of radiation angle rather than
t
receiver angle. The microphones out of the flow are restricted 	 I
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in radiation angle to the range 68 . 5' to 126.1 ° ( 0° is directly
upstream of the propeller). Consequently, it is of interest to
include the microphones in the flow so that the range of angles
can be increased to 15 °- 140°. Microphone 7 which is in the flow
was included in some of the directivity plots but, since the
associated radiation angle lies between those for microphones 4
and 5, the data are not as important to the directivity as those
from microphones 8 and 9.
In preparing the directivity plots, data points were joined by
straight lines without any attempt to interpolate or smooth the
data. Consequently, the plotted patterns do not necessarily
represent the detailed directivity characteristics of the harmonic
sound pressure levels.
Directivity patterns for the propeller alone are shown in Figure
77. The plots are complete for the harmonics of order 1-3, but
are incomplete or non-existent for higher order harmonics. In the
latter case, the harmonic contributions could not be identified
because of masking by the broadband components. The general pat-
tern of the data indicates that the maximum sound pressure levels
occur in the neighborhood of the plane of rotation of the propel-
ler (90°) and the levels decrease as the propeller axis is
approached. However, it is possible that the levels do not
decrease as much as they would under free-field conditions,
because of the influence of reflections from tunnel surfaces.
When the model fuselage (without empennage) is introduced, the
higher order harmonics become e x " dent at more locations. The data
now suggest (Figure 78) that the region of maximum harmonic level
occurs between 60° and 90°. Otherwise, the pattern is similar to
that for the propeller alone in that the lowest sound pressure
levels generally occur at locations near to the axis of the
propeller ( 0' and 180').
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( b) Harmonics 5 through 8
NOISE DIRECTIVITY IN HORIZ ONTAL PLANE (MICS 1 TO 9)
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FIGURE 77. HORIZONTAL PLANE DIRECTIVITY OF HARMONIC SOUND PRESSURE
LEVELS (PROPELLER ALONE, 8200 RPM, 62.4 M/S)
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(a) Harmonics 1 through 4
NOISE DIRECTIVITY IN HORIZONTAL PLANE (M1CS	 1 TO 0)
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(b) Harmonics 5 through 8
NOISE DIRECTIVITY IN HORIZONTAL PLANE (M1CS I TO 9)
HARMONIC LEVELS CORRECTED FOR SHEAR LAYER.4.3e DISTANCE AND BROADBAND
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FIGURE 78. HORIZONTAL PLANE DIRECTIVITY OF HARMONIC SOUND PRESSURE
LEVELS (FUSELAGE WITHOUT EMPENNAGE, 8200 RPM, 62.4 M/S)
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Figures 79 through 81 contain data measured when the propeller was
ll	
operating behind the Y-tail empennage in the V) - 0' configuration.
Harmonic levels can now be identified at all locations. A compar-
ison with Figure 77 shows that the presence of the empennage
changes the directivity patterns of the harmonics. For harmonics
of order 1 through 4 the sound pressure levels now remain fairly
constant as angle is changed--the levels do not decrease as the
propeller axis is approached. The change is more evident for har-
monics of order 5 through 8 where now the harmonic sound pressur
levels are highest at locations nearest to the propeller axis and
lowest near to the propeller plane of rotation.
The data in Figures 79 through 81 show some irregularity in the
variation of harmonic sound pressure levels with angle of
radiation. There are several possible explanations for this
irregularity and it is possible that more than one effect is play-
ing a role. First, there is the influence of the general scatter
in the data, as discussed in Section 4.4. Secondly, constructive
and destructive interference effects associated with acoustic sig-
nals reflected from surfaces in the test chamber can have a strong
influence on the observed sound pressure levels. These interfer-
ence effects will occur at different frequencies for different
locations. Thirdly, it is possible that directivity of the radi-
ated acoustic free-field of the propeller behind an empennage has
I /
	
	
certain characteristics. It may not be possible to determine
these characteristics because of the selected locations for the
microphones. A larger array of more-closely spaced microphones
l	 might be required.
A comparison of Figures 79 throught 81 does not show any strong
effect due to separation distance between the empennage and
propeller. Even when the data for individual harmonics are
compared directly, as in Figure 82, there is no readily
L:
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(b) Harmonics 5 through 8
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FICURE 79. HORIZONTAL PLANE DIRECTIVITY OF HARMONIC SOUND PRESSURE
LEVELS (Y-TAIL, X=10.8 CM, 8200 RPM, 62.4 M/S, * =0)
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(b) Harmonics 5 through 8
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FIGURE 80. HORIZONTAL PLANE DIRECTIVITY OF HARMONIC SOUND PRESSURE
LEVELS (Y-TAIL, X=23.8 CM, 8200 RPM, 62.4 M/S, * =0)
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(a) Harmonics 1 through 4
1401SE DIRECTIVITY	 IN HOR120NT!L PLANE (MILS	 I TO	 9)
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(b) Harmonics 5 through 8
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FIGURE 81. HORIZONTAL PLANE DIRECTIVITY OF HARMONIC SOUND PRESSURE
LEVELS (Y-TAIL, X=57.5 CM, 8200 RPM, 62.4 M/S, * =C)
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(a) Harmonic i	 OF POOR QUALITY
NOISE DIRECTIVITY IN HORIZONTAL PLANE (MICS 1 TO 9)
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(b) Harmonic 3
NOISE DIRECTIVITY IN HORIZONTAL PLANE (MICS	 I TO 9)
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FIGURE 82. INFLUENCE OF EMPENNAGE/PROPELLER SEPARATION DISTANCE
ON HORIZONTAL PLANE DIRECTIVITY OF HARMONIC SOUND
PRESSURE LEVELS (Y-TAIL, 8200 RPM, 62.4 tit /S)
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(c) Harmonic 5
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(d) Harmonic 7
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FIGURE 82. CONTINUED
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discernible influence of empennage/propeller separation distance,
within the range tested. This does not mean that there is no
influence of separation distance. A comparison of Figures 81 and
78 shows that increasing the separation distance from 0.575 m to
e
infinity (i.e., no empennage) has a significant effect on the
r	 radiated sound field. However, a more detailed analysis of the
Leffect would require information regarding the strengths of the
wakes behind the empennage surfaces.
When the airframe is rotated through 90° (^ = 90°) the directivity
patterns show characteristics which are similar to those for
^ = 0 0 . Figure 83 shows data associated with V = 90° and a separ-
ation distance of 0.124m between the empennage and the propeller.
However, there are larger differences between sound pressure
R levels for different harmonics (m = 1 through
when ^ = 0*. 
4) when	 = 90° than
When the propeller axis is moved vertically relative to the
centerline of the empennage, the directivity for the higher order
{	 harmonics appears to be more uniform than is the case when the
!	 axis and centerline are coincident. This can be seen when compar-
ing Figures 84 and 85 with Figure 80. When the propeller axis is
below the empennage centerline (Figure 85) the measured acoustic
field is almost omnidirectional in the horizontal plane.
The preceding data have been associated with test conditions for
zero angle of incidence of the empennage. Data for an angle of
incidence of 5` as shown in Figure 86. The general directivity
characteristics are similar to those for zero angle of incidence
(Figure 80) with the highest sound levels for harmonics 5 through
8 being at 15° and 160'.
Directivity patterns for the I-tail are contained in Figures 87
and 88 for o = 0° and 90`, respectively. The associated separa-
tion distance x between the propeller and the fuselage tail cone
1	 -155-
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(a) Harmonics 1 through 4
NOISE DIRECTIVITY IN HORIZONTAL PLANE (MICS I TO 6,8E9)
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(b) Harmonics 5 through 8
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FIGURE 83. HORIZONTAL PLANE DIRECTIVITY OF HARMONIC SOUND PRESSURE
LEVELS (Y-TAIL, X=12.4 CM, 8200 RPM, 62.4 M/S, * =900)
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F11 (b) Harmonics 5 through 8
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FIGURE 84. HORIZONTAL PLANE DIRECTIVITY OF HARMONIC SOUND PRESSURE
LEVELS, EMPENNAGE/PROPELLER VERTICAL SEPARATION +7.6 CM(Y-TAIL, X=23.5 CM. 8200 RPM, 62.4 M/S)
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(a) Harmonics 1 through 4
NOISE DIRECTIVITY IN HORIZONTAL PLANE (MICS 1 TO 9)
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(b) Harmonics 5 through 8
NOISE DIRECTIVITY IN HORIZONTAL PLANE (MICS I TO 9)
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FIGURE 85. HORIZONTAL PLANE DIRECTIVITY OF HARMONIC SOUND PRESSURE
LEVELS, EMPENNAGE/PROPELLER VERTICAL SEPARATION -7.6 CM(Y-TAIL, X=24.1 CM, 8200 RPM, 62.4 M/S)
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(a) Harmonics 1 through 4
NOISE DIRECTIVITY IN HORIZONTAL PLANE (MICS 1 TO 6.899)
HARMONIC LEVELS CORRECTED FOR SHEAR LAYER.4.3m DISTANCE AND BROADBAND
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(b) Harmonics 5 through 8
NOISE DIRECTIVITY IN HORIZONTAL PLANE (MICS I TO 6.899)
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FIGURE 86. HORIZONTAL PLANE DIRECTIVITY OF HARMONIC SOUND PRESSURE
LEVELS, EMPENNAGE ANGLE OF INCIDENCE 5 0
 (Y-TAIL, X=22.9 CM,
8200 RPM, 62.4 M/S)
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(a) Harmonics 1 through 4
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(b) Harmonics 5 through 8
NOISE DIRECTIVITY IN HORIZONTAL PLANE
	 (MICS 1 TO 6.869)
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FIGURE 87. HORIZONTAL PLANE DIRECTIVITY OF HARMONIC SOUND PRESSURE	 i
LEVELS (I-TAIL, X=38.4 CM, 8200 RPlvi. 62.4 M/S, * =09
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(a) Harmonics 1 through 4
NOISE DIRECTIVITY IN HORIZONTAL PLANE (MICS 1 TO 8.699)
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(b) Harmonics 5 through 8
NOISE DIRECTIVITY IN HORIZONTAL PLANE (MICS 1 TO 8.999)
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FIGURE 88. HORIZONTAL PLANE DIRECTIVITY OF HARMONIC SOUND PRESSURE
C	 LEVELS (I-TAIL, X=36.8 CM, 8200 RPIv1, 62.4 MI S, 	=90°)
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is about 370 mm; the corresponding mean distance between the
propeller and the empennage trailing edge (see Table 7) is about
240 mm which is similar to that for the Y-tail data of Figures 80
and 83. Comparing the sound level distributions in Figure 87 with
those in Figures 80 and 83 it is seen that the directivity
patterns for the I-tail (i = 0') are similar to those for the
Y-tail (^ = 90°). For harmonics 5 through 8 the sound pressure
levels near to the axis of the propeller are slightly higher than
those in the neighborhood of the plane of rotation of the
propeller.
When data for the I-tail (V = 90°) are considered the directivity
patterns show a similarity with those in Figure 78 for the test
configuration of a fuselage without an empennage. For harmonics 5
	
L1
through 8, the highest sound pressure levels appear to be in the
neighborhood of the plane of rotation of the propeller--harmonics
could not be identified in the data from microphone 9 at an angle
of 150.	
;i
5.13 "On-Axis" Sound Pressure Levels
The preceding discussion regarding the directivity of the acoustic
field in the horizontal plane has emphasized the importance of
noise radiated fore and aft along the axis (or near to the axis)
of the propeller. Although these radiation angles may not be
critical from the point of view of airplane flyover noise, they
are important in understanding the physical characteristics of a
propeller operating behind an empennage. Consequently, additional
information is presented in this section for microphone locations
8 and 9. This information covers many of the topics which have
been discussed earlier for microphones located outside the flow.
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The strong influence of the empennage on the on-axis sound
pressure levels is demonstrated in Figure 89. When the propeller
operates alone, or behind the model fuselage without an empennage,
the harmonic sound pressure levels at locations 8 and 9 are lower
than those measured at larger angles to the propeller axis
(Figures 89(a) and (b)). Upon introduction of the empennag:^, the
measured sound pressure levels at locations 8 and 9 increase to be
comparable to those elsewhere for harmonics of order 1 through 4,
and markedly exceed those elsewhere for harmonics of order 5
through 11.
Repeatability of the harmonic sound pressure levels measured at
locations 8 and 9 is demonstrated in Figure 90 where results for
three repeated runs (11-1, 16-1 and 22-6) are compared. Figure 90
can be compared with Figure 42 which contains similar data for 	 I
microphones outside the flow. In the case of microphones 8 and 9, i
the data repeatability looks quite good and is comparable with the
measurements at locations 11 and 12. The average range of 	 i
harmonic sound pressure levels is 2.1 dB at microphone 8 and 2.9
dB at microphone 9 (see Figure 43 for other locations).
The influence of separation distance between propeller and the
Y-tail empennage can be seen in Figure 91 for	 0' and Figure 92
for	 = 90'. These figures can be compared with Figures 63 	 :s
through 65 which contain data for microphones 1, 3 and 6 outside
the flow. As before, the separation distances given in Figures 91
and 92 refer to the distance between the tail cone and propeller;
Table 7 gives the corresponding distances between empennage 	 I
trailing edge and propeller. On the average, the data in Figures 	 II
91 and 92 show harmonic sound levels changing by about 7 dB as the
separation distance varies. Although there is some scatter in the
data, the general trend is that of increasing sound pressure level
as separation distance decreases. The trend seems to be defined f	 ^
more clearly than was the case in Figures 63 through 65.
r
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(a) Propeller Alone
IZO	 HARMONIC LEVELS CORRECTED FOR SHEAR LAYER AND 4.3n DISTANCE
AND ADJUSTED FOR BROADBAND CONTRIBUTIONS
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(b) Propeller behind Fuselage without Empennage
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FIGURE 89. INFLUENCE OF FUSELAGE AND EMPENNAGE ON HARMONIC SOUND
PRESSURE LEVELS (8200 RPM, 62.4 M!S)
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(c) Propeller behind Y-Tail ( y =00 , X=10.8 cm)
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FIGURE 90. f^aCOMPARISON OF BLADE PASSAGE FREQUENCY HARMONIC LEVELS
FOR REPEAT RUNS, MICROPHONES 8 AND 9 (Y-TAIL, 8200 RPhi,
62.4 M/S)
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(b) Microphone 9
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F13URE 91. INFLUENCE OF EMPENNAGE/PROPELLER AXIAL SEPARATION
DISTANCE ON HARMONIC SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS,
MICROPHONES 8 AND 9 (Y-TAIL, 8200 RPM, 62.4 M/S,
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FIGURE 92. INFLUENCE OF EMPENNAGE/PROPELLER AXIAL SEPARATION
DISTANCE ON HARMONIC SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS,
MICROPHONES 8 AND 9 (Y-TAIL, 8200 RPNI, 62.4 WS, '^ =900)
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When the fuselage with Y-tail empennage is rotated through 90°
from	 0' to	 90', the harmonic sound pressure levels
decrease for most harmonics, as can be seen in Figure 93. This is
i
in contrast to the results for microphones closer to the plane of
+	 t
rotation of the propeller where the sound pressure levels are
•	 higher for	 = 90° than for	 0° (Figure 62).
t'
Increasing the angle of incidence of the Y-tail empennage
isignificantly increases the harmonic sound pressure levels at
microphone 9 and causes a smaller increase at microphone 8, as is
shown in Figure 94. The change at microphone 9 is more distinct
i
than at any other location (see Figures 71 through 73, for
example).
l
The most well-defined demonstration of the effect of empennage/
propeller separation on radiated sound pressure level is obtained
{
	
	 when the separation is varied while the empennage angle of inci-
dence is maintained at 5°. Figure 95 shows the resulting harmonic
sound pressure levels measured at microphones 8 and 9. Here it is
very clearly shown that the highfst sound pressure levels are
associated with the smallest separation distances. The average
range of measured harmonic sound pressure levels is about 10 dB
Cfor microphone 8 and 8 dB for microphone 9.
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F13URE 93. COMPARISON OF HARMONIC SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS
MEASURED FOR DIFFERENT FUSELAGE ORIENTATIONS,
MICROPHONES 8 AND 9 (Y-TAIL, 8200 RPM, 62.4 M/S)
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(a) Microphone 8
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(b) Microphone 9
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FIGURE 94. INFLUENCE OF EMPENNAGE ANGLE OF INCIDENCE ON
HARMONIC SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS, MICROPHONES 8
AND 9 (Y-TAIL, 8200 RPM, 62.4 M/S)
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6. DISCUSSION
Section 5 has presented a large amount of acoustic data from the
wind tunnel tests. These results have to be analyzed further in
order to relate the radiated sound pressure levels to the charac-
teristics of the flow field entering the propeller disc. It is
not the goal of this report to conduct such an analysis since the
evaluation of the aerodynamic field is performed elsewhere.
However, the present section will discuss the acoustic test data
in terms of results from other investigations and identify some of
the problems associated with the prediction of noise from pusher
propellers.
6.1 Characteristics of the Radiated Sound Field
The general results of the acoustic measurements can be summarized
as follows:
(a) The test data measured at several of the microphone locations
show a data variability that is higher than expected. This
variability tends to mask some of the data trends, particu-
larly when the parametric changes cause only small changes in
sound pressure level at the measurement location.
(b) The presence of the empennage increases the sound pressure
levels associated with the harmonics of the blade passage
frequencies. The effect is small for harmonics of order 1 to
4 and increases at higher order harmonics.
(c) The influence of the empennage on radiated harmonic sound
pressure levels is greatest at locations nearest to the pro-
peller exis and least near to the plane of rotation of the
propeller.
(d) The harmonic sound pressure levels generally increase as
separation distance between the empennage and propeller
decreases. Also, the harmonic sound pressure levels increase
when the angle of ^.ncidence of the empennage is increased.
^r
ir.
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The tests reported herein are associated with the operation of a
propeller behind a model empennage. A survey of published
literature has not identified any other test program that is
directly associated with an empennage installation, but there are
other investigations which have related application [29-41]. All
these investigations are associated with the generation of noise
by propeller or rotor interaction with in-flows which are not
axisymmetric. They include installation effects for tractor
propellers [29-31], rotor-vortex interaction [32,33], response of
propellers to gusts [34], propellers in a wake [35-37], effect of
propeller angle of attack [38] and counter-rotating propellers
[39-41].
The installation effects for tractor propellers and the effect of
propeller angle of attack are similar phenomena in that there are
no disturbing bodies upstream of the propeller; the general
direction of the airflow is inclined to the plane of rotation of
the propeller. Studies of a propeller in a wake [35- 37] and
rotor-vortex interaction [ 33] are perhaps closest to the present
	 L
tests in that the flow disturbances were created by an airfoil
upstream of the propeller. In the wake experiment [ 35-37] the
airfoil was placed across the entire flow region entering the
propeller, and in the rotor-vortex interaction tests the vortex
was the tip vortex generated by an airfoil partially inserted into
the flow. In the empennage tests reported herein, the spans of
the empennage surfaces are greater than the radius of the test
propeller. Consequently, any tip vortex would probably miss the
propeller disc, except for runs 34 - 38 when the propeller axis was
76 mm below the empennage centerline. It is possible that the
presence of a tip vortex from the dorsal fin of the Y-tail may
account for the relatively high sound pressure levels associated
with this test configuration, as shown in Figure 70. However,
since the dorsal fin was nominally at zero angle of attack, the
1
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presence of a vortex will Piave to be verified by the aerodynamic
measurements.
Qualitatively, the results from all the referenced investigations
are similar to those of the present study. In terms of spectral
components, the situation can be described by the schematic
spectrum shown in Figure 96; this figure is based on results of
Wright [32]. The low frequency noise associated with steady
loading and thickness contributions consists of discrete frequency
harmonic components superimposed on a broadband background.
Unsteady loads generate harmonic components which are most evident
in the mid-frequency range and broadband vortex noise is the
contributor to the high frequency range. The magnitude of the
unsteady loading noise levels depends on the characteristics of 	 +
the flow entering the propeller disc and on the measurement
location. Results of Trebble, et al [29], indicate that, for
their particular test configuration, steady loading noise 	 t.
dominated at harmonic orders m = 1 and 2, thickness noise at m = 3
and 4, and unsteady loading noise at harmonics m > 5. In this
particular test the inflow disturbances were not particularly
large. Schlinker and Amiet [33] showed that, for their
rotor-vortex interaction test, the unsteady loading noise
dominated for harmonics of order m > 4.
The actual frequency range in which unsteady loading noise
dominates will depend to some extent on the location of the
observer. Unsteady loading noise has a dipole directivity pattern
with a minimum in the plane of the propeller blade (which is
different from the plane of rotation of the propeller because of
the pitch of the blade). In contrast, thickness noise has a
maximum in the plane of rotation of the propeller and steady
loading noise has a maximum near to the plane of rotation.
These general directivity characteristics in the axial direction
can be observed in the present test data plotted in Figures 77
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FIGURE 96. SCHEMATIC SPECTRUM SHOWING FREQUENCY REGIMES
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through 88. When there is no fuselage or empennaqe upstream of
the propeller, the measured harmonic sound pressure levels have
maximum values in the neighborhood of the propeller plane of
rotation. (Figure 77). In the case of higher order harmonics, the
harmonic sound pressure levels are so low that they cannot be
detected above the broadband noise except in the neighborhood of
the plane of rotation (Figure 77(b)). When the empennage is
introduced the directivity patterns for harmonics of order m = 1
through 4 show small changes due to increases in the sound
pressure levels at locations near to the propeller axis. Much
larger changes in the directivity patterns occur at higher order
harmonics where, because of the dipole directivity with a maximum
on the propeller axis, the harmonic sound pressure levels near to
the propeller axis show large increases. Figure 80 is a good
example of this effect.
The present test data do not show any identifiable directivity
pattern in the circumferential direction. Block [37] measured
sound pressure levels at three angles relative to the plane of the
airfoil, but the three locations were at different angles relative
to the plane of rotation of the propeller. Consequently, it is
not easy to construct a circurferential directivity pattern in
that case.
The magnitude of the unsteady loading noise will depend on the
strength of the inflow disturbances. For example, Schlinker and
Amiet [33] placed the airfoil generating the vortex at angles of
incidence of 0°, 6', and 12'. At an indicence of 0', the airfoil
caused an axial velocity defect, but there was a zero component
for the vortex azimuthal velocity. The data of Schlinker and
Amiet show that the sound levels increased when the vortex
strength was increased, resulting in a 5 to 10 dB increase in har-
monic sound level when the angle of incidence of the airfoil was
J,^
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was increased from 0' to 12'. Block [32,37] also varied the
strength of the inflow disturbance by varying the angle of attack
of the essentialy two-dimensional airfoil upstream of the
propeller. In that case, the angle of attack of the
wake-producing airfoil was either 15' or 20.4' in order to
generate a wake which had a thickness of either one or three
propeller chords. Only small changes in harmonic sound pressure
level wero observed when increasing the angle of attack from 15'
to 20.4 0 , although the thicker wake did introduce more lower
frequency content into the spectrum. Since the 15' angle was
larger than the maximum angle used by Schlinker and Amiet it is
possible that it had reached a stage of "diminishing returns".
In the present test the empennage surfaces were at a nominal angle
of incidence of zero with the exception of runs 30 through 33 when
the fuselAge with a Y-tail was inclined at 5' to the tunnel flow.
The effect of the change in angle of attack on harmonic sound
pressure levels is shown in Figures 71-73 and 94. The most
distinct change in harmonic sound pressure level is observed at
microphone 9 (Figure 94(b)) where the average increase is 4.8 dB
for harmonics of order m ? 4 when the separation distance between
empennage and propeller is approximately 11 ^_m, and 3.2 dB when
the separation distance is 30 cm. At other locations,
particularly in the neighborhood of the plane of rotation of the
propeller, the harmonic sound pressure levels show much smaller
increases with angle of incidence. This is to be expected,
because of the directivity of the radiated noise due to unsteady
loads on the propeller.
6.2 Prediction Procedures--empirical
Prediction procedures for propeller noise can be divided into near
and far-field regimes and, within each regime, into empirical and
I I
II
I
analytical methods. Most of the procedures are applicable to
tractor rather than pusher propellers, because most of past
interest has been directed towards the design and operation of
aircraft with tractor propellers. As a consequence there is
little test data from pusher propellers and little experience in
the validity of prediction procedures for pusher propellers.
Consider first, the empirical prediction procedures. Since these
are totally dependent on test data from tractor propellers they
are applicable to radiation directions close to the plane of
rotation of the propellers, since it is in these directions that
the maximum sound pressure levels occur. Far-field sound pressure
levels are estimated in terms of unweighted or A-weighted sound
levels, or Perceived Noise Level. Thus, SAE Aerospace Information
Report AIR 1407 [42] calculates first the overall sound pressure
level and then converts the result to Perceived Noise Level and
A-weighted sound level. (This AIR is currently under revision by
SAE). The procedure is in graphical form, but the equivalent
equation for the overall sound pressure level is
2 2 2
OASPL - 86.0 + 15.4 log P - 10 log B N r	 + 38.1 Mr	 (9)
 )
where P is the shaft power (kW), N the number of propellers, D the
pro "! Ier diameter (m), B the number of blades on each propeller,
Mr the propeller tip rotational Mach number and r the distance
(m) of the observer from the propeller. The equation represents
the maximum sideline sound level, irrespective of the angle of
radiation.
Other empirical prediction procedures in terms of the A-weighted
sound level or A-weighted harmonic sound levels are discussed by
Galloway and Wilby [43] and Galloway [44]. For light general
aviation aircraft, Galloway initially developed a simple linear
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regression line whose equation gave the maximum sideline
A-weighted sound level Lam
	
Lam - 146 + 240 log Mh - 20 loq r	 (10)
where Mh
 is the helical Mach number of the blade tip. In later
work, this was revised to
	
Lam = 129.6 + 10 log P + 175 log Mh - 24 loo r	 (11)	 Il
For larger multi-engined aircraft, Galloway and Wilby L431
obtained a relationship
Lam - 103.2 + 10 log(NP) + 66 log Mh - 19.1 log r	 (12)	 i]
Heller, et al, [451 derived an empirical prediction procedure for 	 i
maximum unweighted sound levels for each harmonic of the blade
passage frequency. The procedure can be written in the form
	
Lm(m) = Cm + 10 log [MhP l ' S I - 20 log r	 (13)
where n = 1.57mB - 1.3 and Cm is a constant dependent on
harmonic order m. Equation (13) is applicable to small,
single--engined general aviation aircraft. Galloway and Wilby [43]
developed a somewhat similar calculation procedure for the maximum
unweighted harmonic sound pressure levels of larger aircraft
	
SPL(m) = Cm
 + 10 log(NP) + 70 Log Mh - 20 log r 	 (14)	 f
IEmpirical prediction procedures for near .field propeller noise
[42,461 calculate the unweighted overall and harmonic sound
pressure levels. The overall sound pressure level is given as a
function of the rotational Mach number of the propeller tip,, but
	
^^	 1
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the helical Mach number is used when estimating the relati%e
values of the harmonic sound pressure levels. Comparisons of tie
two methods [47] suggests that the SAE method [42] is the more
accurate procedure for static operation of the propeller, but the
method given by Ungar, et al [46], is the more accurate when there
is forward motion of the airplane. The SAE method predicts higher
sound levels for the higher order harmonics than does the other
method and, to that extent, estimates spectral shapes which are
more similar to those measured in the empennage tests.
Although the emphasis of the present test is placed on noise
radiation from the propeller operating behind an empennage, it is
of interest to compared test data for the propeller alone with
predicted sound levels. The prediction procedure which is most
appropriate is that given in Equation (13). In order to apply
this procedure it is necessary to determine values for the tip
helical Mach number and power of the propeller. For a propeller
rpm of 8200 and a flow speed of 62.5 m/s the tip helical Mach
number is 0.77. Measurements of the propeller thrust show a
fairly wide variation in values for nominally identical
conditions. From the test data an average value of 84.1 N (18.9
lb) has been used for present purposes.
The relationship between thrust T and power P is given by
^ = TV/P
where ^ is the propeller efficiency and V the forward speed of the
airplane. Thus, it is necessary to estimate the efficiency.
Assuming that the efficiency lies between 0.4 and 0.8, a geometric
mean value of 0.57 has been assumed. The resulting estimate for
the average power of the propeller is 9.2 kW. This value of the
-181-	 ^^	 J
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power is obviously much lower than the range of values associated 	 d
with the development of Equation (13). 	 fl
Finally, it is necessary to determine the appropriate values for
Cm in Equation (13).	 Data of Heller,	 et al,	 show Cm varying
with harmonic order m and number of blades B, with B having values
of 2 or 3; in the present test B = 4.
	 In the absence of other
11
evidence an average value of 105 was assumed for C m
 for all m.
The resulting estimated values for the harmonic sound pressure
'i
levels associated with 8200 rpm, 62.5 m/s test conditions are
plotted in Figure 97 where they are compared with test data for Ll
four measurement locations.
	 The agreement is very good consider-
ing the uncertainties in the analysis.	 The largest discrepancy
L^
occurs at the fundamental (m = 1) where the measured levels are
lower than the predicted value.
	 The reasons for this discrepancy
have not been determined, but, since the acoustic treatment in the
test chamber will be least effective at the lowest frequency, 	 it
is possible that there may be effects due to destructive —
interference between direct and reflected acoustic signals.
When A-weighted sound levels are computed from the model test data
it is necessary to perform frequency scaling prior to the
weighting so that equivalent full-scale levels can be obtained.
This could be accomplished either from analysis of narrowband
(harmonic sound levels) or one-third octave band spectra. In
order to maintain the blade tip rotational or helical Mach number 	 rl
constant, frequency scaling should be performed on the basis of 	 IJ
propeller diameter.
Use of the harmonic sound pressure levels in the calculation of
A-weighted sound levels has the advantage that any concern that 	 I
the broadband sound levels are not associated with the propeller
L:
i
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can be overcome. Furthermore, it is often found that flyover
noise levels of general aviation aircraft are dominated by propel-
ler tones. Broadband noise can be included separately so that the
relative contributions can be identified.
I
Since the empirical methods are all based on tractor propeller
data they are of little use for a propeller in the wake of an
empennage. It is possible that ad hoc adjustments could be incor-
porated, but it is not an appropriate approach for the present
investigation. The alternative is to consider available analyti-
cal methods which have been developed in recent years.
6.3 Prediction Procedures--Analytical
Early analytical studies of propeller noise were restricted to
uniform inflow conditions, but, more recently, attention has been
directed towards effects such as inflow turbulence, wakes and
counter-rotating propellers. It is th1s later work which is of
specific interest to the present study. In this section at-:ention
`
	
	 will be drawn to some of the published analytical studies.
However, it is not possible to use the results of the studies to
predict radiated sound levels for the test propeller without hav-
ing information about the wakes behind the empennage.
^ I 	T
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Current analytical models are based on the acoustic analogy
developed by Lighthill and Ffowcs Williams. The models can be
divided into two groups, one of which utilizes the time domain and
the other the frequency domain. The time domain approach is the
more common method and has the advantage that it does not involve
transcendental functions, but it does require the use of high-
speed computers to perform the required numerical differentiation
and integration. Also it has the disadvantage that it 'is diffi-
cult to establish the relative importance of different parameters
`1
r
u
0
it
without performing extensive calculations involving parametric
variations. Frequency domain analysis with its closed-form repre-
sentations allows direct evaluation of the role played by differ-
ent parameters. However, it has the disadvantage that the func-
tions involved in the representations can become extremely compli-
cated when the inflow is distorted. The time domain approach has
been used by Farassat [48-51], Succi [50-51], and Woan and
Gregorek [53]. The frequency approach used by Hanson [41,54,55]
presents closed form results which demonstrate the roles of blade
geometry and operating conditions. The frequency domain approach
gives the harmonic sound pressure levels directly; the time domain
approach gives harmonic sound levels after Fourier
transformation.
The particular condition applicable to the present tests of a
Gpropeller operating in the wake of an empennage is that of a fixed
distortion of the inflow (in contrast to a rotating distortion
associated, for example, with counter-rotating propellers).
Treatment of the fixed distortion case can be found in textbooks
r?	 [56,57] as well as in published papers. A recent paper by Hanson
u	 [41] treats the fixed distortion problem as a special case of the
counter-rotating propeller, but it can be addressed directly with-
out considering counter-rotation [55,58].
Depending on the analytical model selected, calculation of the
radiated sound pressure levels will require detailed inputs for
the aerodynamic inflow and the blade geometry. The procedure for
NASA Aircraft Noise Prediction Program (ANOPP), which is based on
the work of Farassat, is described by Zorumski [59]. This
procedure was used by Block [39]; a computer-generated three-
dimensional display of the SR-2 blade used by Block [39] is shy
in Figure 98. This is the blade used in the present study.
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FIGURE 98. COMPUTER-GENERATED THREE-DIMENSIONAL
DISPLAY OF SR-2 BLADE [ 39)
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The model for the flow field used by Hanson [41,55] is in the form
of a composite source function g(y,E,r) where, modifying Hanson's
notation slightly [55],
2
g(Y,&,r) _ [POU —T
 h(Y,r) + 7Y D(Y,r) + ar Fr(Y,r)]d(C+FA)ay
2
+ pP(Y,r) d' (^+FA) + ay ay T i p (Y ► E ► r)
i 7
Here U = relative velocity at source point
h = blade thickness
D = drag force per unit area
Fr = radial force per unit area
4P = lift force per unit area
Tij = Lighthill's stress tensor
and	 are the helicoidal source point coordinates. If this
model is to be used for the present test configuration the
measured flow field will have to be decomposed into terms of this
type. A similar approach would be required for the time domain
approach.
AN
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7. CONCLUSIONS
The data presented in this report have been subjected to only a
brief evaluation and analysis, but several conclusions can be
drawn. Obviously a fairly extensive analysis is required if full
benefit is to be obtained from results. This analysis would
incorporate aerodynamic data for the flow field entering the
propeller disc and would make use of available analytical predic-
tion procedures (either time or frequency domain) in order to com-
pare the test data with theory. 	 1
The conclusions drawn from the present evaluation and analysis can
be summarized as follows:
(a) Test data measured at several of the microphone locations
show a. fairly high variability which masks some of the trends jl
associated with parametric changes.
	
The reasons for their U
variability have not been determined, but may be caused, 	 in
part, by propagation through the turbulent shear flow and I
reflections in the test chamber.	 It may be possible, by
judicious use of averaging techniques, to overcome some of iJ
the problems created by the data variability.
(b) Measured sound pressure levels at harmonics of the blade pas-
sage frequency are consistent with values predicted on the
basis of existing empirical procedures, when the propeller is
operated alone in the test section.
(c) The presence of the fuselage and its supports upstream of the
prop-ller caused an increase in the harmonic sound pressure
levels generated by the propellers, but the main increase
occurred when the empennage was installed.
(d) The influence of the empennage on radiated harmonic sound
pressure levels is greatest at locations nearest kD the
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propeller axis and least near to the plane of rotation of the
propeller.
(e) The presence of the empennage effects the sound levels of
higher irder harmonics (m greater than or equal to 4, approx-
imately) more than it does the lower order harmonics.
(f) The harmonic pressure levels generally increase as axial sep-
aration distance between the empennage and propeller
decreases. Also the harmonic levels increase with angle of
incidence of the empennage. An increase in harmonic sound
pressure level was observed when the propeller axis was moved
below the Y-tail empennage centerline. This may be associ-
ated with flow effects from the tip of the ventral fin, but
this explanation is only conjectural at this stage.
(g) Increases in propeller rpm resulted in increases in harmonic
sound pressure level. The effect was more pronounced when
the propeller was operating alone than when it was operating
downstream of an empennage.
(h) When the propeller was operated at 8200 rpm, the broadband
sound pressure levels at frequencies above about 1000 Hz were
generally higher than the tunnel background noise levels.
However, there was little or no further increase when the
fuselage, with or without an empennage, was introduced
upstream of the propeller. Thus, the empennage has only a
negligible effect on the measured broadband sound pressure
levels.
i
a
:j
The present study has concentrated on far-field sound pressure
levels with application to airplane flyover noise. However, the
data indicate that the main changes in sound pressure level occur
at locations close to the propeller axis. Thus, the effect on
flyover sound pressure levels should be evaluated in terms of
sideline as well as constant radius locations in order to adjust
for the greater propagation distances from propeller to ground
-189-
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associated with acoustic radiation angles closer to the propeller
axis.
A second factor should also be considered. Since high sound
levels radiated by a propeller behind an empennage can propagate
forward along the fuselage sidewall, tha influence of these sound
levels on cabin interior noise should be evaluated.
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APPENDIX A
HP87 Computer Programs
This appendix presents listings, sample outputs and brief discus-
sion of computer programs used during reduction of the test data.
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A.1 Program SHEARSCALE
The corrected pressures and angles due to the presence of a shear
layer are calculated using Amiet's method [20]. These corrections
are independent of frequency.
Input required:
Microphone Number
Angle ( degrees)
Radial distance ( feet) from source to microphone
Distance ( Feet) from source to shear layer
The convention for microphone angles is
0° _ upstream
90° = port side
Output:
Corrected angle ( in degrees)
Shear Layer Correction ( dB), to be added to measured
pressure spectrum levels
The corrected pressures and angles are entered and stored in the
programs GENRAD3 and CEDAR2, for the two Mach numbers used in the
current test.
PAIGE B1:A1^'L T7
' ?T "r"T?D
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IiiREM------------------------------------------------ ---------------------- 1
2 ,} REM PROGRAM "SHEARSCALE" CALCULATES AMIET'S SHEAF, LAYER CORRECTIONS
70 REM	 BASED ON AIAA PAPER 75-572
40 REM----------------------
	
-------------------------------------------
50 REM j
60 REM	 ORIC=INALLY WRITTEN BY P.SODERMAN MARCH 1984 FOR HF87 I	 1
70 REM	 CONVEFTED TO APFLE III
B0 REM
1 • )o OPEN*	 AS OUTFUT.".PRINTER'
1101 LF$-C'HRS(1(",:REM LINEFEED
1:'G FFS-CHF;S-12):REM FORMFEEL
1:1 P1='.1415526'5
12. DEC=F • 1, 1fi . (
1:' D+:-0. 2* DEG
1:1! E4 ="4).210.6X,	 2#.20.5X,
1-': . REM
14" HD!•iF
15() PRINT"START OF PROGRAM"
160 PRII:T"UNITS ARE FEET AND DEGREES"
1 qi, , PF'INT"SHEAR LAtEF CORRECTIONS WILL HE CALCULATED FOR POINTS A7 GI':'EN"
20t'p PRIr•1T"INFU7 RAD IAL. DISTANCES" f	 l
22 f ' FRINT"	 " I fl
'1 _•0 J'JPUT"M:,CH NUM!4EF:	 _	 ":M
2a C' PRINT"
742 PRINT" ANi:LE CONVENTIONS - UPSTREAM 	 O	 POF'T SIDE - 90"
X44 EETr,- l l-M
25, FF:IIJTh:::FFS
'60 PRINTM::I_Ff
270 FF 1141 N.: L F S
2:q,I FFiNT#21	 SHEl,R LAYER COPREC- 11ONS USING AMIE -I'S METHOD"
7.1 r. PF•INT02.
ll_ J^J7.26 PRII.TM:: "	 MACH WUMFEF. _ 	 ": 11
X76 F'P.INT0
'40 PF Ital$1	 "	 MIC Nc.	 RADIAL	 SHEAF	 LAYER	 UNCORK=CTEI , 	COR F.Ef TED	 SHEA
R LA. EF" y
rF'I!JTM:::"	 DISTANCE	 DISTANrF	 ANGLE	 AIJf:-E	 CORRF
CTION	 dP',"
^c PF INTM::
7.7) REN INFLIT MIC No and ANGLE i
7'P' . INilLi1"MICROPHONE	 NUMBEF	 =	 ":MC 1
+or, 7r•)r•t17"MlCc[OF'Hr-W	 ANGLE	 (in	 Dfarees)	 -	 "t THETA
'p . I iF'U"' Ri.0 I AL	 DISTANCE 	 (: n	 feet)	 -	 ".F, "n-,-
7 :;4 INFLJT"SHEAF. LAYEF DISTANCE	 (feet)
y4t P , . , IF	 THEIR	 18'- THErJ THETAI1=180-THETA °'
416 lc*
	
THETA	 18'	 THEN 1HETAM-THETA-IB4_j
42 1• REM AM IF15' C0H.'EI.TION FOR. ANGLE5
G:Tl Y1 =F.+SII•I;THETAI•t ►DEG)
q-. ' . RFI` F7AFT1I .1C . POINT	 IN	 ITERATION )
44-: • Tr=THETAM-DEG
45( IF T-IE7AM 4 , :, THEN TH= (THETAM+20) *DEG
460 Pr•iNT"THETA":TH
4_1 ZETi,=t.'.1-M+COS-TH),	 ---(COS(TH))'Z)'0.`
4F PFIN1'* Z E7«,':ZETA
40J FFIME=ZETA	 (FETA 2+C0S(TH)+M)
5'}0 TH-cTAF'-AIN-PFIME>
°..1 , '' IF	 FP.:ME	 :' TH=N	 THETAF =THET;.F'+F•I
520 COAT=(tl	 TAN'.THETAM ► DEG)-H/TAIJ(THETAP))-'(YI-H) j
5710 7HETA_=9,TN(1	 COAT)
54G IF%J1	 C0A1; :.G THEN THEIA2-THETA+F'I
n!W . DIFF=TH-THE1:,=
560 PKIfJT"IJFF	 :RIFF:"	 THETAF	 ":THETAPt"	 COAT	 ": COAT 4	 THETAT	 "iTHE1r2
u
r*74:) P R INT"	 „
58'.1 IF	 LIFF	 -D •	OF DIF F :•DX THEN TH-TH-DIFF,2
500 IF	 DIFF • -DX OR DIF F DY. THEN GOTO 460
[l
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	 LO
600 P1-(SIN(TH)+ZETAr(Y1/H-1))"0.5*H	 (R+ZETA"2*SIN(TH)-
610 P2-(SIN(TH)"3+(Y1/H-1)RZETA'3)"0.5
620 F'7,-(M'2R(1-M+CDS(TH)) 	 2+(1-M''2•(COS(TH))'2))".5/(::.CI*SIN(TH))
1 630 P4-ZETA+SIN(TH)*tl-MRCOS(TH))^2
640 PEPM-P 1 •P2*F,7,*F'4'
650 DELDB-2urL0G(PBPM)/LOG(10)
660 IF THETA^.18i1 THE(! THETAP-181)-THETAPiDEG
pal
670
680
IF THETA?1130 THEN THETAP-180+THETAP/DEG
REM
690 PFINT02 USING BSIMC.R.H.THETA . THETAP.DELDS
7U0 INPUT" ANY MORE MICS'	 (Y/N)	 "IRE
710 IF As-"Y"	 THEN GOTO 7.711
[1 712 INPUT" ANY MOPE MACH NUMBERS ? (Y/N)"ICE
U 714 IF C$-"Y" THEN GOTO 2C4 ORIGiNAIL	 ^^(M	 `^.
720 PRINT" END OF PROGRAM" OF POOR QUAUIV73o STOP
r
0
SHEAF: LAYER CORRECTIONS USING AMIET'S METHC)D
Ll
MACH NUMBER - .174
MIC No	 RADIAL
	
SHEAR LAYER	 UNCORR.FCTFD
	 CORRECTED SHEAF. LAYER
DISTANCF	 DISTANCE
	 ANGLE	 ANGLE CORRECTION	 (d6)C
1 14.00	 5. 00	 + 60. 00	 + 65.9' +	 ().81
2 14. 00	 5. 1)0	 + 70. 1)V	 + 75.57, + 0. 59
7 14. 00	 5. O(:	 +	 8(l, i?(7	 +	 85.21 +	 C), 77
n 4 14.00	 5. 00	 + 90.C10	 + 94.97 + 0.17l 5 14. 00	 5. 00	 + 1(:)5. 00	 +1--19.71-)
 -	 0. ::Z
6 14. On	 S.". 	 +120.0(1	 +124.61 - 0.52
10 5. 01)	 429,.1. CO.)	 +286.91 +
	 I .46
11 14. 0O	 4. -74	 +	 9(1. C)0
	
+	 95.5: + 0. 12
12 14.00	 5.77	 +	 Q(). (W	 + 94.67 +	 11.1-L
l = 7.58	 5. OO	 +270. CH	 r2 J7. ^? + 0. 17
1i
(
I ^I
SHEAR LAYER CORRECTIONS USING AMIET'S METHOD
MACH NUMBER - .IB7
MIC No RADIAL SHEAR LAYER UNCORRECTED CORRECTED
DISTANCF DISTANCE ANGLE ANGLE
1 14. 00 5. (10 + 617. 00 + 68.48
2 14.00 5.00 + 70.00 r 77.79
7 14.00 5. 00' +	 8(: 1 .00 + 87.27
4 14.00 5.00 + 90.00 + 96. BO5 14. 06 5. 00 +1 O5, (0 +1 1 1 .1
6 14.00 5.00 +120.00 +126.06
10 7.92 5.00 +290.00 +285.62
1 i 14. 0(1 4.04 + 90. 0 i^ + 97.57
12 14. 0( , 5. 77 + 90. O0 + 96. 30
11 7.58 5.00 +2717.00 +26b.33
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SHEAR LAYER
CORRECTION (d6)
+ 1.19
+ (), 8r
+ 0.57
+ 0.25
- 0. 24
- 0.64
+ u. 71
+ 0. 27,
+ 0. 25
+ 0.25
6
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A.2 Program GENRAD3	
^I
A flow chart for program GENRAD3 is given in Figure A.1. The
one-third octave band average pressure spectrum is formed on the
GR1995 and transferred to the HP87 by the program. There is an
option for the spectrum levels to be corrected for shear layer and 	 ^)
normalized to a distance of 4.3m ( 14 feet). The correction data
is stored for Mach numbers 0, 0.13 and 0.18 only. The spectra may
	 Cl
be stored on disc, either in uncorrected or corrected form, for
future retrieval. 	
Cl
Since the model is not full scale, an A-weighted spectrum level 	
!^
calculated directly from the model measurements will have no
meaning full scale. Thus, a scale factor is input, representing
the fullecale /model size ratio, which must be in the range 1 to 	 C^
10. This is used to shift the spectrum down in frequency for the
calculation of the scaled A-level. for example, a scale factor of
2 shifts the spectrum down by 3 one -third octave bands.
t.l
Input required:
Scale factor (in the range 1 to 10)	 ^1
Run Number	 I_
I
Data Point
Microphone Number	 IJ
Microphone Gain, relative to calibration signal
Wind speed (ft/sec)	 ^l
Outputs (as selected):
Plot of spectrum
Listing of spectrum, overall SPL, A-level and scaled	 rrI i^
A-level
	
11
Spectra stored on disk using the file names
Uncorrected: RT Run No - Data Pt - Mic. No.
Corrected:	 CT Run No - Data Pt - Mic No. [1
ii
r
r^
i^
Ii
d `I
q
HP11 GR 1ffS
Centrofier 1/I Octave
Program Rand Analyser
GENRAD l
nput.Run No.,Data Pt. m Tape.
rEormA Microphone No., ereagGain, n Ind Speed .Spectrum
Request and Transfer
active Binary 1/) O.B. 
Data from SpectrumGR 1995
4
Levels
11
Adjust Spectrum I
for Gain
y	 PrintN
	HP 2171	 Uncorrected
	
Printer	 pectru
T
N
	
Disk	 Save
Uncorrected
Data
Nw
Corrections for
HP 2171 Shear layer
Printer and Distance.
Print Corrected
Spectrum
HP 7470 Plot
Plotter Spectrum
Disk	 y	 Corrected
Spectrum
T /
^Any
(^D
FIGURE A. 1 FLOW CHART FOR PROGRAM GENDRAD 3
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—111
I	 IN
Jl
('GEARAD3" TAKES DATA :'R "M T4E GG 1 995 ti?-GCTAVF RAND ANALYZER
20 !	 AND TABJLA T ES.	 GRAPHS AND STORE:'
	 T '	 0 ►,	 DPIkIr	 D7 r ' .
?0 !	 TWIS VERSION IS TO BE JSED zOR T4E PUSHEn^- PROP TEST IN 7X1G.
40 !	 DATA CAN BE CORRECTEL DIRECTLY.
50
6c. !	 HP07 VERSION
30 PAUL SODERMAN -LISA LEE 6/8/64
911
l uu PRINTER :S
1 `0 OPTION RAH 1
1 :0 DIM	 '(^TJ). Band ( 33),Le^el ( 31).rreq (?0).C(30)
13(1 DIM Micno(13).Q(4).SPeed(4).Refaist(4),Canale(13.4+.Corr(13.4)
40 DIM	 Dist('3).Shiit(1t).Factor(tl),Aueight(33) 1
1:o DIM As(65E,
'6il DA'A	 1.:
170 ! A T MICROPHONE RADIA! DISTANCES
1F0 DATA	 '4,14,14,'4,14,14.4.5.4.5,8.7.9.14,14.7.58
190 ! CORRECTIONS FOR U-0.0-6.NC DISTANCE CORR_VION
'00 !	 )NCORREC.TED ANGLES AND ZERO CORRECTIONS
216 DATA	 0.0.0
"0 DATA	 60,70.80,90.'95.120.105.140,15.290,90.90.270
23[• DA T A	 O.C.O.O.C.O.C,O.O.O.O.C.C•
'40 !	 CORRECTIONS FOR 0-0,U-0.REF DYSTA14CE- 1 4 feet
250 (	 UNCORRECTED ANGLES AND DISTANCE CORRECTIONS ONLY
250 DATA	 0.0.:4
270 DA T A	 60,70.80.90.105.120,105.'4n,15.299.90.90.270
28C DATA
'50 !	 CORRECTIONS FOR U-27.U-150.RE 1- DISTANCE-14 ;Pet
306 !	 CORRECTED ANGLES AND SHEAP./DISTANCE CORRECTIONS
^'0 DATA	 27,150,14
'	 ?20 DATA	 65.9:75.5.85.2.95.109.7,124.6.105.140.15.286.9.95.5.94.6.267.3
'	 330 DA"A
4u0 !	 CORRECTIONS FOR 9-50.'J-205.RE c DISTANCE-14 ;*et
350 !	 CORRECTED ANGLES AND SHEAR/DIS TANC= CORRECTIONS
360 DATA 50.205. !4
?70 DATA	 68.5. 7 7.8.87.2.9E.6.tt t .^	 t 26	 1^5.140;15.285.6.97.5.96.3.266.3
3E( , DATA
190 ! T HESECORRECTIONS MUST BE ADDED TO 'HE SPECTRUM LEVELS
4i•(
Stu !	 FREQUENCY DATA FOR BANDS
42C.
43n DATA	 25.3 1 .5.40.50,63,80. 1 00. 1 25.1F0.200.250.3 1 5. 4 00	 500.630.800.1000
44C DATE	 125C.i600.20J0.25o0.3'SU.4000,Snp0.E30G.ROnU.l000.1250(,.1600G.2UCOG
441
J
.2 42 '.	 DATA z OR SCALE rACTOR SNIT IN A-NEISHTING ._
44? DATA	 O.i	 2.1.4	 5.6	 7.E.9.10
444 DATA	 1.t18.1.40E6.1.78'.9.:.2361.2.e169.3.5638.4.47.,.5.5897.7.0721.8.9445.
1'.1ef
445 !	 A-Le!ght,ngs for	 16 Hi	 to 20 Hz	 (13 Va:ues)
446 DATA
4a7 DATA	 2.1.3.1.2
448 DAIP	 1,.5.
„50 !
460 13
470 REA: Micno(:)
180 NEXT	 I
49( . FOP	 I -t	 7,1 	 5
500 RE AD Dist(!) 	 URiGN4.'^L Fi )	 •
-Nov
S20 ► ,R J-1	 'O 4	 OF POOR QLJi^t_! ^•'r
530 READ	 0(J>.Soeect,i).ReaisttJ+
540 r OR	 I-'	 TO	 13
55C REA!Can:ii4I,J) L
560 NEXT	 i -0
i^
[ 57C,	 F OF	 :-'.	 TI,	 -. ^ ORiGMtP.! P;'cwsQ C	 READ Corr(I.J
:19C. 	NEY7	 I OF, (tJ^iLti,1
b00	 NEXT
6:C	 FOR	 I . 1	 TC 3('
620
	 READ Eregc: ►
63C	 NEX - :
63 1 	 r LIFT	 I-'	 TO	 ! I
632 REAP Shilt ► I ►C^
633 NEX.	 I
5?4 FOP	 1- 1	TO	 11
05 READ ractsr(I)
636 NE1" :
n 6!7 FOR	 I . 1	 T C ?T
`rl E38 REAP Awe/ght(I)
i^9 NEX'	 I
640	 RESTORE
fl 650
1 660	 USER	 :401,'TS
11 670
630CLEAR
EB0 UISr'
oaf;	 :IhP"INPUT DAT:".lour3
„ 
^ "INPUT
_
x.92 DTS,	 .NP,j7 SCALE	 FAC GR	 TO BE	 : S SE: _:'OR SCALED A-! E'lEl'
E9? DIS= " Factor shoulo de	 ir. the Rarot :	 tc	 10"
=94 INPUT k aleF
695 Tobshi;T-C
Lu^ 696 r OR	 I . 1	 TG	 11
657	 IF ScaleF.) F Ac:or ► Ii	 THEN GOTO	 700
69E	 Tobsti,ft-Shtitci ►
II
659 GOTO 710
( 700 NEXT	 :
?01	 IF	 Sca1e;'>Factor(' 1 )	 T^iE`I	 Tobsr„j;-'0
710
	
PRINT "SET UP AND INTEGRATE SIGNA_ IN T O THE GENRAD"
(j 720	 DISF'	 "
u 73f,	 DISC " `
740
	
0ISF "INPUT RUN NUMBER"
750	 iN00 Rr.
760
	
D:SP " "
DISF "INoUT DATA POINT"
^JIJ
770
760
	 INPU' D:.
'^0	 U ?SP	 "
Ho	 DI SP " :NP'J' MIC NUMBER"
(1 610	 INO L?T	 r.ic
IUI
10	 DISP
8^0	 DISP ":NPU1 MIC GAIN R.EL A':VE TO MIERAT_ON"
^40	 INPLI T Gain
ago	 DIs p " "Q ?60	 DISP "INPUT WINO SPEED	 (iis)"870	 IN°L1-U
980
	 DiSP	 •' "
Flog-;-
a0U	 DIS?	 'RAN;FERE I£ STARTING"
90 0
96('	 RESE T	7
990
:00C	 !	 Toll.; COMMAND TELL 	 T HE GR T O SF 1 I 1) 'HE BINARY DATA
11(	 'fit'-
PU T 	?20 !IS;NG "s.M..	 %5--
1030
	
SENIZ 7	 •	 MTA MLP LINT TALK	 7(
'05U	 !	 TNIS COMMAND ENTERS T HE DATA INTO THE T ARPAY Ar- DECIMAL NUMBERS
(] :07
'070	 F7F	I • '	TO	 33
108L	 ENTEF	 7 USING "a.^E"	 T ► ? ►
• 1090	 NEXT
t
t	 -207-
r^
-
 
.7(E7
u
C
fl
it
	
1 100	 REST7 7	 UkiCiM!A» p i :,( a
	1 " 0	 DISP "TRANSFER IS "INISHED"
	
• 20	 OF POO QUA' I iy
	
11 30 	 !	 COMPUTE AND 61ST THE dB LEVEES
1140
	
!1 50 
	FOR I- ! TO :3
	
60	 rOR L5 BINARY TRANSFER
	
1 17C
	 Band(' -?+t6
	
"96	 NEX' ?
	x'90	 Owe:•_iaS•"A"
	
1 200	 0vtra:i4S-"F"
	
12)0	 0a•7(2)/44'(1)/2-Gain
	
' w2.	 0i - "(3)/4+T0 ), 2- Gaon
	
1230	 bottoom	 .3.5-Garr.
'231 Temc-O
1232 F09 I .4 TO 3i
I i3 k- ToVsn,it
1234 IF V0 THEN GOTC 1237
1235 Ax- 1 0 ^^:eve1^I ► •AWeoghtlK))/10)
1236 Tv mr,Teao+Ar
'237 NEXT :
1 :36 Asca.ed-10 • L(j7 (T*MP)
	
'. 240	 DIS° " "
	
244	 ,OTO 15 9S
	250	 LINPUT "DC YOU WISH T O PRINT 7i4E RAW DATA ON THE PRINTER ')".GPS
	
126C	 IF Opt-"N" THEK GGTC 16C(-
	
'270	 PR:NTER IS 708
	
1290	 PRINT
	
!
300	 PRINT	 1.13-OCTAVE
'90	 IF % log-: THEM GOTC 1340 
	
gr.ND RAW DATA	 TEST 706"
	
S , ( l	 PR!14'	 .
	
''20	 PRINT "	 RUN":Rn: '	 DA-A °C:yT
	
13+:'	 GOTO '37(
	'340	 PRINT "	 1/3 9CTAVE BAND CORREC TED DATA	 TEST 706"
	
'360	 p;e1N	 RUN":Rn:"	 DATA : ^ I TNT ":Dr, :"	 M!C":Mic:
	1 ; 7i	 Ph la' "	 GA! N": Ga. n
	
?80	 +RANT .. ..
	
1 290
	
PRINT "	 '.jourS."	 GE'4RAD PROGRAM"
	
1400	 PRINT "
	
4?!	 PR.NT	 BAND NUMBER :R_3UEl^CY. :, i	Lo. dB
PR:1.' ..	 ---------------------------------•--------------------'.420
	
' 4 3v	 IMAGE '4X.AA.44X,DDD.D
	
1440
	
PRINT USNG 1 430	 Overa '- : a5. 0a
	
1450	 PRINT , l SING '4" t 0	 Overal ii S.3(
	14£( • 	IMAGE 14k.DG.12Y..DDDDD.I7X.DDG.G
	
'470
	
FOR : - 1 TO 30
	
1480
	
PRINT USING 1460
	
Bar:d^:+3).Frea^I),Cwe1^I.3)
	
1 490	 NEY- -
	
'500	 iR!r,T^'
150 1
 Ascalee • I F (Asca:ea-10)
IC O2 Asca.ed-Ascalea/!C
	
1510	 PR:N"	 M?NIMUM _EVE_ ON G? :CREEN WAS ":Uottoa:" dB"
' Z 12 p?IN' "	 SCALE FAC TOP - :Sca!vF:" SH:F T S THE SPECTRUM DOWN"
1513 PRI1• - "	 EY ":Tonsn,;t: 1 11 OCTAV- BAND FOR THE St.A_EG A-LEV_- O),-1
;ta PRINT "
15.5 PENT "	 SCALED A-L c VE _ - ".As-aced: d6A"
	
1520	 PRI1,' CMRS <':
	
'53C	 P '%:NTEP IS
	
154;,	 D:Sc'
	'550	 CIS"
	
`16C	 D:SP	 ADVANCE 7ORM FEED ON PRINTER WwEN FINISHED PRINTING"
'570
	
So0	 Di SP
—208—
. - oa
uwuE I/tL Pr'40W r;
CF powi, QUALi f%
, sic	 I' r : oa -1 T jjc ►) ^0%i 19201595
	 GOTC 117(1
'6( 1 Q	 PRIN T "RAW DATA ARE BEING SAVED IN r ;'-E V-RUN-POINT-MIC"
1610	 DISF " "
.j12 -)1eS-"RT"AVALS (Rn)a"-"AVALS (Dc,)3"- "aVAL6
 
(Mic)
1614 MASS J T ORAGE :S ':6701"
1616 CREATE ci:eS.3
1618 ASSIGN& 1 7, F119S
• 620	 PR:NT+ 1 : Ovcra:las,0a.0ve:a11fS.Of.^
1621 Level(1)- Ascaled
1 630	 FOR :-! TO 33
1640	 PRIN T & 1 : Band Q) .Level(I)
1 E50	 NEXT 1
1660	 ASSIGk, 1 72 •
► :+70
1571	 LINPU T "DC, YOU WANT TO CORREC'. THE DA TA FOR SHEAR LAYER EF ►►"c" C' S ""'.Ats
1680	 IF Ali.-..ti.. THEN GOTO 1921,
!690	 IM.-0
1 760 FOR I . 1 Tfi 1a
1 710 :F "jc<) 'ticnc (I) THEN GOTO 1740
172C IK-:
t 730 G^ 0 ► 750
1740 NEY- i
'750 'heta<ang1e(IM.1)
1760 7hetac-7nets
.710	 Flog-.
1781. ILA
!900 i F v) Soeed(I) THEY GOTn 1920
1 810 IL l - I
1 820 NEX' I
(f.?0 'het:c ••,anQie ► iM, iJ>
1840 FOR J
	 TO
*?56	 Ct')-Cc.rrt:1.1L0
1861. Levelt: ► -Level(I)+C(1>
1470 NEXT I
1971 Ascaled-Asca!eh+r(l)
168'	 0a-Oa+1.(',)
19,42	 p(-0.t+I,(I)
186". 	GOTO ;27(
1890	 !
1900 ! PLC-TEP
, 92 1	 P 1 07TER :S 705
1931, GRHPr;ICS
'940 L:MI T
 20.200.20.!85
1 951. LC.CA Tr 20.100.20.S7
1Q10 ' _ABEL THE "LOT
1991 C,	 1
1 990 CeIZ=	 .7
% 00( ,
 LOP,' ^ '.
2010 	 MCVC ?0.9c
2020 LABEL 'JSING "K" : "PUSHER PRIP DATA 	 TEST 706	 ".JourS
20s` M^Vc 54 9c
'040 I = Flog- : T HIN ; .j TO 2O60
2050  LABEL USING "K"
	
"RAw 1/3-C.CIAVE BANG SPECTRUM FROM 'SENRPD "'
205( MOVE (I L .94
% 070 G(17 r. 2090
20?u LASE, SING "K •' : "COPRECTES 1i3-OU AVE BAND SPECTRUM FROM 'GENRAD'
2 11 3( MOVE 6s .91•
2100 _ABEL USI:16 "K. X.K.X" : "RUN ":P.n:"	 DATA POIN? ":Do:"	 M::":M)c:"
GAI1. ":Ga r
-, t  p	 ^nR(. r
212( , CSIH
20 SCALE ti .:0 . ;0 . ► iU
?!4L
	 AXES 0.1C.(•.6^.0.!
—209—
-A-	 77^
	
1.1	 ^
, l50	 !
2! 60 ! ABEL THE AXEc OF THE PICT
x'70
'i80	 ! Y AXIS9( '21	 '	
^l2200 =OR I-60 TO 120 ST=o ip7310	 MOV-
2220	 LABEL USING "K.X"	 1
2230 NEX'
2240 MOVE -5.8.85
2250 LABE- USING "V" : "Lo. dE"2260	 1
2270
	 ! X AXIS	
(' l2200 '	
LJ
2^'00 CS'ZE	 ?	 ^
236C MOV_ 4.57
2'10 F3R I-? TIC 30 S"EP 3
2320	 flair' 1 -1.57
23.:'0	 DEL USING "K . X"	 F rec,(I)	
Li2340: NEXT
??50 CSIZE ^'.4
2360 MOVE 10.5'
370 LABS: USING "K" : "',/3 Q.B. FREQUENCY. HZ"
2380
2390 ! GRPPH THE SF'L'S 	 ^-
2400 !
2400	 FOR 1-1 T O 30
242u	 IF _,?vel (I+3)<60 THEN GOTC• 2x50
243(.	CLIF I-1.I.60,Level(I+3)
-440
	
FRAME
2450	 NTX-
2460	 ;;NCL i 'c'	 f -{
24?0 MOVE 2.5.60
2460 DRAW 2.5.60.5
2m9C FOR i-1 TO 9 ! PUT TICKS ON X RXIS
2500 MOVE 2.5+I•2.6t
" c !9Z.	 DRAW 2.5+I•?,c0.5	
U2520 NEX- I
253 0 PEN !'P
2540 ALPHf+	 1
2`50 'RINTER IS
2560 DISP 11 "	 '	 S
2570 IF F;oa -0 T iEN GOTO 2700	 i
2580 LINPUT "DO YOU WANT TO SAVE THE CORRECTED DATA IN A F ILE ^tYiN)",A2$	 f
2590 IF N2S-"N" THE: GCTG 2760
2606 MASS STORAGE IS ":D701"	 <
2602 O4lleS-"CT"6VALS (Rn)6"-"6VALS (Dr-	 "6VALF (Mlc)	
1
2604 CREA T E OfiieS,3
26(I	 ASSIGN,	 TC' OfileS
-6	 DISP	 rl
2620 PRINT "CORREC CD FILE IS BEING SAVE ON D701 AS":Of:leS	 1IJ!2630 PRI147 "(H -WEIGHT AND OVERALL LEVELS ARE CORRECTED)"
2640 PRINT „
2650 PRINT' 3 : Overa!la$,Oa.Overall{S.Of.Li 	 rl
2651 Leveiil)-ASraleC
2660 7OR J-1 77 33
2670 PRINTe 3
	 6and(I).Levei(I)	
I2600 1467 I	 I26°0 ASSIGN= ? TO	 `}
2700 LINPUT "ANY MORE MICS ?".9ts	 !-J
27iC DISF "
2720 IF G I S- " v " THENGOT r' 710	 I
2 7 30 MASS STORAGE IS ":D/00"
2740 REMOTE 720	 j
2150 RESE, 7
2760PRINT "PROGRAM END"	 i
277(;	 ENC
L1
-210-
U
PUSHER PROP DATA	 TEST 706	 8/26/94
	
!^	
CORRECTED 1/8-OCTAVE BAND SPECTRUM FROM 'CENRAO' T20W
	
t	 RUN 7	 DATA POINT 1	 MIC 2	 WIN 20
f120
	
1.1	 110
	
f^	 100
.0
70
C
so
40 80 IM 815 00 1250 2900 5000 10000 20000
Ih 0.9. F11EH11EMCY, NZ
i
1i3 OCTAVE BAND CORRECTED DATA 	 YES" 706
RUt. 7	 DATA POINT t	 MIC 2
GAIN 20
4/17/84	 GENRAD PROGRAM'
BAND NUMBER FREQUENCY, H:
------------------------------------------------------
Lo.	 dB
N 10:.7
F 107.7
t4 25 93.7
32 95.4
6 4e PP.9
t? 5n 85.7
S 63 91.2
15 80 85.1.
20 100 85.9
2t 125 8:.9
21 160 85.9
23 200 84.5
24 250 A6.7
25 315 84.E
.E 4n0 84.2
27 54C 92.4
'P 630 95.7
25 Bon 83.4
30 10n(I 9n.2
3', 1256 88.4
42 1600 91.9
33 200f. BE-4
34 2501 86.9
35 3150 8215
3E 4000 7?.9
3 7 5000 7F.4
3P 5'00 76.9
)9 B000 74.E
a0 1340 73.a
C' 12500 71.'
42 16n^0 74.2
4a 20000 69.2
MINI MUM LEVEL 0% GR SCREEN WAS
	 70 dE
SCALE FACT7R • 2 SNI r TS THE SPV TPU" DOME
eY 3 1/3 OCTAVE BANDS FDA THE SCALED A =VEL ONLY
SCA,ED A-LEVE. • 97.6 dBA
-211-
T'
f	 ^
-J
h
lr ^
L^
J
a
0
^i
u
	
l	 I	
^
	
L1	 f ^
A.3 Program
A flow chart for program CEDAR2 is given in Figure A.2. The
averaged narrowband spectrum is formed on the HP4520, with the
harmonics indicated by the cursor, and is tranferred to the HP87
by the program. There is an option for the spectrum levels to be
corrected for shear layer and normalized to a distance of 4.3 m
(14 feet). The correction data is stored in the program for Mach
numbers 0, 0.13 and 0.18 only. The spectra and harmonic levels
1	 may be stored on disk, either in uncorrected or corrected form,
for future retrieval.
Input required:
Run Number
Data Point
Microphone Number
Microphone Gain, relative to calibration signal
Wind Speed ( ft/sec)
Propeller rpm
Propeller angle, B(degrees)
Separation distance, X(inches), between propeller and
empennage
Output ( as selected):
Plot of spectrum
Listing of harmonic frequencies and levels
Spectra and harmonics stored on disk using the file names
Uncorrected: RH Run No - Data Pt - Mic No
Corrected: CH Run No - Data Pt - Mic No
H
LA
Nei
-212- u^
r Input:
Date From Tape.
Form Avorpo
bet cursor on
tat Harmonic.
Select Harmonic* .
FIGURE A.2 FLAN CHART FOR PROGRAM CEDAR 2
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ri
r^
iv
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r^
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r
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10 ! PROGRAM CEDAR2 PLOTS PROP/EMPENNAGF INTERACTION NOISE SPECTRA
20
^0 !	 THE HP87 IS THE CONTROLLER AND THE 5420B IS THE SIGNAL ANALYZER
40 ! THE RAW DATA ARE SAVED IN DATA FILE: 01. DISC D701
50 ! THE DATA ARE CORRECTED FOR SHEAR LAYER MODIFICATION OF LEVEL AND ANGLE
60 ! FROM DATA FILES ON DISC D700 GENERATED FROM	 'SPRUCE'
70 ! ROUNDS OFF U TO 2 DECIMAL PLACES
80 ! PAUL SODERMAN-LISA LEE 4/17/84 	 HP87
90 ! THIS PROGRAM USES INTERRUPTS
100 ! (-+
110 OPTION BASE	 1 lJ
120 CLEAR
130 DIM	 C(30),H(9),D(1024).Hfreq(50),Harm(50).Arr/5.2),Brr(16.2),Crr(32)
140 DIM Micno(13).0(4).Spoed(4),Refdlst(4).Cangle(13,4).Corr(13,4),Dist(13) n
150 COM A(1050),B(530),Freq(530) ll160 IMAGE D.8DE
170
180 ! SHEAR LAYER AND DISTANCE CORRECTIONS
190 ! FOR MICROPHONE NUMBERS
200 DATA	 1,2.3.4.5.6.7.8.9.10.11.12.13
^1J
210 ! AT MICROPHONE RADIAL DISTANCES
220 DATA	 14,14,14.14.14.14,4.5.4.5,8.7.92.14.14,7.58
230 ! CORRECTIONS FOR 0-0,U-0,NO DISTANCE CORRECTION n
240 !	 UNCORRECTED ANGLES AND ZERO CORRECTIONS
250 DATA 0.0,0
ll
260 DATA	 60,70,80.90.105.120,105,140,15,290,90,90.270
270 DATA	 0.0.0,0.0,0,0,0,0.0.0.0.0
280 !	 CORRECTIONS FOR 0-O.0-O.REF DISTANCE-14 feet }290 !	 UNCORRECTED ANGLES AND DISTANCE CORRECTIONS ONLY
300 DATA	 0,0,14
310 DATA 60.70,80.90.105,120.105,140.15,290.90,90,270
320 DATA	 0,0,0,0,0.0.-9.9,-9.9,-4.9,-4.9.0.0.-5.3
330 !	 CORRECTIONS FOR 0-27,U-150.REF DISTANCE-14 feet
340 !	 CORRECTED ANGLES AND SHEAR/DISTANCE CORRECTIONS
350 DATA 27,150.14
360 DATA 65.9,75.5.85.2.95.109.7.124.6.105.140,15,286.9.95.5,94.6,267.3
370 DATA
380 !	 CORRECTIONS FOR 0-50.U-205.REF DISTANCE-14 feet
390 !	 CORRECTED ANGLES AND SHEAR/DISTANCE CORRECTIONS
400 DATA 50.205,14
410 DATA	 68.5.77.8,87.2,96.8.111.2.126.1	 105,140.15.285.6.97.5,96.31266.3
420 DATA Cl430 !	 THESE CORRECTIONS MUST BE ADDED TO THE SPECTRUM LEVELS
440
450 DISP " SETTING UP CORRECTION MATRICES
460 FOR	 I-1	 TO	 13
470 READ Mlcno(I)
480 NEXT	 1
490 FOR	 I . 1	 TO	 13
500 READ Dist(I)
510 NEXT	 I
(^
1
520 FOR J-1	 TO 4
530 READ 0(J).Speed(,1).Refdist(J)
540 FOR	 I-1	 TO	 13 PAGE550 READ Cang i e (I . J )	 ORIGINAL J
560 NEXT I	 OF POOR QUALITY.
570 FOR	 I . 1	 TO	 13
580
590
READ Corr(I.J)
NEXT	 I
600 NEXT J
610 RESTORE
620 FOR I . 1	 TO 2
630 FOR J-1	 TO 5 n
640 Arr(J.I)-0 ll
650 NEXT J
660 FOR J- 1	TO 16 -0
-214-	
U
0
670	 Brr(J,I)-0
680 NEXT J	 URIGINAL PAULA'
690 NEXT I
	 OF ?OOR QUALIT-1700	 FOR I . 1 TO 32
710
	 Crr(I)-0
720	 NEXT I
730	 FOR I . 1 TO 21
740
	 Hfreg(I)-0
750	 Harm(i)-0
760
	
NEXT I
770
	
DISP " "
780	 PRINT "THIS PROGRAM DESIGNED FOR HIGH RESOLUTION AUTO-SPECTRUM
N 5420 USING LOG MAG FORMAT, WITH SINUSOIDA I WINDOW"
790	 DISP
800
810	 Maxs-120
820	 PRINT " MAXIMUM SPECTRUM LEVEL PLOTTED IS ' '!axs."dB"
830	 LINPUT "DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THIS-)",A9s,
840	 IF A9S-"N" THEN GOTO 870
850	 DISP "INPUT MAXIMUM SPECTRUM LEVEL FOR PLOT IN dB"
860	 INPUT Maxs
870	 Mins-Maxs-70
880
	
DISP " "
890	 PRINT "THIS PROGRAM WILL SAVE RAW AND/nR CORRECTED DATA ON DISC"
900	 LINPUT "DO YOU WANT TO SAVE AND PLOT ONLY CORRECTED DATA ?",P2S
910	 IF P2s-"Y" THEN Als-"N"
920	 IF P2$-"Y" THEN A25-"Y"
930	 DISP " "
940	 RESET 7
950	 REMOTE 704
960
	
OUTPUT 704 :"IFM" ! SINGLE SCREEN FORMAT FOR 5420
970	 OUTPUT 704 :"1TC" ! TRACE A IS ACTIVE
980
990	 DISP
1000	 DISP "INPUT RUN NUMBER" ! USER INPUTS
1010	 INPUT Rn
1020	 DISP "INPUT DATA POINT"
1030	 INPUT DP
1040	 DISP "INPUT MIC NUMBER"
1050	 INPUT Mc
1060	 DISP "INPUT MIC GAIN RELATIVE T O CALIBRATION"
1070
	 INPUT Gain
1080	 DISP "INPUT WIND SPEED (f/s)"
1090	 INPUT U
1100
1 110
	 PRINT "THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ARF ONLY REQUIRED FOR TITLES"
1120
	 DISP "INPUT PROP RPM"
1130	 INPUT Ram
1140
	 DISP "INPUT BETA IN Degrees"
1150	 INPUT Beta
1160	 DISP "INPUT SEPARATION X IN Inches"
1170
	 INPUT Sepx
1180
1190	 DISP " "
1200	 PRI14T " CAPTURE PROPER DATA RECORD ON 5420" ! SET UP 5420 CH 1
1210	 PRINT " AFTER CAPTURE HIT 'CnNTINUF' ON HP67 (Ch 1 IS ACTIVE)"
1220	 DISP " "
1236	 PAUSE
1240
1250	 REMOTE 704
1-60	 ON INTR 7 GOSUB Srq ! INTERRUP T FROM 5420
1270	 ENAP'-E INTR 7;8
1280	 S-10
1290	 OUTPU T 704 :"401SA" ! REQUEST ASCII SAVE OF Ch 1 DATA TRACE TO
1300	 IF So 96 THEN 1300 ! WAIT FOR SAVE TO START AND COMPLETE
1310	 ! OUTPUT 704 CAUSES INTERRUPT #7
ANALYSIS
HP87
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1 320	 !
1330	 ! CONVERT FROM WATTS TO DB. AND ADJUST FOR GAIN
1340	 PRINT " TRANSFER COMPLETE. ADJUSTING FOR GAIN"
1350	 PRINT " SET UP CURSOR AND HARMONICS ON 5420"
1360	 K-0
1.170	 FOR I . 17 TO F ► n
1380	 K-Kit
1390	 B(K)-10-LGT (A(I))-Gain
1400	 NEXT I
1410
	 Nlines-K
1420
1430	 ! SETTING UP FREQUENCY INFORMATION
1440	 Delf-A(13)
1450	 Range-Delf-(Nlines-1)
1460	 PRINT	 AFTER HARMONICS ARE SET UP. HIT 'CONTINUE' ON HP87"
1470
	 DISP	 •'
1 480	 PAUSE
1490	 ENABLE INTR 7:8
1500	 S-0
1510	 OUTPUT 704 :",O.lPRPR" ! REQUEST ASCII DATA TRANSFER
1520	 IF So 100 THEN 1520
1530	 PRINT "SETTING UP HARMONIC MATRICES"
1540	 Nharm-T/2
1550	 IF Nharm)25 THEN Nharm-25
1560	 PRINT "NUMBER OF HARMONICS -";Nharri
1570	 FOR I-1 TO Nharm
1580	 Hfreq(I)-D(2-I-1)
1590	 Harm(I)-D(2-I)-Gain
1600	 NEXT I
1610
	 IM-0
1620	 FOR I-1 TO 13
1630	 IF Mc0 Mlcno(I) THEN GOTO 1660
1640	 IM-I
1650	 GOTO1670
1660	 NEX T I
1670	 Theta-Cangle(IM.1)
1680	 Thetac-Theta
1690
1700	 DISP
1710
	
CS-"N"
1720	 Nharmc-0
1730	 Flog-1
1740 IF P2S-"Y" THEN GOTO 1840
1750	 LINPUT "DO YOU WANT TO SAVE THE PAW DATA IN A DATA FILE ?",A1S
1760	 IF A1S-'•N" THEN GOTO 1860
: ?65 A4S-"4'•
1770
	 DISP
1780	 PRINT "SPECTRUM IS BEING SAVED ON D701 AS RAWS-'RH'-RUN-POINT-MIC•'
1790	 DIS C' "
1800
1810	 GOSUB Spectra ! SAVE RAW DATA ON DISC D701
1820	 ! CAT ":D701" !LISTS FILES WITH NEW ONE ADDED
1830	 DISP "
1840
1850 IF P2S-"Y" THEN GOTO 1980
1860	 LINPUT "DO YOU WANT TO CORRECT THE DATA FOR SHEAR LAYER EFFECTS a DISTANC
E '?".A21 S
1870	 IF A2S-"N •' THEN GOTO 2200
1880	 GOTO 1980
1890
1900	 ! OUTPUT 704 :' • 2FM" ! SPLI T SCREEN
1910	 ! OUTPUT 704 : •'2TCLM" ! MAKE LOWER TRACE ACTIVE
1920
1930	 DISP "CORRECTION FACTORS ARE STORED FOR WIND SPEEDS 0.150 AND 205 ONLY"
1940
	
DISP "AND FOR A DISTANCE OF 14 FEE'"
1950	 DISP " "
L^
I
iD'1
u
0
u
u
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1960	 DISP "INPUT WIND SPEED (f/s)"	 i
1970	 INPUT U
1980	 DISP "CORRECTION FOR SHEAR LAYER AND DISTANCE IS SELECTED"
1990	 IU-0
2000	 FOR 1 . 2 TO 4
2010	 IF U(> Speed(I) THEN GOTO 2040
2020	 IU-I
2030	 GOTO 2050
2040	 NEXT I
2050	 PRINT "CORRECTION FILE PARAME TERS ARE: MIC -":Micno 4 IM)." U-";SPeed(IU)
2060	 LINPUT "IS THIS CORRECT')'-.A76
2070	 IF A7S-"N" THEN GOTO 1930
2080	 Thetac -Cangle (IM.IU)
2090	 Dbcorr-Corr(IM,IU)	 j
2100	 FOR I-1 TO Nlines	 i
2110	 B(I)-B(I)+Dbcorr
2120	 NEXT I
2130	 FOR I . 1 TO Nharm
2140	 Harm(I)-Harm(I)+Dbcorr
2150	 NEXT I
2160
2170
	
! OUTPUT 704 :"401RA" ! SEND CORRECTED DATA BACK TO THE 5420 LOWER TRACE
2180	 ! IF SO 112 THEN 1340
2190	 DISP " "
2200	 LINPUT "DO YOU WANT TO PLOT THE RESULTS?",A3S
2210	 IF A3$-"N" THEN GOTO 2250
2220
2230	 GOSUB Plotting ! PLOT RESULTS
2240
2250	 LINPUT " DO YOU WANT TO LIST THE HARMONICS ON THE PRINTER)".ABS
2260	 IF A8S-"N" THEN GOTO 2300
2270
2280	 GOSUB Printing ! PRINT HARMONICS
2290
2300	 LINPUT " DO YOU WANT TO SAVE THE CORRECTED DATA IN A FILE ? (Y/N)".A4S
2310	 IF AO-"N" THEN GOTO 2390	 I
2320	 PRINT " CORRECTED FILE 1S BEING SAVES ON D701 AS 'CH'-RUN-POINT-MIC"
2330	 Flog-2
2340	 !
2350 GOSUB Spectra;
2360	 ! CAT ":D701" ! LISTS FILES WIT H NEW ONE ADDED
2370
2380	 DISP
",90	 LINPUT "MEASUREMEN T COMPLETED. VG YOU HAVE ANOTHER?".ASS
2400	 IF A5S n "Y" THEN GOTO 95C
2410	 PRINT "PROGRAM END"
2420	 DISP
2430	 MASS STORAGE IS ":D700"
2440	 STOP ! END PROGRAM
2450
2460	 ! ••-••••••^w••••••••••••••www^••w•••••••••••••••^••••••w•^^•r•rr••••••
2470	 !
2480 Sra: S-SPOLL (704)
2490 STATUS 7.1	 ;	 B	 !	 DETERMINES STATUS OF 5420
2500 PRINT "SRO -";S
2510 IF 5 . 96 THEN GOSUB Asave trace !	 ON INTERUP T a7
2520 IF S-100 THEN GOSUB Aprint ! 
ON 
INTERRUPT o7
2530 IF S-102 THEN GOSUB Ap rint ! ON INTERRUPT r7
2540 IF 5-104 THEN SEND 7	 ;	 CMD "?D%"
2550 IF 5 . 112 THEN GOSUB Arecall trace
2560 IF S-120 THEN SEND 7	 ; CMD '?ES"
2570 IF S-98 THEN PRINT "END OF PLOT"
2580 PRINT "SRO-";S
2590 RESUME 7
2600 ENABLE INTR 7;8
2610 RETURN
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2620	 !
2630	 ! THIS ROUTINE IS NOT BEING IISED
2640 Frogplot: PRINT "PLOTTING SPECTRUM" ! PLOTS ON 7470A USING HP5420A
2650	 S-0
2660 IF A2S-"N" THEN GOTO 2700
2670	 OUTPUT 704 ;"-1 TX RAW AND CORRECTED DATA (TOP/BOTTOM);" ! TEXT EDIT
268C	 WAIT 1000
	 j
2690 GOTO 2720
	 i
2700 OUTPUT 704 ;"-1 TX RAW DATA:" ! TEXT EDIT
2710 WAIT 1000
	
L1
2720	 PRINT "AT LINE 963"
	 L
2730	 OUTPUT 704 •"0.523.656PL1.7206.6300PL.1PLPL"
2740 ! PLOT FORMAT: ORIGIN,X,Y PL UPPER RIGHT X,Y PL GO PLOT
2750	 IF S0 98 THEN 2750
2760	 RETURN	 (I	 f
2770 !
	 J
2780 !
2790 Acave_trace: PRINT "ASCII SAVE TRACE FROM 5420"
2800 FOR I-1 TO 16 ! READ HEADER VARIABLES FROM 5420
2810 ENTER 704 ; A(I)
2820 NEXT I
2830 T-A(3)/2
2840 Fin-16+T
2850 PRINT "READING DATA 	 STAND BY"	
Cj	
I
2860 FOR I-17 TO Fin ! READ DATA FROM 5420
	
1
2870 ENTER 704 : A(I)
2880 NEXT I
2890 RETURN	 j(1
2900 !	 J
2910 ! THIS ROUTINE IS NOT BEING USED
2920 Arecall_trace: PRINT "ASCII RECALL TRACE FROM 9845"
2930 FOR I-1 TO 16 ! WRITE HEADER VARIABLES TO 5420
	
Li
2940 OUTPUT 704 ;A(I)
2950 NEXT I
2960 T-A(3)/2
2970 Fin-16«T
2980 PRINT "SENDING DATA
	 STAND BY" J
2990 FOR I-17 TO Fin ! WRITE DATA TO 5420
	 JJ
3000 OUTPUT 704 :A(I)
3010 NEXT I	 r
3020 RETURN	 +*
3030 !
3040 Ap rint: PRIN T "ASCII DATA TRANSFER"
3050 IF S-100 THEN GOTO 3090
3060 FOR I . 1 TO 9
3070 ENTER 704	 H(I) ! READS 9 HEADERS 	 l
3080 NEXT I	 ^1	 `
3090 ENTER 704	 T ! READS NO OF VARIABLES
3100 FOR I . 1 TO T
3110 ENTER 704	 D(I) ! READS DATA VARIABLES 	 I'
3120 NEXT I	 l
3130 PRINT " DATA TRANSFER ENDED"
3140 RETURN
3150	 !
3160 ! •wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwawwwwwrwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww-ww• 	 L
J
3170	 !
3180 Spectra; ! CREATE DATA FILE ON DISC D701
3190 ! RAW DATA FILE NAME IS RHRn-DP-Mc (RH RUN-POINT-MIC)
3200 ! CORRECTED DATA FILE NAME IS CHRn-De-Mc (CH RUN-POINT-MIC)
3210 MASS STORAGE IS ":D701"
3230 IF A1!-"Y" THEN RawS-"RH"OVALS (Rn )8"-"&VALS (Do)l"-"AVAL S (Mc)
3250 IF A46-"Y" THEN Rart-"CH"bVALS (Rn)6"-"&VAL5 (D0• "-"6VAL.S (Mc)
L 
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J260 CREATE RawS,18.256 ! (18 .256)- 576 NUMBERS X 8 BYTES/NUMBER
3270 ASSIGN# 2 TO RawS
3280 FOR I . 1 TO 5
3290 Arr(I.1)-Hfreq(I)
3300 Arr(I,2)-Harm(I)
3310 NEXT I
3320 PRINT# 2.1 : Nlines,Delf.Nharm.Rcm.U.Feta.Sepx.Thetac,Nharmc.CS.Arr(.)
3330 IF Nharm(- 5 THEN GOTO 3390
3340 FOR K-6 TO Nharm
3350 Brr(K-5,1)-Hfreg(K)
3360 Brr(K-5,2)-Harm(K)
3370 NEXT K.
3380 PRINT# 2,2 ; Brr(.)
3390 Number-INT ((niines-4)/32)41
3400 IF Number)16 THLN' Number-16
3410 FOR I-3 TO Number+2
3420 FOR J-1 TO 32
3430 Crr(J)-B((I-3)•32+J)
3440 NEXT J
3450 PRINT# 2,I : Crr()
3460 NEXT I
3470 ASSIGN* 2 TO •
3480 RETURN
3490 END
3500 !
3510 Plotting: ! PLOTS ON 7470A DIRECTLY
3520 PRINT "START PLOT"
3530 !
3540 Nooints-26
3550 Spacing-Range/Npoints
3560 IF Spacing>250 THEN Value-50
3570 IF Spacing(- 250 THEN Value-25
3580 IF Spacing(- 125 THEN Value-12.5
3590 IF Spacing<- 100 THEN Value-10
3600 !
3610 PLOTTER IS 1
3620 PLOTTER IS 705
3630 GRAPHICS
3640 LIMIT 10,200.15.170
3650 LOCATE 20.120.16.98 ! SCALE AREA
3660 SCALE 0,256.Mins,Maxs
3670 AXES 10.10,0.Mins
3680 !
3690 ! PLOT SPECTRUM LEVEL VS FREQUENCY
3700 MOVE O.Mins
3710 FOR I-1 TO Nlines
3720 Freq(I)-Deli-(I-1)
3730 Xcoord-Freq(I)/Value
3740 PLOT Xcoord,B(I).1
3750 NEXT I
3760 !
3770 ! LABEL PLOTS
3780 CSIZE 3.2
3790 LORG 1
3800 MOVE 21.Maxs
3810 IF QS-"N" THEN GOTO 3840
3820 LABEL USING "K" : "NARROW BAND
m DISTANCE"
3830 GOTO 3850
3840 LABEL USING "K" ; "RAW NARROW BAND SPECTRUM"
3850 CSIZE 3.2
3860 LORG 1
3870 MOVE 50.Maxs-2.5
3880 LABEL USING "K"	 "TEST 706	 RUN ":Rn."	 DATA POINT ".Dp
3890 MOVE 21.Mars-5
3900 V-06.3048
3910 V-V+.005
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SPECTRUM CORRECTED FOR SHEAR LAYER AND 4.3
=r'
!I
NEW
3920 V-V•10
3930 V-IP (V)
3940 V-V/10
3950 IF A2S-"N" THEN GOTO 3980
3960 LABEL USING "K" : "MIC ":Mc:"
	
THETA - ";Thetac;" deg (corrected) ":"U
;V;" a/sec";" GAIN-";Gain
3970 GOTO 3990
3980 LABEL USING "K" : "MIC ":Mc;"
	
THETA • ";Theta:" deg (uncorrected) U •"
V:" s/sec ";" GAIN-":Gain
2990 !
4000 ! LABEL Y-AXIS
4010 CSIZE 2.8
4020 LORG 8
4030 FOR Y-Mi ps TO Maxs STEP in
4040 MOVE -.1.Y
4050 LABEL USING "K.X" ; Y
4060 NEXT Y
4070 CSIZE 3.4
4080 MOVE -11.Maxs-34
4090 LABEL USIN r, "K"	 "LP({)"
4100 MOVE -17.Maxs 37
4110 LABEL USING "K"	 "dB"
4120 !
4130 ! LABEL X-AXIS
4140 LORG 6
4150 MOVE 120.Mins-7
4160 LABEL USING "K"	 "FREQUENCY. Hi"
4170 LORG 5
4180 CSIZE 2.4
4;90 FOR J • 1 TO 26 STEP 2
4200 JJ-10•(J-1)
4210 Freq(J)-Value•JJ
4220 MOVE JJ.MinF-1
4230 LABEL USING "K"	 FreQ(J)
4240 JK-10•J
4250 Fraq(J)-Value•JK
4260 MOVE JK.Mins-2.7
4270 LABEL USING "K."	 Freq(J)
4280 NEXT J
4,190
4300 ALPHA
4310 D:SP " "
4320 DISP " "
4330 ALPHA
4340 PRINTER IS 1
4350 RETURN
4360 !
4370 Printing: ! PRINTS ON 708
4380 PRINTER IS 708
4390 PRINT " "
4400 PRINT " "
4410 PRINT " "
4420 PRINT "
4430 PRINT "
4440 PRINT "
4450 PRINT "
4455 V-(U•.3048•.005)•1U
4 456 ^0-.1 • :P (V)
4460 IF A2S-"N" THEN GOTO 4540
447U PRINT "	 NARROWBAND SPECTRUM"
4480 PRINT "	 CORRECTED FOR SHEAR LAYER AND 4.3 s DISTANCE"
4490 PRINT "	 TEST 706	 RtJN":Rn:"	 DATA POINT":DP:" GAIN-":
Gain
4500 PRINT "	 MIC":Mc:" THETA-":Thetac:"deg (corrected) U•";V:"m/s
ec"
4510 PRINT
ORIGMAL PAGE 15
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4520 PRINT	 THESE LEVELS ARE NOT ADJUS T ED FOR BROADBAND CONTRIBUTIONS"
l	 4530 GOTO 4570
4540 PRINT	 RAN NAkAOWBAND SPECTRUM"
4550 PRINT "	 TEST 706
	
RUN":Rn:"
	
DATA POINT";Dp:" GAIN-";
1 Gain
4560 PRINT "	 MIC";Mc;" THETA • ";Thetac;"dey (corrected) U-";V;"m/s
9c"
4570 PRINT " "
4580 PRINT "
11	
4590 PRINT "	 HARMONIC7REOUENCYHrLEVEL.dB"
ll	 4600 PRINT--------------------------------------
  
4610 IMAGE 19X.DD.9X.DDDDD.D.9X.DDD.D
4620 FOR I . 1 TO Nharm
11	
4630 PRINT USING 4610 : I,Hfrea(T).Harm(I)
4640 NEXT I
4650 PRINT CHR: (12)
4660 PRINTER IS 1
4670 RETURN
4680 END
190 r MOM INC IECTIS MUM FO 9" LAVV AM 4. 3 a DISTAM
MT 709
	
A1M S7	 DATA POINT 1
MIC 1 TWTA - 99.9 deg (sarrectoW U -12.1 3ass GAIM-20
110
10
ym
d9
I	
W044. il ,
20 l
t! m 1m m rw 1iii, ru No no 1♦ !^ 9>•
FTIMPICT, No
N►RRI)WOWID SPECTRItn
CORRECTED FOR (NEAR LATEP AND 4.? ot DISTANCE
TEST 706	 RU+1 53	 DATA POINT 1	 GAIN . 20
141C A	 THETA- 96.6 0#9 (corr*cted) U- 62.4 P/sac
THESE LEVELS ARE N07 ADJUSTE I) °OR W3AD9AND CONTRIBUTIONS
i
u
0
0
70
ORIGINAL PA.CZ !S
OF POOR QUALITY
HAIMONIC	 FREOUEN'r.Nl	 LEvEL.d6
1 550.0 99.P
2 1087.5 96.7
3 1637.5 K.5
97.5 63.7
5 2737.5 75.5
6 .275.0 7,.P
7 39:;.0 72.1
0 1375. A 70.2
9 19;2.5 66.1
10 5A62.5 64.5
11 60':.5 6/4.1
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A.4 Program BARMPLOT2
The program plots harmonic level versus harmonic order for up to 7
cases on each graph. The harmonic levels, stored on disk by
program CEDAR2, must be adjusted to allow for broadband contribu-
tions before plotting. These adjustments (always negative) to the
harmonic levels must be estimated manually from the nazrowband
plots output by CEDAR2, and entered as input to program HARMPLOT2
Zor each harmonic in turn. The adjusted harmonic levels are
plotted for the cases selected, and stored on disk.
The program checks whether the harmonic levels have already been
adjusted when reading from disk, so that the adjustments are per-
formed only once for each case.
I	 -,
It is nec!ssary to select the appropriate storage disk for each
case to be plotted. If the file associated with that case cannot
	 ^A
a
be found on the disk currently being read, the program will expect
another disk to be input.
Input required:
Parameter to be used for the key to the graph 	 1A
(Mic No, Mic Angle 6, Wind Speed U, RPM, Propeller Angle B
or Separation X)	 it
For each plots	 ^I
Run Number	
) t
Data Point
Microphone Number
For adjustments to harmonic levels: I
Number of valid harmonics
{
Harmonic number
Correction ( dB) to be added to the harmonic level
These are entered for each harmonic to be adjusted.
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MAWNX-TAT,
I.^
Disks containing file p , either with or without shear layer
and distance corrections created by CEDAR2
Uncorrected:	 RH	 Run No - Data Pt - Mic No
Corrected:	 CH	 Run No - Data Pt - Mic No
r^ Output:
uListing of adjusted harmonic levels
Graph of harmonic level vs order for 7 cases maximum
Adjusted harmonic levels, stored vn disk, overwriting
the unadjusted levels, with an indi .cator to show that
l!
adjustments have been made to that file.
1
i^
u
0
r
a
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100 !	 P ROGRAM HARMPLO T 2.	 5;!1/84	 =.WILBY110 !
1' p S5RRFCTE p NARR!1WBANP HARMONIC ppATA ARE SELECTED FROM DATA FILES l1' ! Oh DISC 701	 (GENERATED BY CEDAR2. RH OR CH). AND UP TO 7 CASES
140 ! MAY BE PLOTTED ON ONE GRAPH
150
160 OPTION BASE	 1
17J CLEAR
180 MASS STORAGE IS ":D701"
'90 DIM	 Tltle3(6).Key(7),Nharm(7).Rpm(7).!1(7).Beta(7).Sepx(7).File1S(7)
200 DIM	 Thetac(7).Nharmc(7).CodeS(7).Harm(7.21),ATr(5.2).Brr(16.2)
210 DIM Change(21).Harmx(7,21).Hfreq(7.21).Symbol(7)
220
230 DATA " Mic "."Theta"."U(m/0 "," Rpm "." Beta - ."	 X(m)"
240 FOR	 I-1	 TO 6
250 READ	 T1tleS(I)
260 NEXT	 I
270 RESTORE
280 PRINT "SET T ING UP MATRICES"
290 FOR	 I-1	 TO 2
300 FOR J-1	 TO 5 L
310 Arr(J.I)-0
320 NEXT i
330 FOR J-1	 TO 1 6 S	 }
340 Brr(J.I)-O li^l
350 NEXT
360 FOR	 I-;	 TO 21
370 Change(I)-0
380 NEXT	 I
[390 !
400 PRINT "CASES WILL BE SELECTED FRnM THE CORRECTED FILES ONLY. WHICH"
410 PRINT "ARE STORED AS CH Run-Point-Mic 	 UNLESS THE OP T ION FOR
420 PRINT "RAW DATA IS SPECIFIED" {{^^
430 LINPUT "WILL ANY RAW DATA BE PLOTTED) (Y/N) ".Alb ^!
A40 ! AIS-"N" ONLY CORRECTED MAY BE SELECTED uU
450 ! A1S-"Y" RAW OR CORRECTED DATA MAY BE SELECTED
460 IF A1S-"N" THEN A5S-"N" -^
4?0 !
480 ! SET UP SCALE
490 Maxs-120
500 PRINT "MAXIMUM SPECTRUM LEVEL PLO T TED TS ";Max-;:" dB"
510 LINPUT "DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THIS')",P'S
520 IF PIS-"N" THEN GOTO 550
IUUUI530 DISP "INPUT MAXIMUM SPECTRUr' LEVEL FOR PLOT IN DB" F
540 INPUT Maxs
550 Mins-Maxs-70
560 !
570 PRINT
580 Nplot-0
590 PRINT	 Maximum Number of Plots on this Grap h - 6"
I'60C Nplot-Nplot+!
610 PRINT "Plot Number ":Nplot:" on Graph"
U^620 YS-"Y"
630 DISP " "
640 DISP "INPUT RUN NU'1BER"
650 IN P UT Rn
660 DISP "INPUI	 DATA POINT" ^l
670 INPUT Dp
500 DISP "INPUT MIC NUMBER"
690 INPUT Mc
700 Symbol(Np lot)-Np lot j
710 ! PRINT "INPUT SYMBOL FOR PLOT":N p lot:"	 (NUMBERS 0 TO 9)"
720 !	 INPUT Symbol(Nolot)
730 IF AIS-"N" THEN GOTO 750
740 LINPUT "DO YOU WANT THE RAW DATA FILE",A5S
y
750 DISP ^7
760 IF Nplot0	 I	 THEN GOTO 850
ORIGMAL FAfZ Fc
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770
780
790
800
810
830
fr 840
850
860
870
880
890
900
910
920
930
940
950
c(K)
960
970
980
990
1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1120
1140
114
1150
116 0
1170
I	 1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
s	
1231
1240
25 U
1260
1270
1280
1•'90
1300
1310
1320
1330
.340
1350
1360
1370
• 1380
1390
^G 14001410
1420
1430
Q	 1440
e
ORIGMIAL
OE POOR
DISP "THE KEY FOR T HE GRAPH WILL DISPLAY Run-Point-Mic FOR EACH CURVE"
DISP "WHAT ADDITIONAL PARAMETER DO YOU WANT ON THE KEY')"
DISP "POSSIBLE PARAMETERS ARE :"
DISP "Mlc-1, Theta-2. U-3. RPm-4, Beta-5. X-6
DISP "INPUT THE PARAMETER NUMBER YOU REQUIRE
INPUT KK
IF KK<1 THEN KK-1
IF KK>6 THEN KK-1
K-Nplot
Ntimes-0
Ys- "Y..
IF Ass-"Y" THEN F ► le1S(K)-"RH"dVAL% (Rn)6"-"dVALS (DP)A " - "6VALS (Mc)
IF A5S-"N" THEN File1S(K)-"CH"6VAL£ (Rn)A"-"dVALS ( Dp)A"-"6VALS (Mc)
ON ERROR GOTO 3220
ASSIGN* K TO FilelS(K.)
OFF ERROR
PRINT "File Requested from D701 is ":F)lets(K)
PRINT "READING DATA"
READ# K,1 ; Nlines,Delf,Nharm(K),Rpm(K).U(K),Beta(K),Sepx(K),Thetac(K).Nharm
.CodeS(K).Arr(,)
V-(U(K)•.3048+.005)•10
V-IP (V)/10
X-(Sepx(K)/12 • .3048*.001) 1000
X-IP (X)/1000
FOR I . 1 TO 5
Harm(K.I)-Arr(I.2)
Hfreq(K.I)-Arr(I.1)
NEXT I
IF Nharm(K)<- 5 THEN GOTO 1110
READ* K,2 : Brr(.)
FOR I . 6 TO Nharm(K)
Harm(K,I)-Brr(:-5.2)
Hfreq(K.i)-Brr(I-5.1)
NEXT I
OFF ERROR
PRINT 'DATA TRANS F ER ENDED"
IF KK-1 THEN Key(K)-Mc
IF KK-2 THEN Key(K)-Thetac(K)
0 IF KK-3 THEN Key(K)-V
IF KK-4 THEN Key(K)-Rpm(K)
IF KK-5 THEN Key(K)-Beta(K)
IF KK-6 THEN Key(K)-X
DISP " "
IF CodeS(K) <> "Y" THEN GOTO 12.'.0
PRINT "THIS FILE HAS ALREADY BEEN ADJUSTED FOR BROADBAND CONTRIBUTIONS"
PRINT "THE MAXIMUM NO OF HARMONICS TO BE USED IS ".Nharmc(K)
GOTC 1700
PRINT "THIS FILE HAS NOT BEEN ADJUSTED FOR BROADBAND CONTRIBUTIONS"
i DISP " "
PRINT "NO OF HARMONICS STORED - ".Nharm(K)
PRINT "INPUT NO OF VALID HARMONICS
INPUT Nharmc(K)
Nharm(K)-Nharmc(K)
FOR I-1 TO Nharmc(K)
 Harmx(K.I)-Harm(K.I)
NEXT I
LINPUT "ARE T HERE ANY CORRECTIONS TO BE MADE TO THE HARMONIC LEVELS?",A2S
IF A2S-"N" THEN GOTO 1530
FOR I-1 TO 21
Change(I)-0
NEXT I
DISP " "
PRINT " INPUT THE HARMONIC ORDER TO BE CORRECTED
INPUT J
IF Change(J)-0 THEN GOTO 1460
PRINT "THIS HARMONIC HAS ALREADY BEEN CHANGED BY
LINPUT "DO YOU WISH TO MAKE ADDITIONAL CHANGES TO
IF A3S-"N" THEN GOTO 1500
PRINT "INPUT THE ADDITIONAL CHANGE IN dB FOR HARMONIC ":J
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(Max-21)"
:Change(J): dB"
THIIS HARMONIC ? ".A3S.
1
1450 GOTO 1470
1460 PRINT	 INPUT THE CHANGE IN dB FOR 	 HARMONIC";J
1470 INPUT Ch
1480 Change(J)-Change(J)+Ch
1490 Harm(K,J)-Harm(K.J){Ch
1500 LINPUT "ANY MORE CORRECTIONS ?",A4S
1510 IF A4S () "N" THEN GOTO 1380
1520 PRINT "THE FILE HAS BEEN ADJUSTED FOR BROADBAND CONTRIBUTIONS"
1530 PRINT "PRINT ADJUSTED HARMONIC LEVELS"
1540 GOSUB Printing
1550 !
1560 LINPUT "ARE THE ADJUSTED HARMONICS OK. TO STORE ON DISC701 ?".MS
rl
1570 IF A9S-"N" THEN GOTO 1700
1580 CodeS(K)-"Y"
1590 DISP " "
1600 FOR I-1	 TO 5 J
1610 Arr(I,2)- Harn(K.I) L1
1620 NEXT I
1630 PRINT * K,1	 •	 Nlines.Delf . Nharm ( K).Rpm ( K),U(K),Beta ( K).Sepx ( K).Thetac ( K),Nha
rmc(K).CodeS(K),Arr(,)
l^1640 IF Nharm(K)(- 5 THEN GOTO 1690
1650 FOR I-6 TO Nharm(K)
1660 Brr(I-5.2)-Harm(K.I)
1670 NEXT I
1680 PRINT*	 K.2
	 ;	 Brr(.)
1690 PRINT "DATA TRANSFER ENDED"
1700 ASSIGN# K TO
	 •
1710
1720 GOSUB P lotting
1730 !
1740 PRINT "YOU HAVE JUST FINISHED PLOT ":Nplot
1750 PRINT "THIS GRAPH IS FINISHED"
1760 DISP " "
1770 IF Nplot -7 THEN GOTO 1800 [Ali1780 LINPUT "ANY MORE PLOTS ON THIS GRAPH ?".A7S
1790 IF A7S () "N" THEN GOTO 600
1800 LINPUT "ANY MORE GRAPHS ? ".A8$
18 1.0 IF A8S (> "N" THEN GOTO 1850
1820 MASS STORAGE IS ":D700"
1830 DISP "PROGRAM END"
1840 STOP
1850 PRINT "STARTING A NEW GRAPH, WITH MAX IEVEL - ":Maxs:" dB" n
1860 IF A1S-"N" THEN PRINT "ONLY CORRECTED DATA WILL BE PLOTTED" I^
1870 IF A1S () "N" THEN PRINT "RAW OR CORRECTED DATA MAY BE PLATTED"
1880 LINPUT "ANY CHANGES ? (Y/N) ",ASS
1890 IF A6S-"N" THEN GOTO 570
1900 IF A6S (> "N" THEN GOTO 400
1910 !
1920 wwwwww www^wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww^w^^wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww^ww^ww^wwwwwww
1930
1 940
1950
Plotting:	 !	 Plots Harmonic Level	 vers us Order
!	 For	 Maximum	 7 Plots	 1	 Grapha	 of	 o-
1960 !	 Maximum No of Harmonics -	 11
1970 !
1980 PRINT "START PLOT"
1990 PLOTTER	 IS	 1	 !	 Sets Default Size
2000 PLOTTER IS 705
2010 GRAPHICS
2020 LIMIT	 10.210,15.170 n
2030 LOCATE 20.120.16.98
2040 SCALE 0,12,Mins.Maxs
!I	 11
2050 IF Np lot(>	 1	 THEN GOTO 2530 -
2060 AXES	 1,10,0,Mins
2070 ! (^
2080 !	 LABEL Y-AXIS
2090 CSIZE 2.8
2100 LORG 8
2110 FOR Y-Mans TO Maxs STEP 10	
rI
LJ
[I
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0
n
F,
n
0
n
u
0
0
C
Wj
2120 MOVE -.1.Y
2130 LABEL 'USING "K" : Y
2140 NEXT Y
2150 CSIZE 3.2
2160 MOVE -.3.Maxs-32.5
2170 LABEL USING "K" • "Harmonic"
2180 MOVE -.3.Maxs-35
2190 LABEL USING "K.2X" : "Level"
2200 MOVE -.3.Maxs-38
2210 LABEL USING "K.3X"	 "dB"
2220 !
2230 ! LABEL X-AXIS
2240 LORG 6
2250 MOVE 6.Mins-3
2260 LABEL USING "K" . "Harmonic Oroer"
2270 CSIZE 2.8
2280 FOR I-1 TO 11
2290 MOVE I.Mins-.5
2300 LABEL USING "K" : I
2310 NEXT I
2320 !
2330 ! LABEL PLOTS
2340 CSIZE 3.5
2350 LORG 1
2360 MOVE 1.Maxs
2370 1F A5$-"Y" THEN LABEL USING "K"
ONTRIBUTIO)4S"
2380 IF A5$-"N" THEN LABEL USING "K"
R AND 4.3m DISTANCE"
2390 MOVE 2.Maxs -2.5
2400 IF A5$-"N" THEN LABEL USING "K"
2410 !
2420 ! LABEL Key
2430 ! KK is the Kev Number
2440 LORD 4
2450 Y-Maxs-6
2460 MOVE 8.3.Y
2470 CSIZE 2.8
2480 LABEL USING "K" : "Symbol"
2490 MOVE 9.6.Y
2500 LABEL USING "K"	 Title$(KK)
2510 MOVE 11.5.Y
: "HARM VIC LEVELS ADJUSTED FOR BROADBAND C
"HARMONIC LEVELS CORRECTED FOR SHEAR LATE
"AND ADJUSTED FOR BROADBAND CONTRIBUTIONS
2520 LABEL USING "K" : "Run-Data pt-Mic"
2530 !
2540 ! Plot Soectrunm Level versus Order
2550 YK- Maxs -6
2560 J-Nplot
2570 IF Y$-"N" THEN GOTO 2770
2580 KT-Nplot+2
2590 IF Nplot-1 THEN KT-1
2600 LINE TYPE KT
2610 MOVE 7.8.YK-2.5-J
2620 DRAw 8.6.YK-2.5-J
2630 PEN UP
2640 MOVE O.Mins
2650 LORG 5
2660 CSIZE 2.6
2670 Nh-Nharm(J)
2680 IF Nharm(J)>11 THEN Nh -1'
2690 FOR I-1 TO Nh
2700 IF Harm(J.I)-0 THEN GOTO 2750
2710 PLOT I.Harm(J.I).'
2720 LABEL Symbol(J)
X730 PLOT I.Harm(J.I).1
2740 GOTO 2760
2750 MOVE I.Mins
2760 NEXT I
2770 LINE TYPE 1
9
0	 —22,—
2780 !
^l
2790 !	 Key
2800 LORG 5 I^
2810 Y- Maxs -6
2820 YJ-Y-2.5-Nplot
2830 MOVE 8.3.YJ
2840 CSIZE 2.6
2850 IF YS 0 "N" THEN LABEL Symbol(Nplot)
^I
2860 CSIZE 2.6
2870 MOVE 9.6.YJ
2880 IF YS 0 "N" THEN LABEL Key(Nplot)
2890 MOVE
	 10.9.YJ
2900 LORG 2
2910 LABEL USING "K"
	 ;	 File1S(J)
2920 PLOTTER IS
	
1
2930 RETURN r^
2940 !
2950 ! rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr-rrrrrrrrrrwrrrrrrrrrrrr
2960
2970 Printing:	 !	 Prints Adjusted and Unadjusted Harmonic Levels
2980 !
2990 PRINTER IS 709
3000 FOR	 I . 1	 TO E.
3010 PRINT "
3020 NEXT	 I n
3030 PRINT "	 NARROWBAND HARMONIC LEVELS" 11
3040 IF A5S-"N" THEN PRINT	 CORRECTED FOR SHEAR LAYER AND 4.3m DISTANC
E"
3050 PRINT " " n
3060 PRINT "	 TEST 706	 RUN":Rn:"	 DATA POINT":Dp
3070 PRINT	 "	 MIC":Mc:	 THETA-";Thetac(K):"deg	 g corrected)	 U -":V:'
U
m/sec"
3080 PRINT " "
3090 PRINT " " n
3100 PRINT	 ADJ	 ADJUSTED" L
3110 PRINT "	 HARMONIC	 FREOUENCY.Hz	 LEVEL.dB	 dB	 LEVEL.dB"
3120 PRINT	 "	 -------------------------------------------------
3130 PR I I: T	 "	 "
3140 IMAGE	 12X.DD.7X.DDDDD.D.7X.DDD.D.2X.DDD.D.3X.DDD.D
043150 FOR 1 . 1	 TO NharmO )
3160 PRINT	 USING	 3140	 :	 I.Hfreq(K.I).Harmx(K.I).Chance(I).Harm(K.I)
3170 NEXT	 I
3180 PRINT	 CHRS	 (12)
3196 PRINTER IS 1
3200 RETURN
3210 !
3220 ! ERROR RECOVERY
3230 Nt iees-Nt imes+1 ! JI	
~3240 IF Ntimes.-1	 THEN GOTO 3400
3250 PRINT "DOES THE FILE ":File1S(Y):" EXIST T"
3260 DISP "IF THE FILE DOES EXIST. 	 TRY ANOTHER DISC AND TYPE	 'Y"'
3270 'N"'DISP "IF THE FILE DOES NOT EXIST.	 TYP E
3280 LINPUT "IF THE FILE NUMBER	 IS	 IN ERROR.	 TYPE	 'E"'.Y$
3290 IF YS-"Y" THEN GOTO 900
3300 OFF ERROR
3310 IF Y$-"E" THEN GOTO 610
3320 PRINT "THE PROGRAM WILL ASSUME THE C ?LE ":File1S(K):" DOES NOT EXIST"
3330 Key(:)-O
3340 Nharm(K)-1
3350 CodeS(K)-"Y" n
3360 FOR	 I . 1	 TO 21 Lll
3370 Harm(K..I)-D
3380 NEXT	 I
3390 GOTO	 1710
3400 DISP " TRY ANOTHER DISC
3410 DISP " WHEN READY. PRESS ANY LETTER,	 THEN 'END LINE"' i
3420 INPUT XS
3430 GOTO 900
3440 ! END OF PROGRAM
umcan:-L_ PAi;x I
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120 HARMONIC LEVELS CORRECTED FOR SHEAR LAYER AND 4.3e DISTANCE
AND ADJUSTED FOR BROADBAND CONTRIBUTIONS
Symbol	 Rpa	 Run-Data pt-Mtc
^-	 5200	 CH97-1-1
110
- r-	 0000	 C1M6-1-1
- ^-- •	 X000	 dI6.S-1-1
100
00 \
Harmonic \
Laval \
dB \
BO ^	 \
F \70
L ^'^	
!ter	
\^/^9'
50 L-L4J 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 5	 7	 0	 0	 10	 11
Harmoni c Order
+ 4HRRCIHBAND HAPONIC _E'VE_S
	
n	
CORRECTED FOR SHE4P LAYER AND 4.3n. DISTANCE
	
i	 'EST 706	 R;IN 67	 WA Pr 1 jNT 1
	L(	 MIC 1	 THETA- 6c.5 de g (correctec) P - 62.4 m/sec
	
f 1	 Ar)	 ADJUSHD
	I I
	HARMONIC FREOUENC1.Hz LEVEL.d6
	 dB LEI)EL .dE
1 550.6 99	 '
G. G
" 1
1087.5 °5.14 00 99.4
3 1637.5 9(: 0. C 9f.
f	
4 2+87.5 r2.2 -.6 p'.E
5 27;7.5 8G .G -.7 7S.
3275.0 76.2 -1.5 71j.1
Q
6
7 3825.0 7--,.L-
'1 5. 0 77.5 - J 77.0
9 49;2.5 71 -2.0 64
n	 ?0 5462.5 73.0 -'.1 7',:+
IL11 11 6012.5 65.5 -2.5 F7.0
u	
CJ-111Gt tRL .0 f. *T a
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t A.5 Program NBSPECTRA2
The program plots the narrowband spectra, which were stored on
disk by program CEDAR2. Either one or two spectra may be plotted
on each graph.
The program is useful if the plots obtained from CEDAR2 need to be
replotted on a different scale. It is also used to compare two
narrowband spectra.
Input required:
For each plot:- Run Number
Data Point
Microphone Number
Disks containing files, with shear layer and distance
corrections, created by CEDAR2
CH Run No - Data Pt - Mic No
Output:
Plot of narrowband spectra
-230-
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1 0	 ! PR06RAM NBSPECTRA2 PLOTS PROP/FMPENNAGE INTERACTION NOISE SPECTRA
20	 ! FROM FILES OF DATA CREATED BY CEDAP AND STORED 0 ►. D701
30	 ! TWO CURVES CAN BE PLOTTED ON ONE GRAPH
40	 1 TYPICAL FILE NAMES ARE C-RUN-POINT-MIC.
50	 !
60	 ! PAUL SODERMAN-LISA LEE 4/4/84 HP87
70	 !
80	 OPTION BASE 1
90	 PRINTER IS 1	 GIG1tNR^L100
	
DIM A(540),LPI(540).Lp'(540).Domain(540).C(540)
110	 DIM Theta(2).Crr(32)	 OF P00JR QUnL.IiY
120	 DISP " "
130	 PRINT "THIS IS DISC D701"
140
	 MASS STORAGE IS ":D701"
150	 CAT ":D701"
160	 DISP " "
170
	 PRINT "CORRECTED FILES ARE LISTED C14 RUN-POINT-MIC"
180	 DISP " "
190	 DISP " INPUT TODAYS DATE"
200	 INPUT Jourr
210
	
DISP "
220	 Maxs-120
230	 PRINT "MAXIMUM SPECTRUM! LEVEL PLOTTED IS ":Maxs:" dB"
240	 LINPUT "DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THIS?",Pis
250	 IF Pis.-"N" THEN GOTO 280
260	 DISP "INPUT MAXIMUM SPECTRUM LEVEL FOR PLOT IN dB"
270	 INPUT Maxs
280	 Mins-Maxs-70
290	 Flog-1
300	 K.-0
310	 Fin-274
320
330	 !	 INPUTS FOR ONE SPECTRA
340
X50	 DISP "
360	 DISP " WHAT RUN DO YOU WANT 7"
370	 INPUT Rn
380	 DISP " WHAT DATA POINT
390	 INPUT Dp
400	 DISP " WHAT MICROPHONE
410
	 INFUT Mc
420	 IF Flog-2 THEN GOTO 470
430	 DISP " "
440
	
IF Flog- 1 THE" Rnl-Rn
450	 IF Flog- 1 THEN Dpl-DP
460	 IF Fiog-1 THEN Mcl-Mc
47U
	
K-K+i
480
490	 !	 READ THE DATA FILE ON DISC 701
500
510	 F1le1S-"CH"aVALS (Rn)a"-"aVALS (Dp)a"-"aVALS (Mc)
520	 PRINT "FILE NAME CALLED IS".File1S
530	 ASSIGN# K TO File1S
540	 READ# K.1 ; Nlines.Delf,Nharm.Rpm,U.Beta,Sepx,Theta(Flog)
550	 IF Flog-1 THEN Delft-Del{
560	 IF Flog-1 THEN GOTO 600
570	 IF Deifl-Dell THEN GOTO 600
580	 PRINT "BANDWIDTHS DIFFER. RE TURN TO INPUT FIRST SPECTRUM AGAIN"
590	 GOTO 290
600	 Number-INT ((Nlines-4)/32)+1
61U	 IF Number>16 THEN Number-16
620	 FOR I-3 TO Number +2
630	 READ# K.J : Crr()
640	 r Ok J-; i U Je
650
	
IF Flog-1 THEN Lpl((I-3)•32*J)-Crr(J)
660	 IF Flog-2 THEN Lp2((1-3)•32+J)-Crr(J)
670	 NEXT J
680	 NEXT I
690	 IF Nllnes>512 THEN Nlines-512
700	 IF Flog-1 THEN Thetal-Theta(Flog)
130	 DISP " "
740	 !	 SECOND CURVE OPTIONAL.
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760 IF Flog-2 THEN GO TO 830
770 Flog-2
780 DISP
i790 LINPUT "DO YOU WANT A SECOND CURVE ON THE SAME GRAPH 7",025
800 DISP
610 IF 025-"Y" THEN DISP "MUST USE THE SAME BW"
820 IF 92S-"Y" THEN G070 300
830 Fin-260
840 Steps-1? 1
850 Nstep-N11nes/13
860 IF Nstep)21 THEN Nstep-0
870 IF Nstep<2'
	 THEN Nstep-20
880 NL-Nstep/26
890 DISP "
900 DISP " COMPUTING FREQUENCIES TO BE PLnTTED STAND BY"
910 DISP " "
920 FOR	 I-1	 TO Fin STEP 20 l
930 Donain(I)-Delf-(I-1) wNL lJ r
940 IF Domain(I)(50 THEN Domain(I)-50
950 NEXT	 I n
I	 960
'	 970
! L
1 wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwawwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
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980 !	 PLOT RESULTS
990 ! rl
1000 PLOTTER	 IS 705 U
1010 GRAPHICS
1020 LIMIT	 10.200.15.170
1030 LOCATE	 20.120.16.98 r1
1040 SCALE 0.256.Mins.Maxs
1050 AXES	 0.10.0.Mins
U
1060
1070 !	 TITLE
1080 !
1090 CSIZE	 3.6
L
Cl1100 LORD 2
1110 MOVE 31.Maxs
1120 LABEL USING "K"	 "POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY ":JourS:"	 (NBSPECTRA2)" F-
1130 MOVE 68.Maxs- 3 1
1 140 LABEL	 USING "K"	 "RUN ":Rnl:" PT ":0D1;" MIC	 ":Mct;"	 Theta-	 ".Theta' J
1150 PEN 1
1160
1170
MOVE 208.Maxs-3
DRA1. 228.Maxs-3
1180 PEN UP
1	 !1190 IF 025-"N" ?HEN GOTO 1320 f
1200 PEN	 1
1 ,1 10 LINE	 TYPE	 1
1220 MOVE 68.Maxs-E.
1230 LABEL USING "K"	 ;	 "RUN ":Rn:" PT MIC ";Mc:"	 Theta-	 ":Theta(Flog
)
1240 PEN 2
1256 LINE TYPE 6
1260 MOVE 208.Maxs-6 Il1
1270 DRAW 228.Maxs-6
1280 PEN UP
1300
PEN 1	
LABEL	 Y-AXIS (^LJ
1310 !
'?20 LORD 8
1330 FOR Y-Mans TO Maxs STEP	 10
1340 MOVE	 -.1.Y
1350 LINE TYPE	 1 JJJ
1360 LABEL USING "K.X"	 :	 Y
1 370 NEX T Y
1380 MOVE -11,Maxs-34 f
1390 LABEL USING "K"
y1400 MOVE -17.Maxs-37
1410 LABEL USING "K"
1420
1430 LABEL X-AXIS ORIGN'iAL PAGr 15' J1440
1450
!
LORG 5 OF POOR QUALITY
1460 MOVE	 120,Mins-7 (^
J	 1
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1470 LABEL USING "K" : "FREQUENCY, 4:
1480 FOR
	 3• 1 TO Fin STEP 201490	 ORIGMAL PAr3 - l ry 'FOR J	 ^•:_
1500 MOVE J.Mins-2	 OF POOR QUAL11Y
1510 LABEL USING "K" : Domain(J)
1520 NEXT J
1530	 !
1540 FOR I . 1 TO Fin STEP 20 ! PUT TICKS ON X-AXIS
1550 MOVE I.M1ns
1560 DRAW I.Mins+.6
1570 NEXT I
1580 MOVE 256.M1ns
1590 DRAW 256,MIns+.6
1600 PEN UP
1610	 !
1620 !	 PLOTTING FIRST DIRECTIVITY PLOT
1630 !
1640 FOR I . 1 TO Nlines
1650 K-I/NL
1660 PLOT K,LPI(i).1 ! PLOTS WITH LEFT PEN 1
1670 NEXT I
1680	 !
1690	 !
1700 !	 PLOTTING SECOND DIRECTIVITY PLOT
1710
	 !
1720 IF 025-"N" THEN GOTO 1830
1730 PEN 2 ! PLOT WITH RIGHT PEN 2
1740 LINE TYPE 6
1750 MOVE 1.Lp2(1)
1760 FOR K-1 TO Nlines
1770 J-K/NL
1780 PLOT J.Lp2(K),1
1790 NEXT K
1800 LINE TYPE 1
1810 PEN 1
1820	 !
1830 ALPHA
1840 1 w..r-.....-•^^^^^.^^.^.^.	 ^-^.^...	 -•
1850 PRI14T
1860 DISP "DO YOU HAVE ANOTHER GRAPH TO MAKE
1870 INPUT Q3S
1 880 IF 03S-"Y" THEN GOTO 150
1890 DISP " "
1900 MASS STORAGE IS ":D700"
1910 PRINT "PROGRAM END"
1920 END	 120 T	 POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY 7-9-04 (NBSPECTRA2)
110
100
00
Lp(f)
d8
BO
70
60
50m sm I= 12m 20m 2900 Imo 22m &m0 42m 2000 Sm 6m0
FRED ANCY. N:
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A.6 Progra PIIIZVZRT
The program plots the noise directivity in the vertical plane,
only for test conditions with runs made with both fuselage test
orientations ( V - 0 and 90'). The adjusted harmonic levels are
plotted versus angle relative to the vertical. The angles and
associated microphones are:
Vertical Angle	 Mic. No.	 ^►
(degrees)
0 4 90
90 13 0
180 13 90
210 11 0
240 12 0
270 4 0
300 11 90
330 12 90
360 4 90
A maximum of 6 plots can appear on each graph and two options are
available.
(1) The SAME harmonic order will be used for all curves on the
graph.
(2) Each curve will refer to a DIFFERENT harmonic order of the
same data set.
Input required:
For	 0, Run Number
Data point
For	 90, Run Number
Data point
-234-
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cDisks containing files for Microphones 4, 11, 12 and 13,
with shear layer and distance corrections, created by CEDAR2
and adjusted by HARMPLOT2.
Outputt
Listing of harmonic levels plotted
Plot of noise directivity in vertical :lane.
u
t
l .
I^
it
u
,o
^o
0
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10 ! PROGRAM	 ' PINEVERT' PLOTS PROP /EMPENNAGE INTERACTION NOISE DIRECTIVITY
20 !	 IN THE VERTICAL PLANE
30 ! AT SELECTED HARMONIC. FREQUENCIES (NARROW BAND)
I,40 1 A MAXIMUM OF 6 CURVES CAN BE PLOTTED ON ONE GRAPH
50 ! THE DATA ARE TAKEN FROM CORRECTED SPECTRA CREATED BY 'CEDAR2' AND 	 1
35 1 ADJUSTED BY	 'HARMPLOT'.FOR MICROPHONES 4.11,12,13 FOR PSI-0 AND 30
60 ! STORED ON DISC 1
70 ! THE FILE NAMES ARE CH-RUN-POINT-MIC
80 ! PAUL SODERMAN -	 LISA LEE	 5/10/A4	 HP87
1100 ' OPTION BASE	 I ^1
110 PRINTER IS 1 u
120 DIM Nhara(20).CodeS(20).F ► l@IS(20)
130 DIM Fil*S(20).Arr(5,2).Brr(16.2)
140
150
DIM Level(21.9),Mic(4).Ord*r(8).An g le(9)
DATA	 4,11,12,13,6.4,5,2,1.7.8.3,0.90.180,210.240.270,300.330.360
160 FOR I . 1	 TO 4
170 REAP Mic(I)
180 NEXT 1
190 FOR I-1	 TO R
200 READ Order(I) lJL
210 NEXT I
220 FOR 1-1	 TO 9
230 READ Angle(I)
240 NEXT	 1
(^
l250 RESTORE
260 FOR	 I-I	 TO 21
270 Level(1,2)-0
280 Level ( I.3)-D
290 NEXT I UlJ
300 FOR	 I . 1	 TO 9
310 Nharm(:) -1
320 FiieS(I)-"CH	 - rl
330 F)le1S(I)-"CH	 -	 -13" u
340 NEXT	 I
350 MASS STORAGE
	 IS ":D701"
360 DISP "
370 PRINT "A DATA SE' COMPRISED OF DIFFERENT DIRECTIVITY ANGLES"
380 PRINT "FOR THE SAME OPERATING CONDITIONS WILL BE COMPILED AND PLOTTED " 1
390 DISP " "
400 PRINT "CASES WILL BE SELECTED FROM CORRECTED FILES OF HARMONIC LEVELS "
410 PRINT "WHICH ARE STORED AS FILES CH Run - Data Pt-Mic"
420 PRINT "FILES FOR MICROPHONES 4.11.12,AND ( EVENTUALLY)	 13 ARE REQUIRED IN T
URI,"
430 DISP
440 ! SET UP SCALE
450 Mays-120
460 PRINT "MAXIMUM SPECTRUM LEVEL PLOTTED IS":Mass:"dB"
470 LINPUT "DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THIS -)".P1S
480
490
IF Pis-"N" THEN GOTO 510
DISP " INPUT MAXIMUM SPECTRUM LEVEL FC)R PLOT IN dB"
500 INPUT Maxs
510 Mins-;,r•s-70
520 Na)cs-9
530 Nr:ic in-4
540 Nplot-0 H550 DISP " "
560 DISP "A MAXIMUM OF 6 CURVES CAN APPEAR ON THIS GRAPH"
570
580
DISP "THERE ARE 2 OPTIONS FOR PLOTTING'•
DISP " Op tion	 1	 :"
590 DISP "	 The SAME Harmonic Order will be used for all Curves on th)
s Graph"
600 DISP " Op tion 2
610 DISP "	 DIFFERENT Marwon ) cs of the same Data set will be used for rl
each Curve" lJ620 DISP "
i!
	
	 U
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630 DISP " Which Op tion do you wish ?	 1	 or 2 ?"
640 INPUT Option
650 DISP " "
ii 660 PRINT "CURVE NUMBER";NPlot+l:"ON GRAPH"670 DISP " "
680 DISP "THE FIRST DATA SET IS FOR VER T ICAL TAIL. PSI-0"
ti 690 DISP " "
700 Nset-1Iu^
710 DISP " WHAT RUN DO YOU WANT
720 INPUT Rn
710 DISP " WHAT DATA POINT
740 INPUT Dp
750 y	 lot•Nplot+l
760 IF Op tion-I	 THEN GOTO 810
770 PRINT "INPUT HARMONIC ORDER FOR PL01"'Nplot
1	
i 780 INPUT Hart
790 IF Npl5t -1 	THEN GO T O 840
800 IF Nplott>	 1	 THEN GOTO 1320
810 IF Nplot(>	 1	 THEN GOTO 840
i 620 IF Option • 1	 THEN PRINT "INPUT HARMONIC ORDER. 	 TO BE USED FOR ALL CURVES ON
THIS GRAPH"
830 INPUT Harm
840 Symbol-Nplot
850
860 ON ERROR GOTO 2670
f
870 FOR JK-1 TO Nniun
1 880 K-Order(JK+(Ns*t-1)•4)
890 !	 READ THE DATA FILE ON DISC 	 1. FOR MICS 1	 TO 6
400 Mc-Mic(JK)
910 Nt:mes-0
920 Filels(K)-"CH"OVALS (Rn)8"	 '6VALS (Dr, )d"-"AVALS (Mc)
930 F)leS(K)-"CH"OVALS (Rn)b"-"&VALS (Dv)
940 ON ERROR GOTO 2670
n 950 ASSIGN• K TO	 File1S(K)
ll 960 OFF ERROR
970 IMAGE AAAAAAAAAA." HARM - ",DD."
980 PRINT USING 970	 :	 File1S(K).Harn
U
990 READ• K,1	 ;	 Nlines , De1(.Nharm ( K),Rpm .1f. Beta . Sepl.Thetac.Nharac.COdeS(K),Ar
1000 READ# K.2	 Brr(,)
1010 IF Codes(K)-"Y" THEN Nharm(K)-Nharm(.
1020 IF CodeS(K)-"Y" THEN GOTO 1050
n 1030 IF CodeS(K) <> "Y" THEN LINPUT "UNADJUSTED DATA.	 DO YOU WISH TO PLOT IT
",Xis1 1040 IF XIS-"N" THEN PRINT " START A NEW GRAPH"
1050 IF XIS-"N" THEN GOTO 540
1060 FOR J-1	 TO 5C 1070 Level(J.K)-Arr(J.2)1080 NEXT J
1090 IF Nharm(K)(6 THEN GOTO	 1140
1100 FOR J-6 TO Nharm(Y.)
fl 1110 Level(J.K)-Brr(J-5,2)u 1120 NEXT J
1130 ASSIGNS K TO
	 •
1140 NEXT	 JI'
1150 Nset-Nset+1a
1160 IF Nset<> 2 THEN GOTO 1240
1170 DISP "
1180 DISP "THE SECOND DATA SET	 IS FOR HOPIZONIAL TAIL. PSI-90"
„ 1190
1200
DISP "WHAT RUN DO YOU WANT
INPUT Rnu;
1210 DISP "WHAT DATA POINT 7"
1220 INPUT DP
1230 GOTC 870
1240 FOR J-1	 TO Nharm(1)
I I 1250 Level(J,9)•Level(J,1)
M	 (' 1260 NEXT J
74-1,
u
L:
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1270	 Nharm(9)-Nharm(1)
1280	 F11eS(9)-FiieS(1)
1290	 File1S(9)-Flle1S(1)
1300
1310	 wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww^^wwwwrww^^rwwwrwwwwwwwwwwrrrwwwwwwwwr•wrwrwww
1320 1	 PLOT RESULTS
1330
1340 PLOTTER IS 705
1350 GRAPHICS
1360 !	 FRAME
1370 LIMIT	 10,210.15.170
1380 LOCATE	 20.120.10.92
1390 SCALE 0.18,Mins.Maxs
1400 IF Nplot<)	 1	 THEN GOTO	 1980
1410 AXES	 .5.10.O.Mins
1420
1430 !	 T:TLE
1440 Mixs-Maxs+4.8
1450 CSIZE 3.5
1460 LORG 4
1470 MOVE 9.7.Mixs
1480	 LABEL USING "K" ; "NOISE DIRECTIVITY IN VERTICAL PLANE (MICS 4.11,12 & 13
1490	 CSIZE 3.2
1500	 MOVE 4.7,Mixs-2.5
1510	 LABEL USING "K" ; "HARMONIC LEVELS CORRECTED FOR SHEAR LAYER,4.3m DISTANC.
E AND BROADBAND"
1520	 !
1530	 ! LABEL KEY
1540
1550	 LORD 4
1560	 Y-Mixs-6
1570	 MOVE 12.2.Y
1580	 CSIZE 2.8
1590	 LABEL USING "K" ; "Symbol"
1600	 MOVE 14.3.Y
1610	 LABEL USING "K"	 "Harmonic"
1620	 MOVE 16.1,Y
1630	 LABEL USING "K" : "Run-Dp"
1640	 MOVE 17.8.Y
1650	 LABEL USING "K" : "Run-Dp"
1660
1670
1680	 !	 LABEL Y-AXIS
1690
1700	 CSIZE 2.8
1710
	 LORD E:
1720	 FOR Y-Minn, TO Maxs STEP 10
1730	 MOVE -.15.Y
1740
	 LABEL USING "K" ; Y
1750	 NEXT Y
:760	 CSIZE 3.2
1770	 MOVE - 45.Maxs-32.5
1780	 LABEL USING "K"	 "Harmonic"
1790
	
MOVE -.45.Maxs-35
1800 LABEL USING "K.2X"	 "Level"
1810 MOVE -.45.Maxs-38
1820 LABEL USING "K.3X"	 "dB"
1830	 !
1840 !	 LABEL X-AXIS
1850	 !
1860 CSIZE 3.2
1670 LORD 6
1880 MOVE 9.Mins-3
1890 LABEL USING "K"	 "Angle Relative to Vortical. Degrees"
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1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
2080
2090
2100
2110
2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
'180
2190
2200
2210
2230
2240
2250
^260
2270
2280
2290
2300
2310
2320
2330
2340
2350
2360
2370
2380
2390
2400
2410
2420
2430
2440
Harm
2450
2460
2470
2480
MOVE 9.Mins-5.5
LABEL USING "K"	 ;	 "(Zero	 is Below the Fuselage C/L)"
CSIZE 2.8
FOR J-0 TO 36 STEP 3
MOVE J/2,Mins-.5
LABEL USING "K"	 :	 10wJ
NEXT J
!	 PLOT HARMONIC LEVEL VERSUS ANGLE
!
YK-Mixs-6
KT-Nplot+2
IF Nplot-1	 THEN KT-1
LINE TYPE KT
MOVE	 11.5.YK-2.5•Nplot
DRAW 13.YK-2.5•Nplot
PEN UP
MOVE O,Mins
LORG 5
CSIZE 2.6
FOR I-1	 TO Nmics
IF Har•>Nharn(I)	 THEN Level(Hare..I) -11
IF Level(Harm,I)-0 THEN GOTO 2180
PLOT Angle(I)/20,Level(Harn.I).2
IF Option-1	 THEN LABEL Symbol
IF Option-2 THEN LABEL Harm
PLOT	 Angle(I)/20.Level(Harm.1),1
GOTO 2190
MOVE Angle(I)/20,Mins
NEXT	 I
LINE	 TYPE
	
1
LORE 5
Y- Mlrs-6
YJ-Y-2.5•Nplot
MOVE	 12.2.YJ
CSIZE 2.6
IF Op tion-1	 THEN LABEL Symbol
IF Option-2 THEN LABEL Harm
MOVE	 14.3.YJ
LABEL Harm
MOVE
	
16.1,YJ
LABEL USING "K"	 File$(6)
MOVE	 17.8.YJ
LABEL USING "K"	 : Files(1)
ALPHA
••••••••••••wwswww•w•www•wwwwwwww••wwww•wwwwwwwww-
PRINTER IS 708
PRINT " "
IMAGE "	 TABULATED OUPLi T.	 '."Harmonic".DDD
PRINT USING 2380	 ; Harm
PRINT " "
PRINT "	 FILE	 ANGLE	 :.EVEL.dB
PRINT " "
FOR I-1	 TO Nmics
PRINT USING
	 '10X.AAAAAAAAAA,2X.DDD.D.?X.DDD.D" ;	 Fil
I)
NEXT	 I
DISP " "
IF Option-1	 THEN DISP "YOU HAVE JUST F INISHED CURVE"
IF Option-2 THEN DISP "YOU HAVE JUST FINISHED THE CL
0 2490 DISP " "2500 IF Np lot n8 THEN GOTO 25602510 LINPUT "ANY MORE CURVES ON THIS GRAPH?*',A7S
2520 IF A7$-"N" THEN GOTO 2560
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2530 PRINTER IS 1 i 1
2540 IF Op tion-1	 THEN GOTO 650
ICJI2550 IF Option-2 THEN GOTO 750
2560 DISP "THIS GRAPH IS FINISHED"
2570 PRINT CHRS (12)
2580 PRINTER IS 1 (l
2590 LINPUT "ANY MORE GRAPHS ?".ABE IJ
2600 IF A8S-"N" THEN GOTO 2880
2610 PRINT "STARTING A NEW GRAPH WITH MAX LEVEL -":Maxs:"dB"
2620 LINPUT "ANY CHANGES?".A6S
2630 IF KS-"N" THEN GOTO 540
Li2640 IF ACS 0 "N" THEN GOTO 450
2650 !
2660
2670
! ERROR RECOVERY
Nt iwes -Nt imes +1
2680 IF Ntlmes-1	 THEN GOTO 2810 U
2690 PRINT "DOES THE FILE ":File1S(K l :" EXIST ?"
2700 DISP "IF THE FILE DOES EXIST, 	 TRY ANOTHER DISC AND TYPE 	 'Y'"
2710 LINPUT "IF THE T ILE DOES NOT EXIST.	 TYPE'N "'.YS
2720 IF YS 0 "N" THEN GOTO 940 J
L^2730 DISP "THE PROGRAM WILL ASSUME THE FILE DOES NOT EXIST"
2740 OFF ERROR
2750 CodeS(K)-"Y"
2760 Nharm(K)- 1
2770 FOR	 I- 1 	TO 21 4JJ
2780 Level(I.K.)-0
2790 NEXT	 I
2800 GOTO	 1140
2810 DISP "
2820 PRINT	 "LOOKING FOR FILE 	 ":File15(K)
2830 DISP " "
2840 PRINT "REMAINING FILES ARE ON A DIFFERENT DISC."
2850 PRINT "LOAD THE CORRECT DISC AND PRESS ANY LETTER AND (END LINE)"
2860 INPUT GOS
2870 GOTO 940
2880 MASS STORAGE IS ":D700" ^-
2890 DISP "PROGRAM END"
2900 STOP
i
Ll
0
u
(1
0
H
of
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ORIGINAL PAGE 'IS
OF POOR QUALITY
NOISE DIRECTIVITY IN VERTICAL PLANE (MILS 4.11.12 9 13)
HAAMIC LEVELS CONNECTED FM StEAM LAYUL A. 3a DISTANCE AND WID11DIAND
M r	 iF^l Ir^lc Mr►Q/ V'^
-+--	 1	 011x1 Oif/-1
- >f•	 2	 O11t1 Oft-1
110	 ->~•	 a	 0116-1 OW-1
-i-	 4	 Op11-1 01111-1
NsIeo11 1 e
Laval
dl
To
0113-
5 IV .
. so
.
. it
. . 1 .	 .I. .
Iii , X 2 ,10 . .2ti. .A. .i&c . . A-0 . .iic
Angle Nelotive to Vo rtical. Ogw
(Za-o to Below the Fuoalogo C/L)
TABULATED OUP0 . Harwonic '
T ILE	 AN-3-E	 LEVEL.dE
CH67 -4	 0.0	 95 3
CH 1 6-1-13	 9(-.0	 1C'.:
C467-'.-J?
	
160.6	 103.?
CH'6-1 - 14 	210.0	 qc.1
CH16-'-12	 240 0	 r, a
CH16- 1 -6 	270.0	 9E 7
CH67-1-11	 100.0	 10110
CHE7- 1 -12
	 33P.0	 9:.2
CHE7-1-4	 360.0	 96.2
TABULATED CUPU'. Harmonic
FILE	 ANGLE	 -EVEL.d
CH67- 1 - 4 	0.0	 97.2
CH1 6 -13	 9(.0	 99.3
0+6 7 -1- 1 3	 18C.0	 % 9
Cr'16-1-1 1
	2'f.0	 4 '' +
CH16-1-12	 240.0	 94.5
C641 6-1-4	 27[:.0	 95.r
CF167 1-"	 300.0	 ?0,6
CHE 7 -1-12	 336.0	 96.'
01467-1-4	 366.0	 97.2
1AOL1LATED WFUT. 4armonlc
FILE	 ANGLE	 LEV_L.df
CM67 -1-4	 0.0	 91.;
CH 1 E-1-13	 90 0	 U 4
;;+5 7 -'- 1 3	 6-80 0	 4?,?
CH 1 6-1 - 1 1 	2 1 ( L	 9_.6
C4t6-1-12
	 240.0	 AS.9
CM16-1- 4 	276.[	 RR.S
C467-1- 1 1
	300.0	 93.6
C6467-.-12	 330.0	 95.0
CH67-1-4	 360.0	 91.1
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A.7 Program PINEHOR
The program plots the noise directivity in the horizontal plane, 	 LJ
for microphones 1 through 9. The adjusted harmonic levels are
plotted versus angle relative to the flight direction, using the	 Ll
angles corrected for shear layer effects.	 -
A maximum of 6 curves may appear on each graph and two options are l^
available.
(1) The SAME harmonic order will be used for all curves on this 	
l
graph.
	 k
(2) Each curve will refer to a DIFFERENT harmonic order of the
same data set.
	 k
Input required:	
LI
Run Number	 L
Data Point	 (i
u I.
Disks containing files for Microphones 1 - 9, with shear	 n
layer and distance corrections, created by CEDAR2 and 	 U
adjusted by HARMPLOT2. If Microphone 7 data is not
available, the directivity plot will be made without it.
Output:
Listing of harmonic levels plotted
Plot of noise directivity in horizontal plane.
0
01
D
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ORIGhNAL PAGE k9
OF POOR QUALITY
1 0 !	 PINEHGR
20 ! PLOTS RPOP/EMPENNAGE WERACTION NOISE DIRECTIVITY
30 !	 IN THE HORIZONTAL PLANE
40 ! AT SELECTED HARMONIC FREQUENCIES (NARROW BAND)
i^
50 ! A MAXIMUM OF 6 CURVES CAN BE PLOTTED ON ONE GRAPH
00 ! THE DATA ARE TAKEN FROM CORRECTED SPECTRA CREATED BY 'CEDAR2' AND 	 1
65 ! ADJUSTED BY	 'HARMPLOT • .FOR MICROPHONES 1	 TO 9
70 ! STORED ON DISC 1
80 ! THE FILE NAMES ARE CH-RUN-POINT-MIC
90
, 00 ! PAUL SODERMAN -	 LISA LEE	 5/10!84	 HP87	 DISC 2.5
110
'20 OPTION BASE 1
130 PRINTER IS	 1
lil 140 DIM CodeS(20).File1S(20)
150 DIM	 Arr(5.2).Brr(16.2).Thetac(20),Nharm(20)
1 F+O DIM Level(21.9).Order(9)
170 DATA	 9.1.2.3.4.7.5.6.8
'80 FOR	 I . 1	 T O 9
190 READ Order(I)
200 NEXT 1
210 DISP " "
220 MASS STORAGE IS ":D701"
230 DISP " "
240 PRINT "A DATA SET COMPRISED OF DIFFERENT DIRECTIVITY ANGLES"
250 PRINT "FOR THE SAME OPERATING CONDITIONS WILL BE COMPILED AND PLOTTED "
260 DISP " "
II ''70 PRINT "CASES WILL BE SELECTED FROM CORRECTED FILES OF HARMONIC LEVELS "
280 PRINT "WHICH ARE STORED AS FILES CH Fun-Data Pt-Mlc"
290 PRINT "FILES FOR MICROPHONES 1 	 TO 9 ARE REQUIRED IN TURN"
r^ 300 DISP " "
L^
310 ! SET UP SCALE
L 320 Maxs-120
J30 PRINT "MAXIMUM SPECTRUM LFVEL PLOTTED IS":Maxs:"dB"
}
340
350
LINPUI	 "DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THI S 7".P15
IF PIS-"N" THEN GOTO 380
j 360 DISP "INPUT MAXIMUM SPECTRUM LEVEL FOR PLOT IN dB"
370 INPUT Maxs
380 Mins-Maxs-70
390 Nnics-9
} 400 Nplot-0
410 DISP
420 DISP "A MAXIMUM OF 6 CURVES CAN APPEAR ON THIS GRAPH"
430 DISP "THERE ARE 2 OPTIONS FOR PLOTTING"
^l 440 DISP " Op tion	 1	 :"
450 DISP "	 The SAME Harmonic Order Will be used For all Curves on thi
s Graph"
4 60 DISP " Op tion 2
( 470 DISP "	 Each Curve Will	 refer	 to a DIFFERENT Harmonic Order of SAM
l_1 E Data Set"480 DISP "
490 DISP " Which Op tion do you wish	 1	 or 2
f1 500 INPUT Option
510 DISP "
520 YS - " Y"
530 IF YS="E"	 THEN Nplot-Nplot-1
540 PRINT "CURVE NUMBER":Npint+l:"ON GRAPH"
550 DISP " "
560 DISP " WHAT RUN DO YOU WANT 7"
570 INPUT Rn
580 DISP " WHAT DATA POINT
590 INPUT Dp
GOO LINPUT	 IS	 THERE DATA FOR MIC
	 7	 (Y/N)	 '?",P7S
610 Nplot-Nplot+l
620 PRINTER
	 IS	 i
630 IF O p tion-1	 THEN GOTO 680
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640 PRINT "INPUT HARMONIC ORDER FOR PLOT";Nplot
650 INPUT Harm
660 IF Nplot-1	 THEN GOTO	 710
670 IF Nplot<)	 1	 THEN GOTO 1040 1
680 IF Nplot<)	 1	 THEN GOTO 710
I	
J
690 IF Option-1	 THEN PRINT "INPUT HARMONIC ORDER, 	 TO BE USED FOR ALL CURVES ON
THIS GRAPH"
700 INPU T Harm
710 Symbol-Nplot
720 !
730 FOR K-1	 TO Nmics
740 !	 READ THE DA TA FILE ON DISC	 1. FOR MICS 1	 TO 6
750 IF K-7 AND P7S-"N" THEN GO T O 1000
760 Mc-K
I
770 Ntimes-0
780 File(S(K)-"CH"AVALS (Rn)A"-"AVALS (DP)A"-"aVALS (Mc)
790 FileS-"CH"aVALS 006"-"aVALS (Dp)a"-" r,
800 ON ERROR GOTO 2380
810 ASSIGN• K	 TO	 File1S(K)
ILjI
920 OFF ERROR
330 IMAGE AAAAAAAAAA." HARM - ".OD."
840 PRINT USING 830	 :	 File1S(K.).Harn Il
850 READ# K.1	 N1 i nes.Delf.Nharm(K).Rpm.U.Beta.Sepx.Thetac(K).Nharmc.Code3(K) U
.Arr(.)
360 READ# K.2	 Brr(.)
870 IF CodeS(K)-"Y" THEN Nharm(K)-Nharmc
860 IF CodeS(K)-"Y" THEN GOTO 920
890 IF CodeS(K)	 () "Y" THEN LINPUT "UNADJUSTED DATA. DO YOU WISH TO PLOT IT 7"
.Xis
300 IF XIS-"N" THEN PRINT " START A NEW GRAPH"
910 IF XIS-"N" THEN GOTO 400 rl
920 FOR J-1	 TO 5 LJ
930 Level(I,K)-Arr(J,2)
940 NEXT J
950 IF Nharm(K)(6 THEN GOTO Q90 f1
960 FOR J-6 TO Nharm(K) ``J
970 Level(J.K)-Brr(J-5,2)
980 NEXT J
990 ASSIGN# K TO
	 •
1000 NEXT K
1010 OFF ERROR
1020
1030	 ! wwww•wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww^wwwrwww•••wwwwwwwww•^^^wwwwwww•wwwwwwww•wwwww
1040 !	 PLOT RESULTS
'U50 LJ
1060 PLOT TER IS 705
1070
1080
GRAPHICS
! FRAME
1090 LIMIT	 10.210.15.170
1100 LOCATE 20,120.10.92
1110 SCALE
	
0,18.Mins.Maxs
'120 IF NplotO	 I	 THEN GOTO	 1680
1130 AXES	 1,10,0,Mins C!
1140
1150 !	 TITLE
1160 Mixs-Maxs+4.8 !
1170 CSIZE	 3.5
^^
1180 LORG 4
1190 MOVE 9.7.Mixs i
1200 LABEL USING "K"	 ;	 "NOISE DIRECTIVITY IN HORIZONTAL PLANE 	 (MICS 1	 TO 9)"
1210 CSIZE 3,2
1220 MOVE	 9.7.Mixs-2.5
1230 LABEL USING "K"	 ;	 "HARMONIC LEVELS CORRECTED FOR SHEAR LAYER,4.3m DISTANC
E AND BROADBAND"
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LABEL KEY
!
LORG 4
Y-Mixs-F
MOVE 12.2,Y
CSIZE 2.8
LABEL USING "K" ; "Symbol"
MOVE 14.3.Y
LABEL USING "K" ; "Harmonic"
MOVE 17.Y
LABEL USING "K"	 "Run-Data Pt"
i
_ABEL Y-AXIS
CSIZE 2.8
LORG 8
FOR Y-Mtns TO Maxs STEP 10
MOVE -.15.Y
LABEL USING "K" ; Y
NEXT Y
CSIZE 3.2
MOVE -.45.Maxs-32.5
LABEL USING "K"	 "Harmonic"
MOVE -.45.Maxs-35
LABEL USING "K.2X"	 "Level"
MOVE -.45.Maxs-38
LABEL USING "K.3X" ; "dB"
BABEL X-AXIS
CSIZE 3.2
LORG 6
MOVE 9.Mins-3
LABEL USING "K" • "Angle Relative to P light Direction, Degrees"
! MOVE 9.Mins-5.5
LABEL USING "K" ; "(90 is Starboard Side)"
CSIZE 2.8
FOR J-0 TO 18 STEP 3
MOVE J.Mins-.5
LABEL USING ".K" ; 10-J
NEXT J
PLOT HARMONIC LEVEL VERSUS ANGLE
YK-Mixs -6
KT-Nplot+2
IF Np lot-1 THEN KT-1
LINE TYPE KT
MOVE 11.5.YK-2.5-Nplot
DRAW 13.Yk-2.5-Nplot
PEN UP
MOVE O.Mins
LORG 5
CSIZE 2.6
FOR J-1 TO Nmics
IF J-6 AND P7S-"N" THEN GOTO 1910
I.Order(J)
IF Harm)Nharm(I) THEN Level(Harm.I)-0
IF Level(Harm.I ) -0 THEN GOTO 1900
PLOT Thetac(I)/10.Level(Harm.I).2
IF Option-1 THEN LABEL Symbol
IF O p tion-2 THEN LABEL Harm
PLOT Thetac(I)/10,Level(Harn.I).1
GOTO 1910
MOVE Thetac(I)/10.Mins
NEXT J
LINE TYPE i
LORG 5
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1 25 0
1260
1270
1280
'290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1 400
1410
1420
1430
'440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
'540
'550
'560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
'680
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
'740
1750
'760
1770
1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
ORIGNVA,L PACs *fS'
OF POOR QUALITY
j
0
v1940 Y-Mixs-6
1950 YJ-Y-2.50Nplot
1960 MOVE	 12.2.YJ
1970 CSIZE 2.6
1980 IF Option-I	 THEN LABEL Symbol
1990 IF Option-2 THEN LABEL Harm
2000 MOVE	 14.3,YJ
2010 LABEL Harm
O MOVE	 17,YJ LLl2030 LABEL USING "K"	 ; File$
2040 ALPHA
2050 I	 •wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
2060 PRINTER	 IS 706
I2070 PRINT " " 1
2080 IMAGE "	 TABULATED OUPUT.	 Run".DDD.3X."Data Point" . DD.3X. "Harmonic"'DDD
2090 PRINT USING, 2080	 :	 Rn,DP.Harm
2100 PRINT " "
2110 PRINT "	 FILE	 THETA	 Lp(r)
a
2120 PRINT " "
2130 F OR J-1	 TO Nmics
2140 IF J-6 AND P7S- "N" THEN GOTO 2170 n
2150 I-Order(J)
2160 PRINT USING "10X,AAAAAAAAAA . 2X.DDD . D.2X.DDD . D"	 File1S ( I).Thetac ( I),Level lt
(Harm. I)
'170 NEXT J
2180 DISP (^
2190 IF Option-1	 THEN DISP "YOU HAVE JUST FINISHED CURVE":N p lot ^1
2200 IF Op tion-2 THEN DISP "YOU HAVE JUST FINISHED THE CURVE FOR HARMONIC";Harm
2210 DISP " "
'220 IF Nplot-9 THEN GOTO 2280 (1
2230 LINPUT "ANY MORE CURVES ON THIS GRAPH)".A7£ IUI
2240 IF A7S- "N" THEN GOTO 2280
2250 PRINTER	 IS	 1
2260 IF Option- 1 	THEN GOTO 510
2270 IF Option -2 	 THEN GOTO 610
2280 DISP "THIS GRAPH IS FINISHED"
2290 PRINT CHRS	 (12) 1
2 300 PRINTER	 IS	 1
2310 LINPUT "ANY MORE GRAPHS ? ".ABS r 4.
2320 IF ABS-"N" THEN GOTO 2600
4
2330 PRINT "STARTING A NEW GRAPH WITH MAX LEVEL -" : Maxs:"dB" J
2340 LINPUT "ANY CHANGES)".A6S
2350 IF A6S-"N" THEN GOTO 400
IF A6$ <> "N" THEN GOTO 320 I+23600
r
F:l
J	
q
2380 Ntimes-Ntimes+i
2390 IF Ntimes-1	 THEN GOTO 2540
400 PRINT "DOES
	 THE FILE ":FilalS(K):" EXTST 	 7" (^
2410 DISP "IF THE FILE DOES EXIST,TRY ANOTHER DISC AND TYPE
	 'Y"' ^I
2420 DISP "IF	 THE FILE DOES NOT EXIST,	 TYPE
	
'N'	 "
`430 LINPUT "IF THE FILE NUMBER	 IS	 IN ERROk.	 TYPE
	 'E"	 ".YS
2440 IF YS-"E" THEN GOTO 530
245U IF YS 0 "N" THEN GOTO SUO
2460 DISP "THE PROGRAM WILL ASSUME THE F ILE DOES NOT EXIST"
2470 OFF ERROR
2480 CodeS(K)-"Y"
2490 Nhare(K)-1
'500 FOR	 I-1	 TO 21
2510 Level(I,K)-0
2520 NEXT	 I
2530 GOTO 1000
2540 PRINT "LOOKING FOR FILE
	
":FileiS(K)
2550 DISP " "
2560 PRINT "REMAINING FILES ARE ON A DIFFERENT DISC."
2570 PRINT "LOAD THE CORRECT DISC AND PRESS ANY LETTER AND (END LINE)"
2580 INPUT GO$ (^
2590 GOTO 800 ^l
2600 MASS STORAGE IS ":D700"
2610 DISP "PROGRAM END"
2620 STOP
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TABULATED OUPUT.	 Run 67	 116ta o^:nt	 • Harmonic
i { FILE	 THETA	 LP(f)
111 CH67-1-9
	 15.0	 '02.0
CH67-1-1	 68.5	 99.1
CH67- 1
-2	 77.8	 99.8
n CH67-1.3	 67.2	 97.8
CH67-1-4	 %.8	 96.3JI
CH67-1-7	 105.0	 102.4
CH67-1-5
	
111.2
	 9'.n
CH67-!-6
	 126.1	 87.7
_
CH67-1-8
	
140.0	 85.9
TABULATED 7 1JPU T .	 Run 67	 Data Point	 1 "armonlc	 2
FILE	 THETA	 La(f)
CH67-1-9	 15.0	 95.1
CH67-1-1	 68.5	 99.4
CH67-1-.	 77.8
	 9A.2
CH67- 1
-3	 81.2	 98.'
CH67-I-4
	 96.8	 97.2
CH67-1-7	 105.0	 94.5
CH67-1-5
	
111.2
	
94.1
CH67-1-E
	 126.1	 91.9a
CH67-1-8
	
"0.0	 93.2
TABULATED OUPUT.	 Run 67	 Data Point Harmonic	 3
FILE	 THETA	 LP(4)
CH67-1-9
	 15.0	 33.6
CH67-1-1	 68.5	 90.2
CH67- 1
-2	 77.6	 94.3
CH67-1-3
	 87.2	 91.5
CH67-1- 4
	96.8	 91.0
CH67-1-1	 105.0	 80.0
CH67-1-5	 111.2
	
79.3
CH67-1-6
	
126.1	 88.0
C1,47 . 1
-6 	 140.0	 91.5
TABULATED OUPUT.	 Run 67	 Data Point	 ± Harmonic	 4
FILE	 THETA	 Lai()
CH67-1-9
	 '5.0	 90.9
CH67- 1 -1 	 68.5	 81.6
CH67-I-2	 77.8
	 87.0
cH67-1-3
	
e7.2	 63.2a''-+Et
CH67-1-4
	 %.8	 83.0
CH67-1-7	 105.0	 78.0
CH67- I
-5	 111.2	 P3.1
CH67 . 1-6	 126.1	 70.0
w
,u[
CH67-1-8
	
140.0	 93.0
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APPENDIX B
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ON SPECTRAL BROADENING
The influence of turbulence scattering on the acoustic signal
I	 propagating through the shear layer is discussed in Section 3.5
and example spectra are presented in Figures 23 and 24 to demon-
strate the resulting spectral broadening. The spectra were
obtained using the sinusoidal, high resolution spectrum mode of
i
the HP 5420B analyzer (see Section 2.3.2). The effective filter
bandwidth was approximately 42Hz. An alternative data reduction
procedure available in the analyzer is the random, high resolution
spectrum mode, in which case the effective filter bandwidth is	 i
about 18.75 Hz for the frequency range of interest. In the random
mode the spectra are presented in terms of power spectral density
instead of power-in-the-band (as is the case for the sinusoidal
mode), but the difference is of no consequence when interest is
I
directed to the spectral broadening phenomenon.
t
Data reduction of the acoustic signals analyzed in Figures 23 and
24 was repeated using the random, high resolution spectrum mode;
the resulting spectra are plotted in Figures B.1 and B.2. Because
of the smaller bandwidth, the effect of spectral broadening can be 	 I
seen more clearly in Figures B.1 and B.2 than in Figures 23 and
24.	 I
Figures B.1 compares spectra measured at locations 5 and 7, which
are on either side of the shear layer and at approximately the
same angle of radiation. Spectral broadening can be observed at
the higher frequencies.
Figure B.2 compares spectra measured outside the shear layer at
locations 2 and 6. Following the simple empirical analysis
developed in Section 3.5 it is predicted that spectral broadening
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(b) Microphone 5 (Out of Flow)
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FIGURE B-1. COMPARISON OF NARROWBAND PROPELLER NOISE SPECTRA
MEASURED IN AND OUT OF FLOW, RANDOM SIGNAL ANALYSIS
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(a) Microphone 2 (Forward of Plane of Rotation)
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(b) Microphone 6 (Aft of Plane of Rotation)
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FIGURE B-2. COMPARISON OF NARROWBAND PROPELLER NOISE SPECTRA
MEASURED FORWARD AND AFT OF PLANE OF ROTATION,
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would become evident at location 2 at frequencies above about
2700 Hz and at location 6 above about 1450 Hz. Insp.ction of 	 4^
Figure B.2 suggests that the simple prediction procedure is a
reasonably good guide to the onset of spectral broadening. In the 	 I
case of microphone 6, the width of the spectral peak at 5500 Hz,
1
	
	
measured at the lOdB-down point, is about three times larger than
the width at 1000 Hz.
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